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ABSTRACT

ARTIST WRITER

II CRITICAL THINKER
t' -

---

Figure 1.1. A post-modern artistic impression of selected rich models emerged in this
thesis impressionistically representing the way in which this thesis revolves around the
words slavery, enslavement, emancipation, freedom, power, critical thinker, and
artistic-writer; and enacts and indeed, if thinking neopragmatically, incarnates the rich
modelling methodology that is the central research approach used. I discuss this figure
fully in the "Conclusion" chapter to this thesis but it should be noted that I place the
figure here because of its imoortance.

The diagram shown in figure 1 gives an impression of this thesis around the key
words slavery, enslavement, emancipation, freedom, power, critical thinker, and artistic
writer. The text at the centre reads "my rich model evolution during this thesis." On rereading the text, I wonder if it is referring to my own evolution during the research,
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which could be described as "rich model," or the evolution of the rich model that
encapsulates, and in one sense is, the chief contribution of the thesis.
That I use this sentence and this impressionistic diagram to begin this abstract
should signal to you, dear reader, that this thesis tells my truth, with a little't', in my
own way, about my reflective practitioner investigation of my experience of being part
of the information systems profession and then part of a Doctor of Business
Administration (D.B.A) programme. As such, it is what some may term post-modem,
although I hesitate to describe it as such.
Through my lived experience as an enslaved information systems professional, I
can relate to the current situation of asymmetric warfare (note the picture of a fighter
plane dropping a bomb with the word "hacker" under), asymmetric industrial relations,
and some other forms of the master-relationship relationship.

In my career as an

information systems' professional I have experienced that here is a constant that
permeates the world: that parties desire to achieve greater power over any other
competitor while sacrificing as little as possible of their own resources. Whether this is
an actual war or just a simple jousting for advantage, the process remains similar: Two
structuralist sides in conflict. Perhaps this simple description is the apparent reason why
most fights are simply a zero-sum game, that is, one side wins (+1) and the other loses
(-1).
There are however variations to this theme. Hegel's Master-slave dialogue is
one. In this case the vanquished who is now a slave, eventually gains power over their
master, the original victor, not through force of arms, but by becoming indispensable to
the Master.

The major and subtle weapon the slave possesses is time with

obsequiousness that leads to dependency of the master to the actions of the slave.
Again through my lived experience of near imagined slavery, I can also relate to
another form of conflict that is now upon us, that of a structuralist formal army
supported by post-structuralist critical-thinkers and the artist-writers of a post-modernist
society against a structuralist guerrilla grouping, with a post-modem idealism giving
vital quasi or actual intellectual support.

This leaves the structuralist formal army

seeking effective and favourable counters to this asymmetric situation through the
weakness of the guerrilla forces, that is, a lack of critical-thinkers; else, it will see a
form of defeat that is reliance upon the guerrilla force not to attack. It is a modem and
curious situation where an overwhelming force seems to be impotent against a quick,
opportunistic, attack by a much smaller, under-resourced opponent. Yet, if the guerrilla
4

forces do in fact win, what is the result within the territory the guerrillas now control? It
seems that it is not an egalitarian-based modem democracy, or even a functioning
theocracy. The key is the critical-thinker, without these people who ask questions,
embarrassing ones most times, the necessary balance to support a string of freedoms is
lacking. The major problem is where do the guerrilla forces find these people, and
support them by not exterminating them as counter-revolutionaries, thereby creating the
basic weaknesses to the system they wish to impose.
However, the above guerrilla case need not prevail.

In my experience of

organisational relationships, which are by their very nature asymmetric, a structuralist
organisation can defeat even its deadliest asymmetric foe - an enslaved, passed over,
disgruntled, and sabotage-prone information systems employee.

I was one such

employee, one such enslaved person.
How then did I experience emancipation, freedom, and power? In this thesis,
through many winding paths, I describe such a journey, which is its core raison d'etre.
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PROLOGUE

Welcome to my journey of crnnncipalion from memories of metaphorical
slavery and real enslavement lhrough to freedom and power. It is not II typical doctoral
thesis. Indeed, sometimes I might label it as post-modern (Dnudrillard, 1995; Derrida,
1998; Foucault, 1982, 1983, l994, l995a, !995b; Jameson, 1992; Kellner, 2005):
sometimes perhaps post-structuralist (Bnrthes, 1972; Dclcuie, 1995; Derrida, 1998;
Foucault, 1982, 1983, 1994, 1995a, 1995b; Gunttnri, 1996; Sartre (Flynn, 2004; Kellner,
2005), Niettsche (Leiter, 2004; Wicks, 2004)); at some points perhaps humanist (de
Beauvoir (Dergoffcn, 2004), Sartre (Flynn, 2004), Rorty (Ramberg, 2001), Stimer
{Leopold, 2002)); and at others I might think ofil as anti-humanist (Saussure (Sanders,
2004, Levi-Strauss (Levi-Strauss, 1995), Marx (Marx, Tucker, & Engels, 1978), and
Freud (Freud, 1995)). I am a linle more sure that this thesis could be labelled heuristic
because it details "eureka" self-discoveries and conclusions, and phenomenological
(Hegel, 1971, 1977, 2004; Heidegger, !962; Husserl, 1989). [ consider it a form of
action resean:h (Dick, 2003) incorporating a rich modelling methodology (Chcckland,
1981; Williams, 2004). From lhis, I conclude that a conscrva1ive writing style would be
inappropriate for a thesis like lhis.

I write more about my writing style later but for now, I will quote from, ns did
my supervisor Dr Mark Williams, Profossor Jacques Derrida.
Because I like him, I can foresee the impatience of lhe bad render: this is the
way that I name or accwe the fearful reader, the reader in a hulT)' to be
detcnnined, decided upon deciding (in order to annul, in other words to bring
back to oneself, one has to wish to know in advance what to expect, one wishes
to e){pect what has happened, one wishes to exp~t (onesell)). Now, it is bad, to
predestine one's reading, it is always bad to foretell. It is bad, reader, no longer
to like retracing one's steps (p. 4).
Moreo\ler, to you, a reader of this thesis, I ask, ns did my supervisor for his
thesis, for your patience so os not to "predestine" or to "foretell" based on my writing
style.
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In a similar vein, Professor Bob Dick, a leading Australian authority in action
research, sl!l.tes, "a colleague Paul Ledington (quoting his doctoral supervisor Peter
Checkland, I think) defines a thesis a,. something 'with a new sentence in it'". I have
endeavoured to take this advice seriously.
An article concerning Simone de Beauvoir, (BergolTen, 2004) states that she
considers 7 groups of men, with only two groups worthy of freedom, the critical-thinker
and the artist-writer, as the others refuse to recognize the experience of freedom, or
misread the meanings of freedom. In the model presented later in this thesis, the critical
thinker is the Condor and the artist-writer is the guru. For Simone de Beauvoir, "critical
thoug.l1t attempts to militate everywhere against all aspects of the serious but without
foundering io the anguish of pure negation". However, "if he does not (l.5.5Uffie the
subjectivity of his judgment, he is inevitably caught in the trap of the serious. Instead of
the independent mind he claims lo be, he is only the shameful servant of a cause to
which he has not chosen to rally" (De Beauvoir, 1948).
''The artist and the writer, following another way, while not proposing lo attain being,
surmount existence by attempting to create an absolute ofit. However, they can fall
into an illusion through idolizing their own attempts" (De Beauvoir, 1948).
De Beauvoir's ideas form part of the logic of the development of the presented
model of the rich pictures in my thesis.
A Story

In the spirit ofheuristic inquiry (Bleakley, 2000; Moustakas, 1956, 1959; Tesch.,

1990), 1 will begin this thesis by telling you a story of a journey. Simply explained it is
a creative knowledge-bearing piece of writing in the spirit of phenomenology, such
writings to give free reisn to this way of being in the world (Heidegger, 1964). Alan
Bleakley (Bleakley, 2000) commends such nn approach on the one hand stilting that
"reflection on practice through the medium of creative writing offers a narrative mode
challenging instrumental approaches to reflection as logico-scientific knowing" .
However, on the other hand, he contends that there is a danger of"intemal contradiction
such as unreflexivc accounts ofpersonnl 'discovery' and 'growth' in such writing." His
final word is th.at creative "language o1Te!1i the very ambiguity, uniqueness, and value
conflict that Donald Sch.tin characterises as the 'indeterminate zones of practice' that we
must inlmbit elTective!y in establishing practical artistry as the heart of reflective
practice" (Bleakley, 2000).
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Whatever internal conlradictioru that are found in this work are entirely mine,
1111d I accept them all not as errors, but as a demonstration of the characteristics of the
human being that wrote this work 1111d his failings, foibles, and maskry, such that it is,
over the life he now leads. If, as some say, post-modernism abandons objective truth,
then these characteristics arc neither failings nor advantages, they just are, ns Martin
Luther is attributed to say, "Here I stand; I can do no other. God help me. Amen"
(BrainyQuote, 2005h). It seems that contradictions can be

II

research source, nnd that

contradictions arc to he found within most research and research writings, and this work
I do not consider an exception to this rule.
contradictions arc

II

From this, I therefore suggest that

way of dctennining the current limitations or knowledge, and the

examination of contradictions may ndvancc human knowledge in areas that surround
contradictions and through the very contradictions themselves
/\ Narrative Insert

A Joumey called Grwt/11 se Auto,1 - Know Tf,yself
This thesis is not a typical and pleE1SE111t prepaid tourist's trip w the local sites of
interest, as I can only guarantee
mine.

II

few things only. Firstly, it is unique because it is

All conclusions, memories described here, and interviews t:lken in and

interpretations taken, arc mine, though I cxplaio what they mean to me. Secondly, we
both, at the trip's end will be able to say that there is something new hero nnd th~t this
something has sigoificancc. Howev~r. pleE1Se remember from time to time that this is
my journey. It is a shared journey, but nonetheless it is not yours. You will sec the
picture as I present it, as your guide, which is not the whole picture. However, I must
ron!isc that the limited pictures that I present must yield good nnd fair value to those
whom willingly share this journey with me. The whole picture is extra. Probably we
both have not the time and resources, at this stage, to spend them looking elsewhere for
additional phenomenal stimulation, namely mental ond sensual beauty. While at the
same time, as is nonnal for the human being, paying little attention to the nonphenomenal as true mental stimulation enters nur being from known, yet in relation to
our given and lnL5ted senses, also unknown sources.

Wl,a/ Yo11r Ticket Offers You
This is simply II rough and ready package, whose aim is to allow you to consider
returning to this area. If you do, your previous journey, this one, will allow you tn seek
what you mi:;.sed on this packaged tour. This does not me1111 that I have preseuted you
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with .in inferior product; it simply means that we both have a limited amount of time to
smell the rare flowers and sec wondrous sites before

\YI:

suffer from the wor!d-

weariness question of'so what?'
Firstly, a Sharing

llowever, in the scheme ofthinlls, 1 nm willinG tO share with you what I have
found and sourced from this f1J.1cinatinll, trnnsforming trip of a lifetime (perhaps thirty
years too late to save the world, not in a Mar.<ian sense, but in my own sense that will
be sho11n as this work evolves and unfolds to you the reader and possible f)llrtner in this
journey). Nonetheless, I nm hopeful that you will find this journey at lca.!i\ worthy of
your time, Any other conclusion at this time is mere speculative hope. Anerwards, you
will not be able to regain those hours, so it is up to me to make this trip, nay expedition,
wmtl1y of your interest.

Perhaps this shared journey will odd a particle to the

knowlcdllc of the world in a particular area that interests me, and, at journey's end may
become an additional interest of yours.
Seco11dly, a Roft and a T1iol-KII

In this journey, we delve into a personal history, particularly n personal history
of learning and philosophy. !n addition, the modem conventions of these topics, as well
as the external sources found in anthropology, phenomenoloGY, skill acquisition,
reflection as

11

skill and knowledge tool. sources of administrative and 01hcr powct'!I

together with their uses, and abuses arc part of )'Our ticket. These form the r:11\ on
whiech we will journey through deep nnd still waters, boiling rapids nnd perlmps
confronting water falls which we must carry our ral\ around, all towards a further
conundrum, the endlessly dynamic and ever semi-explored sea of limited learning,
evaluated knowledge, and inherent wisdom.
Tliirdly, Thi11gs Sensed 111111 Tl,/11gs be)'o11d tlie Senses

However, as human bcinGS we arc able to discern two versions of the sensed
objects. Firstly, those serued and exp'.;citly shared by all within our tour group, either
during our journey or afterwards. Secondly, those objects which arc sensed only and
uniquely by ourselves, and remain tacit and therefore unexplainable sensual and cxtrasensua! reactions and memories that are forever yours and in some manner personally
influential. These individual's unique considered, wnmmted tacit conclusions arc by
themselves a sum of the individual's nature and nurture nod makes the reactions to the
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presented and discovered objects range from the memorable through to the
commonplace and through to the disposable.

Fourtl,l.Y, on AvenueforSe(f-Dlsr:overy
Using tools accepted by others as relevant and noting that only what we discover
for ourselves, both tacitly and then explicitly, all of this may lead to another spot that
may contain either a mountain of treasure or an indication of other treasure, yonder,
somewhere. Yet, we may also invent new tools so that we may show and teach to
others to enable them to see the utility of our skil!s of invention and innovation as well.
Whether or not these tools would prove useful for others to use elsewhere is uncertain,
but for 11.'i they may !ct us perceive things that even our initial palhflnders could not, and
this is an important part of this package tour as well. We must not forget, however, that
all of this can lead to personal change. Both ofus have the responsibility to be different
at this particular journey's end. Such is the possibility for development and evolution of
both the unique self and as a sum, humanity.

Fiftllly, No Wammt.r, No Guarai,tees, No Ticket Home u11tfl the E11d
I offer no apology for the incidentals incurred on this journey - the physical and
mental diseases which cloud the mind, the destroction of will through pressures from
the ignorant or unwilling or both, and a multitude of other traveller's burdens. All I can
omr is the simple medical kit of soundly based support from other.i who have dared to
tread some or our mute bcforc us. The author:; accepted by others as informed and who
o!Tertheir findings to the world so that others, like us, con use them in combination with
other finding.i to achieve

II

relatively safe journey, to nt least part of the way, to our

destination. However, only knowing I.hat place when we get there, and if we can
recognise it, a place called Wherever lending possibly, to Somewhere El.re. All we both
can hope for is I.he creation of a pathway and a map so other.; are able fill in the spaces
marked as unexplored.
Please take your seat, the journey is about to begin, down a river that holds
much interest to me, the river ofinfonnntion systems cEl!1lcrs.
Cautions Concerning Accepting Apparent Truth.

If truth (with our without a capital depending on whether or not you accept some fonn
of realism) is difficult to prove Rnd e!f5ier to disprove, it seems to me that Schopenhauer
is on the mark when he posited, "Al! troth passes through three stages. First, it is
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ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being self-evident"
(BrainyQuote, 2005a).
A corollary following from Schopenhauer's assertion is that uulh as discovered in this
thesis is subjected tu us many caveats as other known and successful dissertations that
have paved the way for this resenn:h to take place. If I use n previous and cited work
that is nawcd, then it follows that this work suffers in some minor or major way.
However, we as resenrchers must coll!lider this common nnd acceptable risk.

Ku/111-Loss
For instance, Kant and others up to the age of Einstein held that Newtonian
descriptions of the Universe were unassailable and drew upon the truth as !hen known !o
postulate new, deduced, nnd implied apparent truths. Alas, for them, and their learned
and intelligent disciples, Einstein's new basic truths caused havoc among these that had
invesled their lives in scholarship founded upon now declared insufficient axioms. This
can be referred to as Kuhn-loss (Kuhn, 1970). All of philosophy had to salvage what
they could from this new elementary knowledge or rather from a new set of axioms, to
re-establish troth as they nnd others would be able to recognise and know. Not all of
philosophy regained its previous status, nnd not all ofit survived the trauma. However,
some philosophers gained new credence wing the new axioms and new status as major
thinkers due to this upheaval; such are the vanities of philosophy and the questions it
poses concerning humnn existence.

A Personal 11ear Trut/1
My point is that this is my near-tmth as I perceive it to be in my ern,
documented and cited, tnms-!iteratcd, and interpreted, evaluated and discussed, and
accepted and disregarded as deemed necessary by me. For in the final analysis, I have
authored this work, for the satisfaction ofmysc!f, and for my education and edification.
I am also submitting this thesis for approval by others to prove that I am worthy of lhe
privileges and esteem ofcomplcting and earning a doctorate.

Suell a Docume11t must /1ave a Sa11/
In following heuristic inquiry (Bleakley, 2000; Moustakas, l 956, ! 959; Tesch,
1990), I! seems however, such a document, this thesis, must not be n soulless doeumcnt,
lacking the slllins of sweat and tea!ll. This document should endeavour to be something
that causes the spirit and soul of the author to soar once more within the mind of a
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reader, even after many decades have passed. It must possess new evidence for olhers
to us!l for the benefit of humanity (as Dr Jack Whitehead puts it on his extensive
www.nctionresearch.net website), if for no other reason thwi it is a statement of lhe
ethical standards of lhis current time and place and this work is worthy os an
incremenlill addition to what we call present-day knowledge.

Non, Jc Ne Rcgrctte Rein
One of the metaphors oflhis work, lhe overarching one in !his instnnce, is the song by
Edith Piaf, Non, Jene regrelle rien -1 regret nolhing. Below I have shown lhc original
lyrics wid two translations - one from Google and the other from Netscape. Both
translations offer a fonn oftrans!itemtion as neither o!Ter meaning from one IE111guage lo
meaning in another.
fronch

Google

N,to••P•

Non I Rion de ricn ..
Non I le ne u:grc\te tlon ...
c•,., pa)·<!, bolo)I!, oubllO
le me rou< du !)IISKI

Noll Nothing ofnolhins ...
Noll l do not rc~aot nn)'lhlns ...
It is pO:d, sWl",,t, forgotten : lnsono or
theprull

Noll Nolhlng ofnotMnQ ...
Noll I do nol regn:t anything
Norit ollr.ough one mode mo
Nor !00 evil oll lhol ls quite equal
for mo!

Avecmcssouvcnlrs
l'oi ollumt le fou
Mes ,h~grin,, mo, ploisirs
Jc n'oi pin< bc:soln d'eux I

With my mornorles I tit firo
My sonom, my pl=uro, I do not
nocd rno,c lhem!
S\\c?t lhe love,
11.nd oll their BolayCs tromors for
olwoy< l sot out ogoln IO IOm ... Natl
Nothing of nothing ...
Noll I do not n,grcl nolhing ...

Bolo)I!• lo, amours
Et tou, lourstn!molos
BaloyC, pour loujours
le u:pm~zlro ..
Non I Rion derien ..
Non I }enc regn:ll«ion ..
Ni le bi,n, qu'on m'o foit
Ni le ""I, tout~· m'o,t bion Ogol I
Non I Rion de ricn ..
Non I Jc nc <CSrelto ricn ,..
Cnr ma vio, cnr mes Joie.,
Alijourd'hui, ,;a oommonre ovoc toi I

No1l Nothin~ ornolhlng ...
Nott I do not <CGrcl nnything ...
lt I, pold, '"'OP~ foreotien
I in5ilfi0 of the pasll
Wilh my memories
llltnrc
My sorrows, my ploasu=

N,1100, the good, 1hot mo
Nor lhe evil wos mndo, oil !hot ls
quile oquol rbr met Noll No1hlng of
no1hins ... Nol!
l do not regrot onything. ..
Bocnuso my llfo, bocno,c my Joys
Today, lhol SI.,.. wllh youl

1 do nol need mou: lhoml
Swept love,
And oll lhclr ta:mor,
S\\tpl for olwoy:,
I sci out ngnln to zoro ...
Nolt Nothing ofnolltlng ...
Noll l do nol re~rcl nolhlnR,.
Nor the good, lhol one mo.lo me
Nor the evil, nll lhnt Is quile oquol
form,!
Noll Nothing ofnod,lng ..•
Noll I do not rogr,ol onything ...
Bceousc my lire, bocousc m)' Joy,
Today, lhot ,u,n, wllh youl
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Both t1a11sliteratio11s are quite similar, perhaps ooe relies upoo the other.
Meaning, that elusive translator's problem is what I seek from these lyrics, poetry if you
will, so I o[er my ow. translntion, the one I use as the metaphor for this work, and it:i
use as the glue that holds this work together.
F«n<h

MyTron,!,Uon

Non I Rion <le rion ..
Non I Jc nc rcgrcllc ricn"'
C'csl f"'Y<!, boloy,!, oublM
le mo fou, du pant!

No, from now om,W, noll,lot llriscs from
the now ,.,,hlng tho! ls now my PIIIl,
No, 1 do not recm tho nolhng lhol ;, now my

Moo mes sou,onirs
J'oi ollumO le feu
Mc, oh•srins, mo, pl,isirs
Jc n'lli plus be.min d'cux I

A, I wos w11d wilh \he hcpo, for now
freedom, or a new cm•rf mg l<ehnok>glool

Oolo)'!• le, amours
llt Illus lours ln!molos
Bolo).:!S pour loujours
lc"l""'s!Hro ..
Non I R!en de ricn ..
Non I le nc ,cgn:l\e rion ..

Ni le blon, qu'on m'o folt
Ni le mol, toul ~· m'esl blon tg,11
Non I Ricn de n,n .

Non I le nc rog,cllc ricn ..
Cor mo vi,, oor mes Joles
Aujourd'hui, ~· commence avcc llli I

pOSl;
All lhol ;, p;,Jd for, s,,~pl owoy ond fofj!olten,

..

From my memori" o[tho5< times,
I hod ii\ort.d nn:,,
Out 11,ey gave rcsulli lhol "'"' ,orn,ws ilnd
plcosu= llrnl ""' oow fofj!Ollen, ond lhcy""'
usclc,s to me now,
! h0>e S\¥<:pl owny my posl lovos wllh lhoir
~mulou, ,.,11e1n<n1S,
Swepl oway forc,o, n, l sci oul qoln,
To n:stort my lire from o now beginning.
No, from now onWMl, nodoing om,, from
the now ,.,rhlngthol t, now my pllll,
No, I do no\ regrcl tho nothing lhot ;, now my
posl;
However fmm now onwiml, the oomlng good
life,
As from 1odoy, oil thol begins will, me.

This is my song, sung for me and not anyone else as was Piars lyrics, perhaps
her lyrics were to justify Edith's place in this world, as I use my lyrics to help justify my
place in this world. My vernionjust tells me about me, and why I cannot rely upon my
past skills, to reslllrt anything resembling a cnreer as no information systems Competent,
as I would only attempt this level out of sheer curiosity. ! can only accept the fact that I
must be better, more prepared, and accurate in my predictions than ever before, and that
meClI1s that [ must become, using terms from my emergent model, better than an Experl
and nt least a Virtuoso nt the Guru level and that is entirely up to me,
However, the overarching theme here is the Ullnsformation of wandering why to
acceptance of the past as personal h/sJary, ready to use as n form of learning

irrespective of the effects upon the people concerned. It is perhaps, as the French say,
Vengeance du cie/ 011 volontt des hommes? (Bertaud, Leflon, Lefnmc, Me!choir-

Bonnet, & Mermet, 1976), where the facility where I had encountered my real first
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failuic ceased to exist two years after my separation, perhaps the inherent problems that
I uied to describe came to a negative nnd compounded fruition. Yet it seems there are
similarities that confront the systems induslJ)' today.
writings of the French Revolution ond the Collapse

Indeed, I understand that the

of the Third Republic (Shirer)

are

also applicable to industry today. The fundE11J1ental problems are simple, but described
in a complexity of supporting arguments that shed little light other than to support a
thesis A Posteriori. To take the opposite case, from causes to a probable effect, a priori
concerns arc pllrlly the d_ifficulty of this work.
Prologues and Epilogue! of the Information Systems Industry
Refiecting upon the history ofinfonnation systems, we have seen multi-billion
do!lar organisations rise and fall, and other.; to rise to a peak and then fall ns have their
predecessor.;.

The state-of-the-art within infonnation systems as a profession has

changed so rapidly over the last 40 years that new systems are obsolete before
completion and skills considered vital at that time, wu today worthless, and the human
part of the equation repeatedly reverts to a novice state within the new, promoted
information systems methodology. Perhaps, never knowing what infonnation systems
'i.1,' can be understood as the san;:y clause within the contract between man and

machine, knowing what it is, may be daunting even for those inventing new methods for
controlling the mundane. The again, perhaps it is the ultimate seduction - a w:lling
mcntnl enslavement by a non-slave in the hope and promise of more interesting times in
the future as an artist-writer, the highest form of freedom described by de Beauvoir
(Bergoffen, 2004).
Prologue Description oflhb Work:
In this introduction, I will he discussing the chronological events that began the
search for a title, the use of language, the reseatt:h space, and the initial assertions that
start this research and reflective thesis. This begins the logical presentation of a topic
!hat I consider is of interest to the infonnation systems induslry, industry as a whole and

to me pe!'lional!y. This latter and personal interest is simply because I was deeply
involved in the information systems industry for over ten years. This

Wl!S

until I

changed my career path, and in a closed community such e.s Perth, Western Auslmlia,
this led to disastrous consequences for me as my experiences have shown, and my
family's financial, social, and general outlooks for a very long time, and it is from this
major experience I generate this thesis.
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CHAPTER!

A PRELIMINARY EXPLANATION OF RESEARCH WRITING
STYLE AND APPROACH

Introductlo11
As a study, this is the final issue to be resolved. This is not due to poor planning
or practices; it is the fact that this is an explorer's diary. Diversions are a fact within the
code of exploren;, nnd it is from these diversions that new discoveries are possible. The
model presented as a mnjor outcome of this thesis, now has greater utility than l
originally thought, as it also describes the major weaknesses of as)'lllmetric warfare

ns

well, whether it is the lnrger or smaller opponent. These on-the-way investigations have
soaked up hours of my time yet tmve led to greater intellectual treasures rather than
physical ones. As I seem to lack the facilities to cnrry away physical treasures, I must
be content with the intel!ectual ones, and enter into my dinries the dcscriptiora of the
physical treasnres awaiting others to carry awny (perhaps at their cost), while I consider
myself to possess the treasures of greater value.
As this work and study matured, self-reflcctio11 and reading outside my topic
a\lo=d me to find new perspectives, concerning not only my research problems,
researeh questions, nnd resenrch methodology but also where I have found other fonns,
including my final rich model, where the research results could be put that would
represent a doctoral thesis and lhe11 also to provide, for others, avenues for further
research and further uses for the model. All of this w broaden the map's boundaries and
utility, the rationale for any research.
I am told that I write i11 the style of John Dewey, perhaps it is from a
combination ofmy Americnn and Australian experiences, and the American approach to
Action Rtsearch as a tool for social change and the British/Australian mode! \rult
emph&ises organisational improvement using the same tools (Smith, 200la, 200lb).
From this, we can hath sec that Action Resenrch, sourced from Kurt Lewin (Smith,
200la), in all of its guises, hes a multiplicity ofmles to play in the future.
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It is now, however, that I miut e:ii:plain my writing style and to e:ii:p!ain my final
research methodology, and at first l approach each mutually e:ii:clusively, and then

115

a

union of style and method, as each are not truly independent of the other.
Not all of this, however, begins to e:ii:plain the serendipitous series of event that
have led to revision upon revision of this work to yield an inverted fllnnel of
invest[gations. TyPically, a researcher uses a fnnnel to collect datn and resources, and
then narrow:. the topic down lo a given few problems or questions or both. In this C'l.Se,
the original situntion was already nt a narrow point, this by using a rifle approoch, but
by for,:,:es of rel\ection and with new resources applied to the problems and questions,
the irregulnr shot pattern of the blunderbuss hit many new areas for consideration within
this work. Typically, what stw1ed out as investigating information systems careers, I
found the resulting model could also apply to 115ymmetric warfllJ'C, religion, politics, and
n growing list of other applications.
I discovered that all of this is about transition: from slavery, enslavement,
cmcmcipation, freedom al! leading to power, my now additional key words as well. I
had to tell this story, not as a final edit, but as an ongoing heuristic, in M almost diarist
style. The inspirations of which I speak were not of the sudden 'eureka' type, but nearly
so. They resulted in the consideration of available information, evaluated datn, Md put
with rcl\e,:,:tion, allowed me to build foundations for wenanted outcomes. To tell such a
story wns going to need support from references, these to support my being able to tell
one's uuth, whether real or perceived. This daunting ll!sk, if truthfully told and based
upon honest rcl\ectioo of what occum:d is a story and not necessnrily a history.
To find sources for this work was a great problem. No consulting furn would
even ,:,:onsider my investigating this problem with them, ond their cooperation. Tiie
solution was raw interviewing with people in the Information Systems profession,
attending recruiting seminar:;, and interviewing managers of large information systems
installations, as well as my information technologist eldest son ns one rf those
managers.
What I found is that almost nothing h11S changed in the information systems area,
what has changed is the technology itself, not the human being side of this business.
The interviews with the coalface employees were actually depressing, as they were for
the most part looking to me for answers for this problems described here.
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To put it into a context, several just changed jobs, one took over n small
bnsiness, one snicidcd, though love seemed to be the cause there, none conld see a
positive future for themselves irrespective of their cducntion, real or potential. They
seemed to believe seriously thnt they were rypecust as information sys1ems ()lpes, never
to be nllowed to expand their horizons within the organisation
I discovered my nuthorinl voice and accompanying sub-voices that enabled me
to provide insights into my development

a,;

a doctor of business administmtion

cnndidate, whether or not this is justified is now up to you, dear reader.

A Explanation or My Writing Style
It was suggested to m~ that

ll!i

a good deal of the history of Action Research

emanated from educational research, and that I should begin there, won Id lead to a solid
explanation ofmy writing style.
From the point of using autobiography, (Bnmer, 1990, chap. 4) proposes that
such en npproach describes how one's personal history influences the writings of n
person when explaining their research. I have done lhis and sometimes it fills a chnpter
or it describes a situation where questions arise per1incnt to the work. Subjectiveness,
metaphor, autobiography, perhaps near ethnography, narrative, all of this is contextually
supponive of this project with the end purpose or clarity of explanation through prose
and s,ometimes poetry. Barone (Barone, 1988) posits - 'All educational research is
fictive, fashioned by the reseE1Ieher," but supponive of the work undertaken by the
resenrcher as is done in this ca.o;e.
However, the reader is not left to use /heir leEIIIling from their own experiences
with their now innal.c definitions of the adjeclives that I use

a,;

mere wards used to

describe my research writing style. I do orfcr same fundamentll! definitions. I will
paraphrase from the College Edition of Webster's New World Dictionary of the
American Langunge, my dictionary that I have carried v.ith me almost to every country
that I have visited and have nenrly 'loved to death,' ("WebsLcr's New World Dictionary
of the American Language-College Edition," 1950) to resolve potential semantic
conflict by assuming this resource

8.'I

the source of standard delinitiom of these terms.

Narrntive • of, or have the nature of, a personal narration, in a story form that
leads to an description of the n:seari:h problems and questions;
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subjective - of, alfected by, ar produced by the mind or a particular state of
mind, in this irulance by the use of the first person and this leads to a indirect
description of the author's personality that is able to taint the research, and
Action Research expects this to occur;
metaphorical - cf or constituting a metaphor, (an implied comparison in which a
word or phrase ordinarily and primarily used for one thing is applied to another,
by using many instances of imagination and es such are eKphmatory but not
literally applicable to the situation;
reflective - mediative; thoughtful, in the manner of using such techniques to
describe, then to interpret, and then to yield a possible logical explanation,
typically using non-quantitative methods as is described in the research
methodology of Rejlec1ive Practices.
From the ab-Ove definitioDli nnd the previous descriptions, the source of the
writing style used within this partially autobiographical work that uses the action
resea1'1:h first-person as a valid research tool and as a source of personal inference and
influence upon the research conclusions. However, the links to the interviewed, the
action r~~,~1rch second-person, and leaving the broad picture to those, the action
rest·arch third-person, who willingly study the model, are either expressed directly or
implied.
Explaining the forces that this literary style invigorates, {Zald, 1993) examines
the linking of the studies of the Humanities with studies concerning organisations as
Zald posits "The scientific and technical model emphasizes logic, clarity, and data
representation in its rhetorical stance, to the exclwion of intuition, allusiveness,
imagery."
Denzin (Denzin, 1994) expresses a series of writing styles or typologies, thn.t by
using major rcsemch paradigms with keywords which yield a mare clirect approach. to
writini: a work of research.
interpretations.

There rue five styles or typologies within two

The two interpretations rue more like approaches to the mnnner of

explanation and they are tender-minded and tough-minded. The writing styles arc:
positivist (variables, hypotheses - A priori -

from cause to effect

with

accompanying theory prnpasitions);
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constructivist (the emerging ofunders1anding using design E111d understanding to
complete a process);
critical (using a society, it characteristics

io

show actions, structures, its various

cultures, and power sources -within a general theory of society);
interpretive or phenomenological (wing socially co~lructcd realities and local
generalisations with interpretive resources, known and perhaps unknown stocks
of knowledge, inter-subjectivity, practices or practical reasoning, and ordinary
talk); or
feminist (gender, reflective practices or reflexivity, directed emotion, and
directed action orientations).
My main writing style in my recent research is not positivist, as the tcnninoloi:;y
that I use eliminates this possibility. Rather, terms such as emergent, culture, ordinary
talk, and reflexivity contain elements of all the other typologies when necessary.
However, of the two main categories of either being tough-minded or tender-minded, I
find that only a sure/uruure research approach can deem tough mindedness to possess
any utility at all. An heuristic, discovery approach is, it seems, only able to proceed if
one is open to what one actually finds along the research, not a tough-minded and
predetermined rejection of embarrassing facts. All of this requires an intuitive and
emotional approach, with open-ended answers which lead to interpretation of the word·

wt presented including the word-art biases of all the actora - the creative artist, the
performer, and the listener nod reader of these iexts, both as a genera! perfonnance and
in the unique personal rendition of what they consider to be the reality they inhabit. The
acceptance of Berkeley's nominalism or anti-realism where table is a word for a table
without any philosophical baggage, lh.is is where a reflective critique detennincs the
value of ostensible and real power structures within n multi-voiced textual
representation of perceived and reflected-upon reality.

This is where I start anti-

foundational, criticism, science as power, multi-voiced texts.
Supporting this approach, (Erickson, 1986) is unambiguous about the theatrical
function in social science research, particularly the use oflh.e vignette as an explication
tool. Here Erickson asserts that the writer's position covers and becomes grounded not
only within substantive theory but also seriously includes "persona! commitments" (p.
153). This mecms that the render is a serious research partner or "co-analyst" as well as
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a source ofa rese=h or reader critique for the reader to consider seriously or otherwise,
for his or her own purposes. This fonn of audience participation is also pan of the
approach that Erickson uses in development of his arguments {Ibid., p. 153). Brickson
has four audiences {Ibid., p. 153) • researchers, policymakers, practitioners, and the
local community- however, I generally address in lhis work only the fint. To be more
specific, I address lhose who arc aware of Qualitative Rese11Tch; topics such as the
Marxian foundations of the Fr:mkfon School sourced Critical Theory, including both
sides of constmctivism, radical and critical, p!us narrative • all of this with a postmodemism twist. I now assume that I meet Erickson's approach, ruid I remain on a finn
foundation us I present for acceptance this work for lhe specified group.
To suppon the telling of my story in a very personal and autobiographical
maoner, (Laney, 1993) devotes a whole chapter in Quaiilalive Research in Ed11catian,
to such "Personal Accounts" (Ibid., chap. 6)

He places autobiography (memoir,

chronicle, diary, and reminiscence) w; the valued "Self-Generated, Life History" of the
person or teacher-as-researcher concerned without stating its utility within the rese!ll'ch
area. However, he cites (Clandinin & Conelly, 1994) in order to identify researoh value
of lhis approach as "our best access to teachers' and students' understandings of the
meaning of clrusroom experience may be through life history na1111tivcs, rather than
through structured classroom observations nnd intervieWli" (Ibid., p. 169).

By

examining lhe entire situation, we get a broad landscape picture from which we may
choose to narrow the picture to a few intimate portraits as our research interests, and
available data sources will detennine.
In addition, John Van Maanen's book Tales of the Field: On Writing

Ethnography (van Mnanen, 1988), proposes and encourages the researcher to tel!
relevant personal stories that atlmct the interest of the reader, that are a coherent and
complete story and ones that seems to be true in !be mind and eyes of the na1111tor, the
reseal"Cher and lhe reader. By suggesting lhc use of tense to develop and to use the art
of storytelling, he suggests the use of the present tense, this give a dramatic flair to the
story ns if were happening here and now in real-time. It is now that the nrt of the
storyteller become apparent, as when it is done well, it becomes almost a personal
experience by the reader or listener as lhe "characu:rs ... must be given names, faces,
motives, and L'iings to do, lines to speak" (p. 104). This approach is also supported in
his later 1989 book Researching lived experience: Human science far an acrlan

sen.1/tlve pedagogy.

JI

Advancing a few years, Richardson, cited in (Lenzo, 1995) persuasively
promotes researchers lO write in a mode of selves, that is to abjl.lTe "the censorious hold
of 'science writing' on

DI.IT

conscioll3ness, a well as the arrogance it fostolli in our

psyche." From this a fundamental honesty, of success and failure alike that generates a
qualitative research st.age that is al le:ist a form of theatrical reality. In the swnc vein,
(Clandinin, 1993) 1.1Tges researchers to explore this narrative form of re~ean::h writing.
To obtain under the duress, tho real life that is denied existence by the positivist writing
and research style, she advises the development of a qualitative style so1.1Tccd from
favourite fiction author, to develop a storytelling skill.

! have adopted John Dewey's writing style which is narnitive, autobiographical,
subjective (to the point of sometimes being quite personal), metaphorical, allusive, ond
reflective though sometimes meandering to establish my writing style. At other times
Dewey is rhetorical and polemical, however, John Dewey's rambling, woolly and rather
cumbrous style ! find somewhat attractive.

While I note, V. A. McClelland, the

Professor of Educational Studies at the University of Hull, in l 993 where he states:
"The most serious criticism, however, is that Dewey based his educational programme
upon personal inspiration and shrewd hunches rather than upon rigorous scientific
analy:;;is of the evidence" (McClelland, 1983). Although I am aware, that Professor
McClelland may use this s\atement concerning my methodology ond style, the professor
docs not disclose his world-view assumptions, though I have a hunch that in this area he
would seem to subscribe to a positivistic research attitude. In any iMtancc, it seems to
me that Dewey rises above this positivist based criticism. Operating from his Hegelian
notion of the organic interrelat~dnes.s of things, Dewey worked within a more
eneomJ111ssing view of science than is understood by positivism (Vemoff & Shore,
1987).
In my cnse, I nm influenced not so much from a Hegelian perspective, that is the
thesis-antithesis-synthesis and dialectic as a form of history, as from a Jungian
perspective of arohetypical explanations of orientations of ourselves to !he world.
However, it is true that "personal inspiration ond shrewd hunches" form the voice ofmy
unconscious that assists me in the "analysis of the evidence" as I perceive it to be. I
also stand with (Habermas, 1971, 1972) in his biting critique of positivism that
"rigorous scientific ona\ysis of the evidence" is thoroughly value-ridden. By making
this clear, I begin to address tho concerns that thorough positivists might somehow
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subscribe to my research, if by no other means th WI u,;ing the br.1.cketing method of
Hegel.
(Freeman, 1968), in the introduction to Jung's Man and His Symbols (1968),
commends Jung's "spiralling" fonn of nrgument which, perhaps initially obscure Wld
rambling, soon carries the reader "on a per.;uasive and profoundly absorbing journey."
On the other hand, I em awEll'C that what Don Cupit!, Dean of Emmanuel College,
Cambridge, states of Jung's writing style, may also be true of mine:
Much of Jung's writing is too rambling, rhapsodical, and diffrne, and compares
very unfovourably with that of Freud, the apostle of rationalism and a strong
ego, who expounded his own thought with great clarity. At his best, Jung is
marvellously stimulating; but the fact is that real art requires not only Jungian
inspimtion but also rigorous rational control and self-criticism (1985, p. 75).

I find this lo be a telling comment. My objective is to se<:k balance. While
respecting my subjectivity, I endeavour to exercise "rigorous rational control and s~lfcriticism" in my writing.

I nm in agreement with the post-structural analysis that specifies identities that
apparently are "multiply sited, discur:;ive!y constructed, decentered subjectivities"
(Lenzo, 1995). In addition Lenzo states that the subjectiveness of both the knowing
n:scnn::her, and those being n:scnrched, ns they ore undcrs:ood u being sepnr.1.te entities,
having knowledge contradictions as to facts, and as fallible constructors of what each
represents of the other. Indeed this is

J)lln

of the reason that I have constructed much of

this book as a dialogue between certain nspecls of my own psyche (understood in a
Jungian sense).

And, also bear in mind that, as (Eisner, 1992) 113Serts: "scientific

resean::h. in the end, is a corutruction and the more artistic in character, the better." I
also agree with (Lenzo, 1995), that: "representations of knowledge in research reports
might be viewed as constructed from partial, multiple, local, and historical authorial
positioning - nt the some time under scrutiny and set in serious play."
Initial Explanation ofmy Final Research Methodology
The most interesting aspect of Action Research is the speed at which it is
developing. From Kurt Lewin's socialist model ofwresenrch directed to the solving of
social problems" (Smith, 2001b p. 2) and the Lewin Field Theory, where a field is
defined as "the toLEllity of co-existing facts which ore conceived as mutually
interdependent" (ibid., p 3) through to whole schools, such as Bath University's Centre
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for Action Research Professional Practice (CARPP). From this, wc can see some of the
effects of the emergence of Qualitative Research upon the academic world,
What is applicable within the development of the model is an interesting twist
on the in~rdcpcndcncies expressed by Lewin - the lnterrleyendency of Fate and the
Interdependency ofTask.
The interdependency of fate is ''where a [member of a] group realizes Iha! an
indMdual's fate depends upon the fate of the group 8.'i a whole" (Ibid., p. 4). The model
that I present shows that this is the wall that pressures lhe individual to consider lhe
group's possible future rnther than their own, to their possible detriment, resulting in a
possible voluntary form of slavery.

By taking eagerly taking over a share of

responsibility for lhe group, the individual can help 'lead' and help determine the fate of
lhe group (Ibid., p. 4), provided the external forces applicable to the group agn:1: directly
or indirectly, and lhis seems to be rnre.
The interdependence of UISk is stronger than the interdependency of fate, as
" ... lhc group are dependent on each other for achievement. .. " (Ibid., p.4). It seems
that this describes the model's Mthill, where fate is not considered, or unknown, but lhe
task is vital for lhe team to succeed. By leaving the nnlhi!I, the individual puts lhe team
at some risk of failure, and where a strong sense of team is developed, particularly in a
small team situation, the social pressures to remain can be great, a form of mental
enslavement to the group.
Interdependence is the opposite of competition (ibid., p. 4), ond this may lead to
a form of what I can call piissive co-operation, where discussion, greater productivity,
and mutual fondness rules, this, however, con lead to cliques where new entrants,
managers or workers may find hard to break into or break up. !n addition, if one
member were to leave or to separn\e from the ['.TOOP, it may well be impossible for that
person to rejoin.

Tiie Two Traditions ofAction research.
There arc two traditions of action research - the British and by DSSociation lhe
Australian, and the American. The British model deals with research "towards the
enhancement of direct practice" (Smith, 200!a, p. I) ... [while the American model is]
'" ... the systematic collection of information lhnt is designed to bring about social
change'" (Bogden & Biklen, 1992 p. 223 quoted by Smith). In this work, I concentrate
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on the use of the British model, that is, to enhance practice, though there are aspects of
social change that may come about using the model presented.
(Reason & McArdle, p. I) give this comment " ... action rcsean:h is conducted
by, with, and for people, rnther than research on people." In addition, "it is important to
undersland action research
(Ibid., p.l).

:t.'i

an orientation to inquiry rather thElll a methodology"

This leads into a curioll'I situation of dividing the processes of action

research into lhrce persons. I am unsure why there these "throe strategies" have a
s,ammatical connotation, but it seems the that the interdependency among the J; you;

Ire; she or ii, we; you; 1/Jey, of verb and other grammatical declensions in languages
study has the effect of describing the number of people involved at each level of this
type of research, and interestingly enough, their knowledge bases nnd their powers to
initiate changes.
From Reil5on and McArdle (ibid., p. I), the following terms are slated as:
"First-person research practices address the ability of individual researchers
to foster an inquiring approach to their own lives, to act nwarely and
choicefully, and lo e.ssess effects in the outside world while acting. First
person inquiry skills are essential for those who would provide leadership in
any social enterprise.
"Second-person action research/practices such as co-operative inquiry
address our ability to inquire face-to-face with others into issues of mulunl
concern, ll'IUally in small groups. In co-operative inquiry, a smnll group of
peers work together in cycles of action and reflection to develop both
understimdingnnd practice in a matter ofmutun! concern.
"Third-person research/practice includes a range of practices which draw
together the views of large groupi; of people and create a wider community
of inquiry involving persons who cannot be known to each other fnce-toface. Under this heading we inclndc for example practices which 'network'
small inqniry groups, the large range of dialogue Ellld 'whole system'
conference designs, and the 'learning history' approach (Reason & McArdlc,
,pp.1·2).
Similarly, (Tarbet, 2001, p. 2) stresses timeliness in such an approach. He sllltcs

"To (ellIII, one must interweave in the midst of ongoing action subjective, 1'1 --person
research into one's own priorities; intersubjcctive, 2"d. person research into the cum:nt
conversation and priorities of significant others; nod objective 3nl_ person research about
wider temporal societal patterns."
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[faylor, 2004, p. 72) states that second person research is really "us" research,
and from that I assume that third person is "we" and the fi!'!it person is"!" research, all
lo gain self-knowledge. Quoting from Heron and Reason (2001), there are four ways of
knowing - direct uper/ence; a representation of our knowing us presentational or

aesthetic fmms (storytelling or dW1ce); the u,e of ideas and theories to support our
propa-silirmol knowing and the knowing called pragmatic expressed in action. To
support these four ways of knowing, Taylor slates "The major difficulty with not
addressing different ways of knowing is that all knowing gels collapsed into intellectual,
propositional knowledge" {ibid., p. 73). He continues "The richness, the lel[tures, the
subconscious, the contradictions, the messiness of the felt meaning have been removed
and neatly packaged... " (Ibid., p. 73).
The different schools of action researeh are described in (Reason & McArdle, ,
p. 2-4), and they include organizational chnnge and work research; co-operative inquiry;
actiou science and action inquiry; learning history, appreciative inquiry; whole systems
enquiry; and participative action research; this work uses participative action researeh.
Participative action research is described by (Reason & McArdle, , p. 3) in the
following terms:
"Participatory action researeh (PAR) is explicitly political; aiming to restore lo
oppressed peoples the ability to create knowledge and practice in their own
interests and as such has a double objective."
These two objectives are to produce knowledge and to empower people by their
construction and use of the knowledge that they possess and use this to overcome the

monopoly of knowledge that lhe estab/lsliment possesses ond uses for its own benefit
and lhe benefit of its fellow establishment members.
I chose Participatory action research because it allows me to discuss the topics
of slavery, enslavement, emancipation, freedom, and power, not in second or third
world terms, but in terms of the (ir5t world, my world and quite likely yours.
Enslavement is known in the first world; we joke about it, we sometimes sulfer from it,
and we all want to be rid of it, but it is wilh us not in direct harm to our freedoms, but
more subtly, in the fonn of discrimination and other such negative policies. Whether or
not we use lhe terms 'little

r

freedom, or 'little e' enslavement, the problem of

encapsulation of humanity into boxes or cubicles is real, and the problems facing the
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encap:m{med are the snme the world over. The 'little cog or even genr tooth' in a very
large, perhaps impernonal organisation is a real problem that society, al! of humanity, it
seems, has to think about and overcome. The critical-thinker is vital, as these people
are, I again posit, the strength of a society, though many societies have dcslmyed, and
are b)I doing so, deslroying the cultivation of such people, and these resulting societies
are foundationally weak because ofthese acls.
In establishing the qunlitative research brue for this work, 1 now approach Tesch
(resell, 1990) and add Bwrell and Morgan (Burrell & Morgan, 1979).
Tesch offers four major oopics for qualitative research - The Characteristics of
Language, The Discovery of Regularities, The comprehemion of the Menning of Text
or Action, and Renection. This work uses all of these in some way to work within the
meaning of qualitative research. My initinl reaction to Tesch was that each topic was
mutually exclusive and that a given research project had to be boxed into one of the 25
end descriptions that Tesch provided.

In other words, the logical description of n

research project such as structural ethnography could not also be described using
hermeneutics with an inclusion of heuristic research. Of course, now ( consider that
initial reaction as trivial, as this project uses The Charucter/.11/cs of Language as

cu/iure, cognilively and interactively which yields perhnps four descriptions for part of
this work. With The Discavcry of Regnlarities, discerning ofpmterns, as deficiencies

(Jar practical scrutiny of human situations) which leads to Act/an Research, 1 hnve the
basis of this work as action research. With The Comprehension of/he Meaning a/Text
or Action we have a dichotomy of discerning of themes or lnlerpretalion both of which
occur here, and finally Refleclion, here I believe only two, refleclive phenameno/agy

and heuristic research come into this work.
The conclusion that I mnke here, is that whatever qua!iw.tive research is
undenaken, there is no single description that applies in all instances of the research,
and that at best we can say that a project is mostly, in this case, reflective, heuristic, and
Action Research, with the other descriptions logically defining certain actions at certain
times.

This last point a!so reinforces the idea that action research is temporally

determined, that is, what is available at n given time, in a given manner, in a given
place.
The (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) model that splits investigations into a two by two
matrix is also applicable here, but only in the Emphasising Radical Change half of the
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model.

The choice here is of two outlooks - Radical Humanism and Radical

Stroctum!ism.

With the emphasis on domination, alienation, nnd emancipation, this

lends to the conclusions of this work as Radical Structuralism. However, the use of
Radical Humanism to describe the social constroction of reality, the overcoming of
distortions, to determine whose intere·;ts are being served by the current situation, is
founded in an heuristic, hel1Ileneutical cEl5e study or lire history of the study's
participants.
From this, I conclude, using Tesch's models, that this project is Radical
Qualitative reseruch, that uses the characteristics of language communicatively in part,
but mostly culturally, discovering the regularities, discerning the patterns, using action
research, of the human conditions of infol1!lation systems professionals, with the
comprehension of the meaning of text or actions or both as interpretations of case
studies or life histories using hermeneutics as well as discerning the themes,
commonalities and uniqueness as well wing phenomenology in a reflective manner
with refle<:tive phenomenology coupled with heuristic research.
However the research proceu does not end with a rather complex description,
triangulation us described by {Denzin, 1994) must also be used lo o!Ter verification of
results from more than one view of the research. In addition, modem proponents of
such topics as rich pictlll'1ls (Checkland, 1981) and from that source, rich models
(Williams, 2004), the use of art as well as writing tends to the artist-writer of de
Beauvoir (De Beauvoir, !948) in determining the ~alue of freedom to those who are
perhaps unwilling to acknowledge their Jack of freedom in their workplace and society.
CrystaUllatioo is also a point to he mode here as well.
However, there is more to such research than grnbbing a clipboard, one's
appointment book and set out to discover heuristically problems and then o!Ter solutions
that arise form the participation of lhe co-researchers discussing their version of the
confronlnlions that occur on a daily basis. The main researcher must also confront their
prejudices and ex1U11ioe what others, sorne long dead, and others whose writing is
accepted as up-to-date in various arens of describing the human condition, philosophers
of various ages or eras, to extract some fonn of meaning applicable to the research
problems, research questions, and methods used firstly to describe, to evaluate, and
then, perhaps, resolve all of these.

JS

The artist creates the pictures, in this case rich models, and the writer explains
and puts a language-meaning to the models. The artist-writer confrnnls us as the true
researeher as they put togelher in a form meant to be unde11il1mdable to all. The
creativity of the researeher also plays a part in a works such as this one. This is when a
composite character created to explain pertinent points; to validate reflections, and
presell! a case fur such points does so irrespective of the actual sources used. This may
involve imaginary discussion and dialogues with long dead philosophers, or among the
primary researcher !llld their co-researcher:; which is the case in this work (Williams,
2004).
There is also !he situation where few explicit points seem to reveal a wealth of
what cannot be expressed in words.

I oITer the response of a co-researcher in

information systems whose simple "I want to open a true (in a German senilll) delikal-

cssen in my neighhourhood.''

This dream, such that it is, indicated to me the

frustrations of being in information systems, yet it is possible ll,nt this escape to
freedom poses a new set ofrfaks to this person, risks that they are willing to take when
compared to their almost comfortable CU/Tent situation of near enslavement.
Nearly concluding, (Taylor, 2004, p. 81) states " ... a social system creates nod
maintains in order to maintain itself...'' and on page 86, "When we recognize lirst
person research as an art, we open our research to the full complexity and richness of
the human experience."
This is the explanation for this research method and I !ind no other logical
method that allows such freedom of actions and movement, interpretation, nod
evaluation. This work stands on that conclusion.
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CHAPTER2

THE SEARCH FOR A TITLE AND RESEARCH QUESTION(S)

Research Introduction
It is generally recognised 1hat a doctoral dissertation is the highest form of

scholnrship in the academic world. It must meet not 011ly the exacting requirements of
such documents, but must also be a work that is personally satisfying as !he best work
one can do on a particular research topic. A doctorate also shows whnt further work one
is capable of doing in the future as well.
In addition, a research thesis such as this ought to be a pathfinder for others to
carry on the research described here, in order to create a better world through liberating
logic, scholarship, research, and the knowledge resulting from this effort.
Ao AutobiO!!raphical Account o£tbe Research Approach
From January 2000, the time at which I began this journey, I was determined to
give it my best shot. I was !hen 57 yi:al1i of age and determined to gain what I always
wanted in nn academic sense, a doctorate worthy of the title. To me it represented the
height of scholarship and more importantly, the pushing oflhe knowledge envelope to a
new point It does not matter now, that l had misinteipreted what such a degree actually
represented. It was not a situation where one dons goggles and boots accompanied with
a Ions white silk scnrfnnd is then aimed in the general direction of what interest's one
the most It is really a Datrse Academe, where one determines one's interests wid !hen
substantiates these to the cnnently acceptable methods used in academic study and from
this, to form a conclusion that adds to the store of knowledge. This epistemological
waltz is within the ontological ballet Wld it is, in a sense, a strict set of procedures to
ensure thnt the knowledge presented, meets the requirements of and support of the
available approved methodologies. In other words, one subordinates one's naive desire
to stick boldly one's researcher neck ont and hnve one's head unceremoniously
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removed.

Instead, one must submit to the necessary and controlled S}'litem of a

bureaucratic form of investigation that shows that you know how to discuss and
discover, and then how to use and then choose, academic methods supporting what you
have learned. It is my experience to say that this does not mean that ouly a fonnulaic
approach is acceptable or even possible, it means that whatever knowledge presents
itself for consideration as leamir,i; using the acceplllble cpiste, ological and ontological
processes, the resulting work must be a union and not a mutually exclusive re!atioll'ihip
between method, process, and research.
I am comfortable with what I have achieved so far, though what it will
eventually show is that I have a certain amount of tenacity to carry through this project.
The financial costs have been high, and the ability to recover them perhaps dubious, but
after this mnount of time, money, and effor1, the completion of this project is within
sight, though I w1mted to quit a dozen times and more. I could have quit, but then it
would m~an that others would win and the knowledge that I have gleaned from my
experiences would be lost.
An Autoblogrnphical Description of the Supporting Coursework for Ibis Project.

The Work Load
When I began this project, I purchased a small laser printer, a Brother HL-!250
for about $600. This printer has printed over 80,000 pages ofdocumenLetion, though I
will allow, say about 5% as waste. Nonetheless, I have a small mountain of coursework
notes and articles covering the coun;e topics of Virtual Organisations, The Infonnntion
Economy, Management of Knowledge, lnfonnation Warfare, Research Techniques,
these my coun;ework topics, and what I call On the Way resour~es.

These lat!cr

resources represent about half of the sources that l have gleaned from the available
coursework references with their vital bibliographies, the on-line Librury facilities, plus
whatever search engine, Google, and so on, would !end. These 011 the Way articles
were incidental, but I felt they were interesting enough to provide at least background
material on a given topic.
I have read nil of this, and it has allowed me to sec further and higher than I did
before.
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Aware11us Leading to Ideas
This wide reading base would, I thought, have given me a wider range of ideas
nnd situations concerning the D.B.A.!PhD material, plus some wider activities such as
including English writing lessons for university students. The project had to have legs,
lhat i3, a research method, research processes, topic, and good writing, in order for me
to consider the project as worthy of the effort, as I am my own worse critic.

Seeing a Metlwd
I

also aware that the most important E1Spect of a thesis

W[l3

the soundness of the

methodology and an explanation why it deserved consideration for my particulnr
project, and how all of this merged into an entity called a thesis.

Personal Deficiencies
I entered this project with three main deficiencies - current knowledge of
business literature, low technical knowledge of PCs nnd networked computers, and a
lack of knowledge of how to put together the necessary documen111tion to make a
D.B.A./PhD proposal and plan. I even questioned my ability to write in good nnd clear
English I

A11 Expensive Ego Trip?
I sometimes looked at this project as perhaps my last big ego trip. When I did
my Mater of Business Administration (MBA}, it was at an adjunct B-school of Harvard
Business School. The method was one where the leader was in the Pit and that we mere
mortals surrounded him or her, as we would argue a case study, literally line by line. It
wns not, and could not be learning by osmosis, the typical classroom situation found
from elementary or primary education through to other forms ofgraduat~ school, almost
everywhere. I took with me those skil!s and tried to apply them to these D.B.ll. course
units with quite negative results. I hnd soon discovered I was in a cl~sroom full of
stunned mullet that acted as if they were 5Ponges waiting for the odd bit of academic
food to enter their micro filter-like minds. I do not think I made too mauy Brownie
points by questioning apparent wisdom, learning, and knowledge on a topic-by-topic
basis.
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No Opposition, No ldeos, No Real/lJI K11owledge
At certain limes, I expected someone, nnyone, to tell me I was speaking
no11Sense, but much to my disappointment, none did. !f Acndeme means to demand
thinking and relating that process to a topic, I felt that tliis aim failed. I remember a
quote from an American President known as LBJ; • If one fellow is doing all lhe talking
then ll1at fellow is doing a!! the thinking' rang hol!ow. However, the lunches were
good.
I still vividly remember when I lost mental conlml over a discussion ofan &ctual
situation concerning a serious academic study of the local emergency services. During
drills and in real emergencies, all the local emergency services sit around a large !able,
each with a telephone to act as translatc;rs of the jargon of each service to request help
from another.

I literally yelled, "How many people had to die before this asinine

situation was changed?" and 1 me:int it. Another was when the imaginary situation was
that an Air Force fighter was loaded with bombs, had lost power, and was about to crash
into fam,land. I suggested that the pilot ejects, or pulls the chicken-switch, and lel the
plane eras[, into the 1;round. I felt that a pilot was expensive to train and probably had a
11rife and several children, and that you can always buy another aircraft. The problem
poser had not thought of that as a solution, as the pilot, by some strange definition and
similar to a sea captain, had to go down with the ship or in this case to land the aircraft,
somewhere, anywhere.

None ei;cept me thought of the fact that bombs are not

dangerous unless armed, and arming a bomb carried in an aircraft is a deliberate set of
specified actions. The bomb will only bum if not anned; and after nil, a fully armed nnd
fused bomb on an aircraft, that cannot drop it or otherwise dispose of it, is cnuse enough
to bail out.

Lllck ll/ K11ow/edge Le!lds to Nonsensiclll Dec/s/011s
However, the consensus was lliat the nircrafl was too expensive lo a1\ow it to
crash and that the pilot ought to go down with his ship as a sea caplein would have
done. I was shattered at this stupidity 11J1d the general ignorance of basic military safety
processes. Huinan life is always more precious than a machine, but then I am lalking as
a person who has read some of the American National Imtitute of Standards and
Technology (NIST, 2000a) manuals concerning American civil or public servants and
dangerous situations.
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Discovery oftlle Revollltio11 in Military Affairs
The first year came and went, but my fuvourite and desired course was
Information Warfare. The discovery of the RMA or Re;·olution in Military AITnirs
brought home to me how chwiged lhe world had become and wi\1 continue is rapid
change in both technology and most importantly, ethics. I had written and presented a
paper at the We·B conference in 2001 concerning the OODA (Observe; Orient; Decide;
Act) loop, and now that I look al it, it was not n good example of a paper that I am
capable of producing. I presented one to the ]WAR (Information Warfare) conference,
a year later, and tOO paper considered the supply of Experts (which seem not lo exist!) in
!WAR and witliin information systems in general.

First Proposol
I had to prepare a proposal for this project, however, the project has changed so
much, mainly in the processes of researeh, and constant newly published knowledge
that ought to have been re-prepared but not necessarily re-presented. I had to write
some more and read more on research paradigms. I have read most of tl1e reputable
books on these subjects. If someone had told me that my proposal was poor and
discussed with me why, I would not be in this position. However, I cannot imagine
now, not to have done more reading over the time I gleaned from my available time, as
these widely based readings greatly changed my attitudes to almost evel)'lhing.

Fa11/ls
lfl had to pick a fault with this course, it is in the areas ofreseareh. We had few
guidelines about whnt constitutes n good thesis, wluit is good re.o;earch, and which
paradigms are acceptable. Perhaps it is nece,ssnrily up to us to self-discover all of this
and then to claim the knowledge as our own about these academic processes. However,
in my opinion at certain stages, this seemed to have wasted months of my time, yet in
the final analysis, this WIIS because ofmy ignorance of these processes.

Lack of Phl/osop/1/cal lnpu~
now have sufficient material to examine and support my proposal's eITort,
though aid and real help in guiding me to a series of basic readings in Philosophy would
luive provided immell!le value and would probably lend to n serious thesis months
before now.

Edward Sek Wong and David Qu/11/an
Edward Sek Wong, a fellow candidate, gave me the e-mail address of an
excellent thesis from the University of Bath.

David Quinlan's thesis from the

University of Bath, Centre for Ac lion Research for Pr.ictising Professionals (CARPP), is
and was, for me nt least, a mental trip into the excellence of how a doctornl candidate
assembles a modem dissertation. I then planned to use his as a model for my own, not
because ofmy high opinion of it, but because it details a trip made by a man that led to
his self-discovery within his topic. ( expect that we all do this from time to time, but
Quinlan used this approach as a fonn of phenomenology.

Intolerable Delay or Time to Delll!lop
As there are two sides to a coin, the delay has offered me a chance to keep up
with my reading and discovery of new and better ways of looking at Information
Warfare, however, the basic research question of my dissertation also changed, or
matured. This surprises me probably more than anyone else docs. Things arc now
falling into place where it is apparent what the requirements are and why, and I now can
see and make sense of this academic process.

TJ1e Ruearch Quutions
The original research questions concerned Business Conlinnity Planning {BCP),
Business Recovery Planning {BRP), or Disaster Recovery Planning (DRP). The more l
investigated these topics, the more I became convinced that there must be a source for
these processes, and that must be the people involved. This leads to other comparisons
into the type of people involved, beyond those of management. It developed into a
source of expertise within Information Systems, in particular those who are in a position
to save n business from a disaster that more onen than not does not involve fire, flood,
or other natural calamities, but can be accidents, sabotage, or both.
The requirement is not just a plan to satisfy due diligence requirements, but an
effective group of people who can manage at wo!llt, a determined information atwck
and at best a simple computer operator error. So from the first questions more questions
and by discovery and evolution, a new set of research que,o;tions.
The thinness of these past questions did not become quickly apparent to me.
could very well have produced a work that was adequate for the academic process, but it
would be something that 1 could not be willing to show to anyone. However, I would
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still have to live with lhe result, and any result from lhe pBSt investigations would not be
anything of which I would be proud.

Tlie research q11estiom ei,o/ped as follows.
First evolution - Major Research Question: 'Where will business find the
necessary Experts and above for security and information warfare purposes: Stories
from Reflective Practitioners.' This was the effective title of the first evolution.
From this, more questions evolved; there are at least three more sub-qnestions
numely:
In the first instance, what are the real or actnal situation and the real political
situati 011 oflnformation systems professionals?
Dllckground • Anthills, Condol"!I, nod Gurus

Dreyfns (Dreyfus, 2002f, 2002g) gives throe major groupings of skill levels.
Firstly, there are the rule followers (Novice, Advanced Beginner, Competent), and
these I refer to as the lnformation systems Anthill or Anthill.
Secondly, in an Information systems sense, ore the rule-overlooking skills, which
[ would call the effects-based decision makers who are more concerned with the
cffcc\5 of their decisions lhrongh critical thinking rather than the rules that must
be followed to achieve the needed result (Proficient and Expert), these I refer to as
Information systems Condors or simply Condors. I point out here that these arc
the critical-thinkers of de Beauvoir.
Thirdly, asain in an Information systems sense, there are the Expert-Plus groups
who are the de Beauvoir artist-writers, the pathfinders, and the dreamer.;; who !
define as dircctionists though l refer to them as Information systems Gurus.
These are the very people who set the future directions of an indwtry, their
attitudes ranging from the conservative to the bold, or in the terms ofa rich model,
from a Grecian temple to a Vikins long boat respectively.
From this, we have the basis of discussion abont the positive futnre of the people
within the lnfonnation systems industry. According to Dreyfns when he speaks of
skills acquisition on general, there is mobility upwards becanse of training completed
within the three sronps.
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One always starts as a novice, but in Information systems in particular, why are
there so few, if IIIlY, people who have advanced to the Expert level people availnble?
Where do we find the Expert·PIU5 people who are from the group of experts?
In the second instance, the second sub-question is - Are the Wrong people in
information systems?
lfwe roughly categorise the skill levels of Novice through to Competent as Type
A, Proficient and Expert as 'Type B' and Bxpen-Plus as 'Type C', is it possible that a
'Type A' can become a 'Type B' and then a 'Type C' from within the industry? If the
answer is yes, then how do we accomplish this action? If the answer is no, from where
does the industry source the Band C types?
In the third and last instance, docs the Bnneagram provide another av~nuc to
examine the personality types within a given skill level and is there a correlation
between skill levels and the personality type ns described by the Bnneagram or any
other models?
However, I discarded or modified these research questions and others as my
learning and knowledge improved.

Final Evofu/lon of the Research Questio11s
The Final Bvolution Research Questions - The research questions of this work
evolved alter much reflection into a series of questions that would yield a work of
quality that I would bejustiliably proud:
Are !here accurate models to describe curTent professional activities of
infor.nntion system professionals thnt use philosophical terminology and
knowledge of acceptnble current and older recognised philosophical writers?
Do these models indicate fundamcnlill and other reasons why Information
System Professionals are 'typeset' or 'prototyped' and limited in their career
choices and advancement within almost any organisation?
Do these models offer solutions that are:
Within the scop,:: of the current an and science of management?
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Descriptive of the power structures, both cultumlly sourced and those
imposed by the organisation, the communit~, country, and industry
concerned?
Within the scope of current and future Information System Professional
training and education?
Leading towards new knowledge concerning skills acquisition and the
value to an organisation of these new ski\!s acquired by the Information
System Professional that will allow the orgnnisation to consider
information systems professionals as suitable managers oulside of the
information system's area?
Do the models offer alternatives that m::
Radical to the extent that the model may show the destruction of the
organisation and ils management if the model is ignored?
Moderate to the extent that implementing onl~ some of the conclusions
indicated by the model will allow the current state to continue and only
sometimes, as now, falter and fail?
Best practices that will allow a new nourishing of organisations that
source its management from all knowledgeable and intelligent personnel?
These questions now represent the totality oflhis work.
Thus, we seriously begin our expedition, an expedition that began with several
false and incomplete starls with a determination that we shall arrive with lhe answers to
al! of our questions. However, there is some doubt as to the validity of these questions
in the rapidly changing real world of Infonnation Systems, as technological and market
changes are occurring very rupidly within this industry. However, if we ignore the
technological side nnd concentrate on the manngement side of information systems
probfoms then the questions should ho!d for the near future.

This ability to be

applicable over a long period is a personal requirement of this work as well, and these
new questions ought to yield at leEISI interest, more questions would be, perhaps, better,
in this fa.~t changing indnstry that hns yet to reach any real level of maturity.
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CHAPTER3

LITERATURE REVIEW AROUND THEMES OF SLAVERY,
ENSLAVEMENT, EMANCIPATION, FREEDOM, AND POWER

Introduction
This chapter exposes the foundations of the thought processes !hat I used to
make up this document as a research document and as a record of events leading up to
the completion of this work. The title of this thesis encompasses and alludes to all these
major words without, in many situations actually stating them baldly, and this applies to
the final rich picture as well.
This work relies upon the words, slavery, enslavement, emancipation, freedom,
and power within a semblance of three philosophical streams - structuralism, poststructura!ism, and post-modernism.
The first two terms, slavery and enslavement are versions of each other, and the
others follow when certain directed actions take place, leading to a form of power. The
model itself uses the literary and philosophical terms s1ructurelism, post-s1ructurelism,
and post-modernism, and uses them within the apparent philosophical impossible
relationship with existentialism, without defining them explicitly. A glossary use is
preferred, that is, a localised description of the terms witlmut an all-encompassing
definition.
Because of the incessmt innuences of what can only be described 115 serendipity,
whenever I have come to a dead-end or brick-wal!, something arises that has allowed
me to proceed on more solid ground, that is I obtained support from unexpected but
recognised sources. At this late singe of writing this work, repeatedly new sources are
arising and these have shed new light and support lO this project even as my thesis
submission deadline looms lnrge.

so

Beginnings
From the outset, I felt that Philosophy was a self-aggrandising branch of
Academe and that all universities that taught Philosophy were in a self-fulfilling
research loop where philosophers lllught students to become philosophers so that they
could teach other students to become philosophers as well. This infinite loop mennt to
advance humanity to some unknown source of wisdom that would lift humnnity to new
and better existences, everywhere. I could not see the results of philosophieal study,
and I could not relate to the apparent uses of arcane statements that determined whether
truth existed in whatever statement, literary piece, or political decision, or whatever else
a given scholar was apparently studying at a given time.

It is a sign of my advancement in studies that I now consider the above ideas,
were statemenl'l made in academic ignorance, and today I can yet make them in the
knowledge that I am not panicular!y ignomnt or alone in support of these negative
stntements. It is part of my role as a thinking human !hat I pass judgemcnl'l upon what
others have said or written, irrespective of !he depth of my actual knowledge about the
topic, as it is right and proper !hat others will and do the exact same thing to me al:out
my work as we!l. Where these others and I probably differ, hopefully, is that I wi!l at
least L.ry to assemble some form of fundamental knowledge ubo/1/ a topic before ei!her
seeking more information or passing judgement, or I will pass a revisable judgement as
I attempt to learn more about lhe reruons for a given conclusion.
Slavery

I11trodm:t/o,r
The words slave and slavery, as nouns are not used much today except to point
out that it still exisl.s in lhe predominately backward places in the world. Yet we see
postcard humour on office W11lls such as "Slnves cWJ't be fired, they have to be so!d!t"
Wld so on, some use these words as pejorative adjectives in describing what some
describe as W11ter-cooler humour.

What such signage shows is a relative tru!h of

modem office work, without the knowledge of what is !he actual terminology !hat is to

be descriptively used for their position within an orgnnisation, and these words are not
indicative actually of slaves, slavery, or the my use of those pElrlicular words.
In dealing with slavery, I will den[ with reference philosophers John Locke,
Baron de Montesquieu, Thomas Hill Green, Theodor Adorno, and !he philosophical
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topics of Human Rights, legal obligation and Authority, Libertnrinnism, Exploiwtion,
Grune Theory and Ethics, Equality, Paternalism, and Positive and Negative Liberty.
Any one of these is a thesis unto illelf and I have used only secondary sources to
present a series of discussion poinll on the topic of Slavery.
From the references below, I draw some warranted conclusions.
Fit11tly, slavery does not seem to draw, in a philosophical sense, an emotional
hatred of the systemic buying and selling of humnn beings for the u,;e of others,
irrespective of the political age concerned. What I show is the ivory-towi:r approach to
the issue of slavery. If WI: EISSUme that collecting potential slaves from a despotic and
savage tribe is to "save their souls" as was probably thought at the time of Locke, then
slavery was a mission of religious based mercy at that time.

Yet, from the same

philosophers came forth the Social Contract and other social thinking that was meant to
liberate the

population

from

political,

social,

demographic, and

economic

impoverishment. However, the social contract, only it seems, was to be applied to the
European societies coming to grips with democracy.
The ease in which thinkel'li of yesterday and perhaps today, consider slavery, it
seems forms the basis of the lack of concern over the modem day anxiety of what others
and I call enslavement, my next topic. The source of such levels of minor concern for
the topic oferulavement bas, it seems, is a source in the attitude to the topic of slavery.

Locke
Slavery is the "state of being in the absolute or arbitrary power of another"
(Uzgalis, 2001 P.20) is a guile interesting discussion point. John Locke (Ibid., p. 19)
stated that "Man is God's property" and as such by implication mnn is God's slave, yet
man, :according to Locke, also has certain natural rights ns well. Locke recognised two
fonns of slavery legitimate and illegitimate, the fonner the result of a defeated unjust
aggressor in wnr, and the latter a ''state in which someone possesses absolute or despotic
power over someone without just cause" (Ibid., p. 20). Yet in Locke's Second Treatise

of Government WI: see the beginnbgs of the Social Contract, where the populace yields
certain rights and powers to govimment in return for the powers of policing, justice,
l!lld defence, for cxrunp!e, that the individual cannot do alone (Ibid, p. 18). These
actions arc not those of powerless slaves.

Baron de Mo11tesqu/eu
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Baron de Montesquieu (Bok, 2003, P. 8) deals with slavery, ITTJd perhaps tries to
justify it as not as bad as it seems when one consider.; a despotic situation where the
non-sJ.ave has as many or as few rights as a slave in a more civilised environment. The
main consideration in this nrticle is that "when work can be done by freemen motivated
by the hope of !lllin rather than by slaves motivated by fear, the former will always work
better ... " (Ibid., p. 8).

T/1omas Hill Green
Thomas Hill Green (Tyler, 2003 P. 16) states that a "slnve has a right to his
freedom in that he is engaged in social relations founded on the movement to attain a
common good." Also, (Ibid., p. 17) "The slave-owner's right to the free use of his
possession - that is, the slave - is thus nullified as it rests on the non-recognition of the
slave's right to freedom."

Theodor W. Adorno
Theodor W. Adorno (Zuidervaart, 2003 P. 3) describes giving "domination a
triple sense: domination of nature by humWl,, domination of nature within humans, and
the domination of humans by others. What motivates such triple domination is an
irrational fear of the unknown." I ask the question who or what creates this appnrcntly
irrational fear, more on this later.

Human Rigl,ts
Human Rights as the first philosophical topic, {Nickel, 2003) describes the
various sources of human rights and among them is freedom from slavery, yet today in
the 21" century it still exists, irrespective of treaties, international ag.eements, and
representations from strong, but foreign, governments.

Legal Obligation and Authority
Legal Obligation and Authority (Green, 2003) describes civil responsibility and
obligations by citizens of a community and has links with Jeremy Bentham's PnnOpticon prison design where prisoners are meant to conlrol themselves for various inhouse rewards. This, accompanied by "duty-imposing and duty-excepting laws," lo
complete the circle of]e~al support for the actions of such a prison. Green also quotes
Wolff"lf the individual relnins his autonomy by reserving to himself in each instance
the final decision whether to co-operate, he thereby denies the authority of the state; if,
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on the other hand, he submits to the sto.te and accepts it claim to authority then ... he
loses his autonomy."

Libertarianism
"Libertarianism, ns usunlly umler:;tood, is a theory about the permissible use of
non-consensual force" (Vallentyne, 2002). Again, "Libertarinnism in the strict sense is
committed to full self-ownership, which is a mrocimally strons bundle of ownership
rights ... At the core of full self-ownership, then, is full control self-ownership, the full
right to control the use of one's person." Yet with this ownership, cnn comes the risfit
to dispose ofor transfer ownership in a fonn of self-enslavement (Ibid., p. 3).

Exp/uitutlan
Bxploitation (Wertheimer, 2005) is nearer to the point of the presented model's
Anthill. Yet I am now beginning to think that exploillltion in the Anthill's ease is a two
way .street, depending upon the time, place, and circumstances of the event.
Wertheimer (Ibid., p.3) quotes Goodin
''There are four conditions, all of which must be present if dependencies nre to
be exploitable, First, the rclatioruhij; must be asymmetrical... Second, ... the
subordinate party must need the res.iurce that the superordinate supplies ...
Third ... the subordinate party mrst depend upon some particular superordinate
for the supply of the needed resources ... Fourth, the superordinate ... enjoys
discretionary control over the resources that the subordinate needs from him ... "
There is also a useful distinction between hannful exploitatioa and mutually
advanlllgeous exploitation (Ibid., p. 4). Wertheimer states (Ibid., p. 5):
"Let us say that A oppresses 8 when A deprives B of freedoms or opportunities
to which B is entitled. If A gains from the oppressive relationship, as when A
enslaves B, then A may both oppress l!lld exploit B. But !f A does not gain from
the oppression, the oppression is wrong but not exploitive."
However, voluntary transactions cannot be exploitive, (Ibid., p. BJ.

Game Tl1eury and Ethics
Game Theory and Ethics (Verbeek & Morris, 2004) 115es game theory to
detennine 'interdependent rational choice. There are three "kinds of inquires in the
literature.

Fi!'!il, functionalist. .. to describe problems in the absence of morality ...

Second, conlfllctarianism ... espec!a!ly bargaining theory to fonnaliz.e social conlract
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theory ... and evolutionary game theory lo recover many lraditional moral nonns or
practices." Section 5 of this work is entitled "Morals by Agreement" and discusses
David Gauthier's method of detennining which course of action is mtionnl even if it is
not the best cour.ie of action (ibid., p. 7) ..."where morality is used not to solve one
problem but frequently re<:urring problems" (ibid., p.8). Yet the question remains "Why
be moral?"

Equality
Equality (Goscpath, 2001) "dca!s with social and political equality." Gosepath
(Ibid., p. 3) states, "The predicates 'just' or 'unjust' are only applicable when voluntfil)'
actions implying responsibility are in question." In addition, "The principle of equal
dignity and respect is now accepted as a minimum standard throughout mainstream
Western culture" (Ibid., p. 5).

Paternofisni
Paternalism (Dworkin, 2002) ns described by Dworkin "is the interference of a
state or an individual with another person, against their will, and justified by a claim
that the person interfered with will be better off or protected from twnn."

Positive 011d Negative Liberty
Positive nnd negati1'e liberty, and Carter (Carter, 2003) sourced from Isaiah
Berlin defines Uxlse tenns as follows: "Negative liberty is the absence of obstacles,
barriel'li, or constrainl.5. Positive liberty is the possibility of acting or the fact of acting,
in such a wny as to take control of one's life and realise one's fundwnental purposes."
On the topic- to be free, (Ibid., p. 3)- "To be free, you must be self.determined, which
is to say that you must be able to control your own destiny in your own interesl.5."
Carter (Ibid., p. 3) a!so describes a 'higher-self' and a "lower-self." The higher self"is
the rational, reflecting self, the self that is capable of moral action and of taking
respon.~ibility for what she docs. The lower self, on !he other hand is the self of
passions, ofunroflecting desires nnd irrational impulses." Carter (Ibid., p. 6) also states
using MncCallum ns a reference, "Freedom is the1-efore a triadic relation - lhnt is a
relation between three things: an agent, certain preventing conditions and certain doings
or becoming ofUxl agent."
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I raise a thought here, what if social pressures and management pressures within
employment make the employee seek not to be free? Is this a form of voluntllI)' or
enforced enslavement?
Enslavement

l11trod11cllon
One-step beyond being a good und chattel as a slave, is the reality of the 21'1
century of a person enslaved in some form or mother. In areas of the world where an
unemployment rate of 30% or more is considered an economic boom period, factories
owned by foreign 1111d the domestic partners of these firms are in fact enslaving their
workforces with workplace conditions that would not be tolerated in their home
countries. This is not, perhaps considered a pejorative action by either the local or
overseas governments concerned, as the people concerned are at least employed or
earning a living, a "trade not aid" proposition, however what price to the ethical
foundations ofWeslem society?

If we go one-step further, into what I have described as an Anthili we find that
the term is not ens/avemem but carporate culture. It is here that the humour of being a

wages-slave ceases to be black-humour, and becomes, in my opinion, a real personal,
social, and corporate problem.
The secondary sources I will be using again come from the Stanfo•d
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, plus two articles that apparently describes the case of
enslavement under two different guises: a specific case study and M e.xamination
concerning Corporate C11{111re. The authors are Wanda J. Orlikowski, then of the Sloan
School of Management and Hugh Willmott, then of the Manchester Schoo! of
Management.
There seems to be little consideration of enslavement in the secondary sources
that I wn using, but the ones that I consider relevant I use here.

Max Stimer and

Willinm Godwin are the two philosophers und Libertarianism (seen on the topic of
slavery).
Max Stimer

Max Stimer (Leopold, 2002) exnmined in Leopold's work concerning Slimer's
assault upon the "expectatioru; about how political and philosophicn! argument should
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be conducted, Wld seeks to shnke confidence in the superiority of contemporary
civilisation."

Further, "He provides a sweeping attack on the modem world as

dominated by religious modes of thought and oppressive social institutions, together
with a brief sketch of n radical 'egoistic' alternative in which individual autonomy
might flourish." Leopold (Ibid., p. 5) discusses part 2 ofSLimer's work Der l!:/nzlge und

sein Eigenthum (1844) or The Ega and Its Own, where he disc\l5.5es the avaricious
individual who sacrifices everything in pursuit of individual riches. "(Stimer] suggests
that the avaricious man has become enslaved to

II

single end, and such enslavement is

incompatible with egoism properly understood" (Ibid., p.5).

"Stimerian egoism is

perhaps best thought of, not in tenns of the pursuit ofself·interest, but rather i!5 a variety
of individual self-government or antonomy (ownness)" (Ibid., pp. 5-6).
Stimer (Ibid) also uses the description of the avaricious man to describe not an
egoist, but something else, 115 he describes egoism as self-governance not self-interest.
Yet, in the resean:h cnl'l'ied out in this work, self-governance is possible only in the
de<:ision to leave the org11J1isation or to improve one's career outlook by edncation. The
choice to join another organisation doing the same thing is not it seems, sclfgovcmancc, it is merry-go-ronnd decision making. That is, chC1nging, yet repetitive
scenery by stwing fixedly into the moving view without proceeding anywhere. The
option ofself-govemance seems to be a matter of private judgement.

Wiffiam Gt.tdwi11

William Godwin (Philp, 2003) "was the founder of philosnphica\ 11rmrchism."
" ... the rigorous exercise of private judgment, and its candic' c,, ression in public
discU:Ssion, plays a central role, motivating bis rejection ofa wide nrn,:e of co-operative
and rule-governed practices which he regards 115 tending to mcnta! enslave men>, such as
law, private property, mal'l'iage, E111d concerts."
Godwin, (Ibid.) allows private judgement to reject mental enslav~r.,cnt, yet as
my research has shown, the usr 'lf this judgement is minimal, as the seductive and
profitable skills of the infnmrntion systems professionill seem to cloud snchjudgement.
The cosl.'i of using personal judgement to the advantage nfthe profession.al, that is the
advW1tage of moving up and out as an emancipativc and strategic career move, can be
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high, and the typical risk-averse organisation may not wish to incur its share of the cost
of such moves by its information systems professionals.

Liberlaria11/sm
The topic Libertaria11ism was discussed within the topic of Slavery, here I am
dealing with the "objections of full self-ownership..

as it permils voluntary

cuslavcment" and within this work of Philps, is a reference lo Stainer (1994) who
defends "the right to exerci.1e one's autonomy is more fundamental than the proteclion
or promotion of one's autonomy" (Ibid., p. 3).

Orlikowski
I will refer to the Orlikowski article firstly. This article presented during the
course work of this degree states " .•• the framework and findings suggest that in order to
account for the experiences and outcomes associated with CASE tools, researchers
should consider the socio/ context of systems development, the intentions and actions of
key players, and the implementation process followed by the orgnnisation" (Italics
mine) (Orlikowski, 1993). This article set in train this work.
Orlikowski's article (Orlikowski, 1993) draws a picture of an information
systems professional's workplace, firstly at SCC, at an extreme, but in some cases a
similar level as compared with my experie11ces. Yet, the interu;ity of this workplace and
its ability to instil a form of loyalty is typical of such situations. It is not because
information systems professionals are involved in a typical employment; it is beenuse it
is atypical and ever changi11g that seems lo al\ract and for the most pan keep, technical
expertise. However, at SCC, "The firm has a particularly competitive culture, which is
reinforced hy the strict, single career path that every employee follows. " .•. as well as
leveraging the existing technical and managerial skills in the firm." l seriously question
the rnall.llgerhl skill base here, as the manager may only hnve the skills of a trained
supervisor or leadi11g-hand.

This skill level was described at my MBA course as

follows: "Good momi11g, how's the wife nnd kids, pick that up and move it over there."
The mnnagcmcnt skills at SCC it seems nre in the ~nme vein, not m!lllagement but the
giving of simple orders that are expected to be obeyed.
Because of the SCC standards of operations in the creation of products, any new
procedures outside the nonn, result in the attitude" .. we are not changing the direction
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or discipline of our work." In my model, Anthill dwellers, that is those at SCC nre rule
followers, nnd will probably Jllmain rule followers.
PCC, the other half of this paper, is an organisation that was to buy in CASE
tools, took another tack, they trained their information systems professionals before
instnlling these lools. They foresaw that "[These professionals] required new 111lining
courses with the information systems division ... imparted skills of negotiation,
relationship-building, and conflict resolution-competencies that as one information
systems mnnagcr indicated, had never before been considered pi!It of the nllITT'IW
technical role played by information systems." This meant, that information systems, in
this instance were given the opponunity to be a different type of critical-thinker,
critical-thinking other than expected from typical knowledge and infonnation systems
professionals. Herc, importanUy, it seems that their employer trusted their information
systems professional's ability to be other than what they were paid.
It must be noted here, that in this paper, SCC had a much higher turnover of
information systems professionals thnn PCC who also had a lower than usual turnover
of these professionals than the industry norm.

Huglt Wiiimott
The second article was a pure serendipity in its discovery. As I was seeking
solid references for this work, I used an article search facility at the University's library,
and this gem appeared under the search word s/Cf'/ery, but il deals with crnlnvement
more thnn the term slavery. It links the self-discipline of Bentham's Pan-Opticon prison
with lhc modem use of Corporote Cu/lure with further links to Orwell's N/ne/ecn

Eighty-Four. This anicle strengthened my resolve to finish this work, as it offers
sustained support for the model and my thinking about the information systems
industry.
The second paper that I refer to by Hugh Willmort seemed to fol! from my store
ofserondipity, as it uses number of approaches to what he calls corporote culture, that I
call the Am!li/1. Willmon quotes liberally from the Peters and Watennan (1982) book In

Search of Excellence: Lesson from America's Best-Run Companies and the most telling
conclusion is found in nole 6 on page 543 ofthc source journal:
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" ... lhat over a five-year period, Peter.; and WatermWJ's exce!lcnt companies
perfonned no better in tenns of stock market valuations lhan a random sample of
Fortune 1000 companies (Hitt & Ireland, 1987)."
" ... that organisations with strong cultures in core values become hardened into
inflexible dogmas that impede responsive responsiveness lo changing
~i:'\'nmstances (S()eters, 1986)."
From the first quote above, as a general statement, that all of these installations
of various corporate cultures, !heir expense and per.;onal lrauma, have not yfo!ded
anything more lhWJ a sl.atus quo in comparison wilh other considered slower-witted
org[lllisatiow;. In addition, it means !hat lhe valuable El5Sets put into these plans have not
yielded anything for the shareholders or manager.; who supported such a move and
these assets could have been used elsewhere, perhaps more productively.

In other

words, the organisation's mangers would have become corpornte heroes if lhcy stood up
to the supporters of such a move. The conclusion here, as a suspect generalisation, is
that such encapsulations of attitudes and career paths resolved nothing, did not recover
costs, and did not deliver anything to the bottom line; lhe role of management was
subordinated to a mylh.
From the second quote, I CM only use lhe model of International Business
Machines (IBM) whose existence today was the result of a stroke of good luck rulher
lhan good planning.

Its senior managers all had marketing backgrounds selling

rnainframe-ba.sed sysl.ems, and they coruidered the personal computer, a toy. I must
admit, at lhc time, I did so as well. The IBM dal.a-bus, which probably drives most of
the per.mnal computers today and as these machines were originally described in
dispamging terms, this fundamental necessity for all personal computers, wa.s given
away as IBM's gift to the world, which allowed more prospicient entrepreneurs to
change lhe world of infonnation systems. Now perhaps, 100 million units or more,
later, it is too late for IBM to respond, as this ill-advised but simple act led to lhe demise
of the mninfrnme, and almost IBM il<ldf. The good luck for IBM was found in a person
who could see the technological changes to personal computers and their advantages,
und while based in IBM's headqnartcrs in Armonk, New York, he could pursne his case
at the highest levels. Whether this has chMged IBM's corporate culture is for others lo
investigate, but IBM at least survived this fundamental change in almost every area of
their business.
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If we can asswne that what Willmoll slates on page 517 of his article, that
corporate culture is incipiently totalilllrianism a.id that such policies are in place solely
to gain a competitive adv11111age within the ideology of progressive mcmagcmenl, why
has it not been seen in increased profitebility or returns to shareholders? Is there a link
to the famous statement "The benefits ofinfonnation systems are seen everywhere but
in the fin1111cial s!!ltcmen\s of business?" Is the infonnation systems supplier that has
ndopted a corporate culture policy a benefactor or challenger lD its customers who may
or may not be using a corporate cultme policy as well?

These questions will be

answered elsewhere, and then perhaps as a question within what constitutes a systemic
corporate morality.
However, in my experience, it is the individual who will make the decision to
embrace the corporate culture of his employer or not, and to detcnnine whether their
accepwnce of the corporate culture is genuine and unequivocal.

Also within this

analyr;is is the fact that the employee who accepts these policies as a real benefit to their
lives must also accept that they have yielded cootrol of their lives to others who have
di/Tercnt pressures placed upon them, at di/Terent times. This reduces to the fact that
being employed, and working for a certain employer is voluntary for both sides, in spite
of the corporate culture. Personal identity still exists beyond this strange idea of a
corpornte culture, as it cnn do for the slave. However, I propose that a slave cannot be
enslaved, as they have no power to reject personal con!ml over their lives, as only a free
person can give up their freedoms and then by self-choosing to become enslaved. This
to a real or imaginary idea! or even idol created on the premise thnt the near lnlnsfer of
ownership of the human soul is a condition of employment.
These two articles Orlikowski and Willmott at least and by themselves, point out
the risks of "Flavour-of-the-month" management ch1111ge and the echoing or
indiscriminate ncceptance, without argument, of risk-averse decisions from apparent
tho•J!J.hl·minimal corporate policies. I have found, even though tliese articles ought to
have been obsolete by now, they are cw-rcntly relevllJ\l as if they were published today.
We can see from the outlines given by the secondary sources that there is a
commoo thread of enslavement and it is a personal choice, not one ofno choice at al! as
in the actual ca;e of the powerless slave. Yet as the slave is in a captive state, is quite
possible that the slave is not mentally enslaved as they are only physically held captive,
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and this forms the basis that it seems that on!y a non-slave may be enslaved, as
crulavement is a mental condition not a physical one.

Emancipation

Introduction
Of the three major points to be raised from this point onwards; emancipation,

freedom and power, emancipation seems to be lhe least resourced. On August 2, 2005, I
used the Google sel!Ich engine using lhc sel!Ich tcrmfrccdom and received 133 mil!ion
'hits', I then used lhe term emancipation and received a little over 2 million 'hils', and
finally! used the term power and received 351 million 'hits.' I then used lhe Google
Scholar engine (at this time it is in Bela testing format) and using the same terms in the
same order I received 1.2 million, 35,300, and 6.7 million 'hits' respectively.

In

Google, for every emancipation 'hit' there were 60 'hils' for freedom, and about 150 for

power. In Google Scholar, the semh engine for academic articles, for every article on
enmnclpation there were thirty-odd for freedom and for power, there wi:re 190 'hits.'
The ratios nre not important for this work, as I use them to show that power is
predominate, freedom is a minor neJi:t, and emancipation hw:dly gels a mention. Yet
emancipation, in my opinion, determines lhc other two terms, as you cannot be free
unless you are emancipated, and you cannot have lhe ability to obtain power unless the
sources of your power are free to lend or give some of their power to you. The most
astute would recognise a potential problem here, ns in the words ofa song" ... they on!y
paid a nickel, but they want a dollar song!" In lhe world where gifts ore swpect unless
proved otherwise, lhe ncccplance of responsibility and commensurate power over that
responsibility is lhe only way to ensure that the power gift is a true gift of power, as lhe
sources of the gift are not necessarily trustworthy in ensuring lhe receiver of this gifl are
still free to accept or abjure.

It seems is we are in a situation where the fundamentals of a free people are not
considered very seriously at all, tlwt freedom is mouthed, yet that freedom is used to
gnin power over those who considered themselves to be a free but 'everywhere in
chaiM' as Manr apparently stated. I also posit that lhe conclusion must be that lhe
current western-based culture is consumed with freedom-based power, bnt is ignoring
the foundations oflhe identities and ideals ofemE1Dcipation.
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So11rr:eS'

Again
Philosophy.

IL'I

a secondary source, I will U!ie lhe S11mford Encyclopedia of

The Philosophers nre Karl Man:, Jean Baudrillard and lhe topics ere

Critical Theory, and Social Epistemology.
Korf Morx

In the Jonathan Wolff entry in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, on the
topic of Karl Mar.t (Wolff, 2003) emancipation is mentioned 13 times, firstly in the
terms of religion preventing emancipation (!bid., p. 2) sourced from Bruno Bauer, a
'radical libero\ member of the Young Hegelians,' secondly in Marx's respomc to Bauer
and his differentiating political nnd human emancipation. Marx also uses political
emancipation ('essentially the grant of liberal rights and liberties') as a barrier to human
emancipation as wel! (Ibid., p. 3). However, "real freedom is to be found in our
relations with other people .. .It is lO be found in human community not in isolation."
Interestingly enough, Mar.t does not elucidate what human emancipation
happens lO be, though Wolff slates

w •••

it is closely related to the idea of non-alienated

labour." Alienated labour is described 115 follows:
"Marx famously depicts the worker under capitalism a.o; suffering from four
types of alienated labour. First, from the product, which as soon IL'I it is created
is taken away from its producer. Second, in productive activity (work) which is
experienced as a torment. Third, from species-being, for humnns produce
blindly and not in accordance whh their truly human powers. Finally from other
human beings, where lhe relation of exchmge replaces mutual need" (Ibid., p.
4).
However, Marx is no utopian in his thinking, again from Wolff:
"Mnrx wanted to dis!ance himself from this tradition ofulopinn though!, and lhe
key point of distinction was to ergue that the route to understanding the
possibilities of human emancipation lay in the analysis of historical and social
forces, not in morality. Hence, for Marx, any appeal to morality wus
theoretically a backward step (Ibid., p. 11).
From Kar! Marx, we see thnt the first level of the presented model, the Anthill, is
enforced isolation, so the members of the Anthill are unable to fulfil lhe freedom from
the interference that Marx refers. By isolating the information systems professional,
emancipation becomes difficult unless by specific actions of the person concerned, that
is, Marx's self-tmn~forming actiom (Ibid., p. 3).
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I for one could not apply alienated labour proposal to the information systems
professional as it does not describe at all what these people do, and I support the ideEl.i
that miither do they apply to modem industry as well. Nor is alienation described El.i
creating human playthings for the capitalist 'factory' owner; as the mode:n worker and
professional has trade unions md professional associations who cm spenk for them as a
group, and sometimes ns an individual, but only it seems, ns a member of the Anthill.
Here lay~ the heart of the problem, what does it mean lo 1/berote? In this case, using a
tr:.de union or professional association, can also limit the possible actions of the worker

,1r professional. However, to shift away from the anthill, in any direction requires
co:•rage, foresightedness, and education, plus a delennination insufficiently wed nod
experienced within the structure of the lll!thill, which makes the difficnlty of the
proposed transition more difficult.

Jean Baudrif/ard
Jean Baudrilhm::l as described by Kellner (Kellner, 2005) replaees Mane's useva!ue and exchange-value with sign-value, an item's expression of style, power, luxury
and so on (Ibid., p.3). [ propose that people also have a sign-value that reflecl3 in their
jobs, their businesses, and their social and political power sourced from the sum of their
sign-value.
As part of the Structuralist nnd post-structuralist grouping.1 in France, "where
structuralists and post-structuralists argued that subjectivity was produced by language,
social institutions, and cultural forms and was not independent of its construction in
these institutions and practices," (Ibid., p. 3) Baudrillnrd hn connections with the
Frankfort School through Mnrewe, nnd the reificolion process where people arc
dominated by thing.1 and become thing-like themselves (Ibid., p. 4).
According to Kellner, (Ibid., p. 8) Baudrillard coruidercd
" ... modem societies are organized 11COund the production and consumption of
commodities, while post-modem societies nre organized around sim11/ollon nnd
the play of images and sigll.'i, denoting n situation where codes, models, nnd
signs are the organizing forms of a new social order where simulation roles"
(Ibid., p 8).
Using Baudrillard's sign-value idea, it seems that a person's job, calling, or
profession determines the sign-value of the particular person, not only to themselves,
but to others as well. Let me give you an example. When ! wns purchasing for the
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family hardware business, I could not find a pwticular item, so I 11Sked the man
sweeping the floor ifhe knew where a particular item wos located, his reply is still with
me today, "I'm sorry I can't help you I am only the cleaner." Whatever happened to
that man to make him say that? His sign-value was in his eyes, almost non-existent,

)'I:!

if he did not do his job properly, mnny seen nnd unseen dnngers will arise and
employees and customers will be injured. From this sign-value ofn product or a person,
in this case and in the case ofan Anthill structuralist employee, it is then possible that a
personal sign-value can lend to a stagnant career and to a form of needless selfdebasement of one's inherent creative qualities? All to support a rigid conformist view
estab\lshed by someone other than the person at the centre of this discussion, the given
employee? Alienation of the self, it seems is self-inflicted, but is actively supported by
apparent determiners of available fact of the existence within the given environment.
IfBaudrillard's reification, that is, the domination of things to create people who
become thing-like, then do we not have an nnthill, as I described previously? Therefore,
arc information systems professionals living a simulacrum of being a computer
themselves? Does their information systems jargon, that confusion of tongues that have
a univet11al multi-lnnguage application, and used when normal language is insufficient,
create the undesirable and unthinking human, but a desirable employee? Does this
indicate they arc not thinking in human terms, but only in terms necessary for
interpreting the needs of a particular machine or group of machines 11I1d its probable
need for derivative linguistic solutions to problems that have little or nothing to do with
the problems that confront humanity or even themselves?
Consider Bnudrillard's s/11111/ation where codes, models, and signs nre the
organizing forms. I consider this situation as my Guru level of the model I have made
central to this work, that is, the jump from post-structuralism to post-modernism ns an
employment and personal metamorphosis with the collapse of the distinctions, power of
social nnd political boundaries, and the possibility of extreme confusion to the person
making this move. This apparent dnngcr means the! lhe Gun.1 level must sti!l be aware
of the real world and its successes and failing:,, but they are now able to sec the real
world as an artist-writer, not merely as a station in a community.
Yet Baudrillard dismisses emancipation, as not possible, because it is we who
ClfC

overwhelmed by the post-modem, and so much so, that we seem to bc-erulavcd to

its forms ofdcslructive simulations of reality.
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Yet, it seems that a society may be a summation of Baudrillard's simulations,
but such a society has a fundamental weakness - if one person rationally chooses not to
participate, then as a critical-thinker the whole structure is at risk. This is because if that
person apparently profils greatly, either intellectually or in monetruy terms, from nonparticipation, then others will uy w replicate the actions of that apparently successful
person, as is natural in our society, nnd society wili ,.hange because of this vangunrd's
actions. This is the strength of a free person making decisions for their personal
bcttennent, and the strength of a society are the fi:ecdr,ms that allow such motives,
stmtegies, and actions.

Crlllc11/ Tlleory
Critical Theory is described by Bolunan (Bohman, 2005) " ... a 'critical' theory
may be distinguished from a 'troditional' theory according to a specific practical
p111pose: a theory is critical to the extent that it seeks human emancipation, (he then
quotes Horkheimer, 1982) 'to liberate human beings from the circumstances that
enslave them"' (Ibid., p. I). He again uses Horkheirner to describe "that a critical theory
is adequate only if it meels lhrce criteria: it must be exphmatory, practical, and
normative all at the same time. That is, it must explain what is wrong with current
reality, identify the actors to change it, and provide both clear norms for criticisms, and
achievable pructical goals for social transformation" (Ibid., pp. 1-2).
Bohmnn (Ibid., p. 7) makes an interesting statement concerning emar,cipation
where there was a shift of cmphEl.1is begun by Haber-mas: " ... shifts the goal of critical
social enquiry from human emancipntion as such, to the primary concern with the
democratic institutions as the location for the realization of ideals of freedom and
equality." This npparently is a shift from ideology to a pragmatic solution to the
problem of emancipation. Further on within this article is further explanation.
"As I have been arguing, the ideal in question for pragmatism and recent critical
socinl theory inspired by pragmatism is a robllSt and deliberative form of selfrule-also a key aspect of Critical Theory's wider historical ideal of human
emancipation and freedom from domination" (Ibid., p. 22).
Critical Theory is concerned with emancipation; it is the first !inc of ils reasons

iix being, howe11er it faces the reality of the world as Habermas exclaimed. It must
somehow provide a pathway to emaricipation but ii cannot do so, and Habermas ha.'i
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shifted the aims of Critical Theory to find the locatiol\5 of the ideals of freedom and
equality. Perhaps this is a mislllke.

Social EpistemologJJ
With the title of Social Epistel'l"ology, Goldman (Goldman, 2001) u1,es Geuss'
quote of "Critical theory aims at emancipation and enlightenment by making agents
aware of hidden coercion in their environment, enabling them to determine where their
true interests lie" (Geuss, 1981). This to reinforce the idea of the undercurrents th.a.I
d.:tennine the application of one's efforts in almost nny endeavour, whether to one's
ndvanl.ege or otherwise, this is a social epistemology, not an individual's epistemology,
and is accepted or rejected at the peril of the person con~med.
Social Epistemology allows the inclusion of social coercions to limit the ability
of Critical Theory to seek emancipation, but I believe that a warranted insight is
possible here for both Critical Theory and Social Epistemology.

Warra11ted Asserlitms
I warrant that from the above references and discussions that nn implication is
established that puts several points. Firstly, that there are forces, both individually and
as a group that are anti-emancipation.
Secondly, in al! th.a.I I have read, the authors have considered the human being or
person as to be a set, constant, nod unchanging being. The person or human being is to
be fixed so that the prcEented model is allowed to be simple and to become simpler and
easy to explain. When indeed the person is not fixed, is ever changing, and by whatever
mcwure, is not and cannot be a constant, these models become less relevant to the
phenomenal world.

The problem for emancipation is what is it that you arc

emancipating? Yet ifwe say it is the human being from demeuning and belittling work,
what arc the measures of this work for a given person.

ls a Ph.D. driving a taxi

demeaning and belittling?
The advantage of the presented model is that it allows for three philosophically
diff.erent types of people, where each level requires the s11me physical person but
dilfercnt psychological persons to do that particular job. However, no mention is made
for the variability of humnnity in the emancipating motives of Critical Theory, as it is
meant only to emancipate human beings from tbeir enslavement, voluntary or imposed,
irrespective oflheir abilities or unining.
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Social Epistemology declores that there arc forces within a society that work
against the individual who fights against these encapsulating societal forces. 'To reach
beyond one's station' and 'Who do you think you i1rc?' are perhaps the phrases to
describe moves by an individual to challenge these unwritten and fraudulent forces to
homogeniie, standardize, and encapsulate and alienate the most vital forces that we rue
aware, those of the critical-thinking human being.
To emancipate means to set free, but freedom it also hC15 a cost and the resulting
situation may not be very free at all, again, it is a matter of personal choice, effort, and
decision within their current society as to where and how they wish to live.

As

meaningless as this may seem, I am putting forward the idea that it is a question ofa cooperation between a penmn, their situation and the restrictions of their situation,
irrespective of their education, skills, and motivation that determines their mobility in
employment, and other social situations.
Freedom

Introduction
Freedom is the second most popular topic in Google and in Google Scholar.
The tenn has various meanings that depend upon its use in language, language being the
most limiting filctor in describing almost anything.

Sources
The philosophelli used here are Simone de Beauvoir, Thomas Hill Green, JohEIOII
Gottlieb Fichte, John Dewey, Jean-Paul Sartre, Baruch Spinoza, Herbert Spencer, and
Paul Ricoeur.

The topics med from the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy are

Positive and Negative Freedom (seen before within the topic ofSlavery}, Compatibilism
(including a supplement}, Free Will, existentialism, Libern!ism, Personal Autonomy,
and Critical Theory (seen before within the topic of emancipation). Tltis list represeols
freedom as applicable to the models discussed here, and is by no mellOS complete.

Simone de Bcal/voir
In her contribution about Simone de Beauvoir, Bergoffen (Bergoffen, 2004 p. 2)
has almost 80 references to the word freedom. My first impression is one of overstating de 'Beauvoir's work. However, on rending this wtic!c, my mind bas changed.
The idea of situated freedom, where the conditions of our situation dctennincs the limils
of our ability of agency and meaning, ns described by Bergoffen, links quite well with
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the anthill part of my model. As described in this nrticle, there is also the link with
Heidegger, his use of lived experience and its importance in our ability to determine
meanings of the world; this again interlocks with this thesis. Further on within this
article, de Beauvoir "identifies the eMence of freedom with the uncertainty and risk of
our actions" (Ibid., p. 5).
As freedom requires at leEJ.St two people to be established, it must also mean that
freedom can be evaded or misused. De Beauvoir poinl.s out that it is necessary to
reco!lJlize that the experiences of freedom an.d the meanings of freedom, and these are
fc,und only within the "critical-thinkers" an.d the "artist-writer.;," her descriptions of
those who will recognize difference and protect difference, and this becomes the
grounding ofan ethical life (Ibid., p. 7).

If freedom is denied, and there is no way of gaining the ability to be free, then
devious an.d violent methods may Rrise to ensure the freedom of a captured per!ion, or
they may resort to sabotage. ln my model, that is the hacker described as an ai!JllEl.'lC
dropping a bomb.
Freedom is a 1.nngible thing for all of us, however if we have recently been
emancipated, then freedom may be difficult to define and then use effectively. This
seems to be the message from de Beauvoir, and if the freedom c,f one person denies
freedom to another, then violence is acceptable as a solution. However, violence need
not be direct as it may be indirect such as sabotage, go-slow, or other similar reactions
to either real or imagined freedom loss. This type of situationnl freedom, in fact, may
be the best resolution to the freedom question. If you are free to leave, you can do so,
but at what risk do you attempt such a move?

This quandary is almost a daily

occurrence with infonnation systems professionals so unleM one becomes firstly a
"criticn\ thinker" or Condor in the model's nomenclature, and then an. "artist-writer" or
Guru in the model, freedom remains evaded or misused.

Tl,omas Hill Gree11
Idenlistical\y we have Thomas Hill Green when dealing with freedom. Tyler's
article with the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Tyler, 2003), for the first hn!f
deals with free will and its connection with freedom, but this is not what is needed here.
Ifwe deal with freedom as the antithesis of slavery then a similar line of support for this
work arises. Freedom is based upon righ!5 and includes moral righl.s, which exist prior
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to the law (Ibid., p. 16}. As with slavery, a slave has a right to his freedom as they
contribute to lhe common good (Ibid., p. 16}. Freedom is also al!oW!i the creation of
wealth by allowing lhe freedom of the use of resources (Ibid., p. 20).
The bases of Green's freedoms are lhe necessity of a free wil!, but more th11t1
Iha~ the conclusion is that freedom allows the best use of available resources. If a
systems professional is free to leave his employment and by doing so is able to better
themselves in most measures of that tenn, then freedom allows them to do so, not their
responsibility, in my opinion, to their community. On one hand, the community needs
only to look after groups and not necessarily individual:;, P.r,d on the other hand, by
using Lewin, the individual may deem it necessary to consider the interdependencies of
the group's fate and Wk, the latter is the more important to an infonnalion systems
group with its tasks at hand nnd in the near future. Still however, freedom allows an
individual's sc\f-cenlred actions to prevail for that individual.

Flcl1te
ll:Jrea.~ei;!e, 201}\) gives an encyclopaedic overview of Fichte's concept of
freedom. ''The primary tllSk ofFichte's system of philosophy (the Wlssenschajlslehre)
is to reconcile freedom with necessity ..." (Ibid., p. 5). "Freedom, according to Fichte's
argument, is possible and actual only within the context of !imitation and necessity, and
thus Lt is never 'absolute' but always limited nnd finite" (Ibid., p. 11).
Fichte attempts

!.O

secure a meaning of freedom 1.hrou2:h a process of what it is

not. In common with writers about freedom, Fichte requires two or more participants in
n determination of freedom. It is not, as a genie, escaping fiom his bottle would say,
"Free at last!"

The questions remain, free from something and freedom to do

somethinl!,; what is the crux here is the answer to these two freedom questions. The
ultimate freedom the genie possesses is not freedom if his 'freedom' is oppressive.
Perhaps, it is not freedom that I should be discussing here, but oppression, the
oppression that makes a person shriek from their soul "freedom!"

Jolin Dewey

John Dewey's Politie11l Philosophy by (Festenstein, 2005) moves us to the 20"'
centu{)' concepts of freedom, at least in a somewhat n,markablc American sense.
"Freedom in a 'positive' sense consisted not merely in the absence of external
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constroints but the positive fact of pcuticipation in such

WI

ethically desirable social

order" (Ibid., !1· 3).
In a stction entitled Freedom, we see Dewey's development of freedom. II
seems the "Wha: is valuable about freedom is not thP- negative absence of interference
but the positive 'power to be an individualized self" (Ibid., p.5).
Dcw~y's view of individunlity is tumplex, but three elements see most
prominent: Individuality is reflective, it is social and it mwt be exercised in
order to be enjoyed. The fillit point is that medom is held to consist in the
capacity and willingness on the part of a person to reflect on her or his own
goals, aims and projects, and to revise them es a result of this reflection (Ibid., p.
5).
Dewey seems to leave the ntility of freedom, to the individual and not to society.
TI-e reflect=ve individual has the inherent self-responsibllity to use freedom to his or her
own personal ends and not for C1e team as such. That responsibility for freedom Jay
with the individual seems counter to other authors mentioned here, where freedom is a
social asset and not a personal one. It is here that the decision lo leave the anthill and
use the freedoms, and the risks involved allaining a greater life.

Jean-Paul Sartre
Flynn (Flynn, ~004, p 3) explains Jean-Paul Sartre's ideals of freedom as Sartre
si s "We are condemned to be free."
"11te first part of his [Sartre's] professional life focussed on the freedom of the
existential individual (you can alway.s mnke something out of ... ), the se~ond
concentrated on the socio-economic and historical conditions which limited and
modified that freedom (what you've been made into), once freedom ceCl5ed to be
merdy the definition of 'man' and included the possibility of genuine option,; in
concrete situations" (Ibid., p. 6).
Sartre lakes the idea of freedom as a non-blessing, but most importantly, in my
opinion is the duality of what is the existential individual, (something to be mnde out
of), and the social environment (which makes the individual into). Again, I venture to
say that wc are dealing with a seemingly constant fonn of humanity, something that
does not exist. It setms that, and my model suggests, thnt a person can be a structuralist,
and then a post-sUUcturalist, nnd then a post-modemist us a sequence of evenl3, and in
each event, the attitudes oowatds freedom is different, and that this is a naturnl course of
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even\5. Even if the soda! events are the same at each event, the individual is diITerent
inamajorw:iy.

Bar11c/1 Spinoza
Ban.ich Spinozn through (Nadler, 2005) describes freedom in religious tone~,
illgumenls of tho 1600's CE, where God, as then described, determined evcryiliing nnd
freedom was determined by what God allows mlll1 to do, else a calamity may befall
anyone who attempts or does tlwt which God does not approve. "Ir. the Mind there is no
absolllte, or free will, but the Mind is determined to will this or that by a cause that is
also determined by nnolher, and this again by another, and sn to infinity" (Ibid., p. 9).
Nadler also refers to Descnrtes [who] "believed tl1at if the freedom of the human being
is to be preserved, the soul must be exempt from the kind of deterministic laWE tlwt role
the material universe (Ibid., p.9).
In a disel.l5sing of Spinoza and freedom, I am including this type of discussion to
emphasise the 'God-given' freedoms that developed over the last few centuries or so.
The ob!igalion of obedience, in a religiow serne is probably the source of much of the
freedom conlrolling propositions put into effect probably every moment of every day,
everywhere. It makes for a placid population that willingly suITers because it is obliged
to under some unwritten rule or unwritten set of rules called the common good. This
'common good' argument and 'faith' ns well are perhaps the greatest philosophical
vices of all, as much evil in the name of both in order to justify the positions of those
using these arguments. It is also difficult to imagine a state without the defined llnd
taken for granted freedoms of a 21" century Western state. Yet the history of freedom
and liberty is perhaps the most interesting historical study of all, as it is my opinion, that
where such arguments were not developed during n community's history, you will find
only primitive societies. Ti.~ comrnu11itics where freedom a11d liberty seems to have
been selectively bred out of the population by ki!ling those considered urhe!pful with
their questions wid a!lemntives in defiance of tyranny.

Herbert Spencer
Herbert Spencer as described by Weinstein, introduced eq11u/ freedum
(Weinstein, 2002 p. 2)," .. .liberty of each, limited by the like liberty of all, is the rule in
conformity with which society must be organized." Thero is however from Spencer, n
group of moral rights attached to the freedoms that a society oITcrs.

If both the

'12

freedoms and moral rights make a society moral then "Moral societies nre happier
societies and more vibrant and successful to boot" (Ibid., p. J). Also
"members of a society inherit mom! irutitutions which become authoritative in
succeeding generations, nnd this favours those cultures wherever moral common
sense becomes more uncompromising nil things being equal. Eventually, the
members of favoured societies begin consciously recognizing, and further
deliberately refining, the utility-generating potency of their inherited moral
institutions. 'Rational,' scientific utilitnrianism slowly replaces common sense,
'empirical' utilitarianism as we learn !he incomparable value of equal freedom
and iis derivative mom! righl.!i as everyday uti!itnrlan decision procedures"
(Ibid., p. 6).
Spencer describes what is not usually found in modem organisations as
enforceable policy, eql.l!ll freedom. The Critic of such a statement would probably
respond that even in society "some Cll'e more equal thnn others" to indicate and argue
that equal freedom is not possible or is not feasible in any orga-iisation that needs
human bosse.i;. Does this menn that if we do not have human bosses, we are equally
free, ond would have both equal freedoms nnd equal moral rights? The answer to both
questions, it seems, lay in the area of improvements to lhe humans within the
organisation and the organisation's ability to make a profit with a contented customer
base nnd workforce. How this is done is the role of management, however, in today's
world of qunrterly reporting or shorter time periods, it is lhc immediate result that
makes the manager's manager positively respond or not.
In passing, will the greater and greater use of computer based recording and
decision making ilirough the use of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) make the
employee more free, by disposing of the middle management requirements of
organisations?
The time factor expressed by Spencer, of generational evolution of better
organisations and U1eir communities is far too long for Spencer's ideas to bear fruit in
today's world of quarterly or shorter reporting cycles. However, historically speaking,
it is the generational change, evolution if you will, of political actions and responses,
violent and peaceful that makes a free society increasingly free, beginning with a local
social freedom and continuing through to centrn\ governments. However, freedom in a
corporation, whose life cycle is probably less than 100 years, has not the chance to
evolve freedom over time as it must define and refine freedom in the encapsul~tcd
worlds in which they operate. Freedom therefore, is not business foundation: it is
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beyond the competence of a business to determine what freedom means, it cnn only
opernte within Lhc rules detc1T11.ined by others. This is where a society is able to ta!..~ the
role of controlling lhe short te1T11. for corporate actions instead of a society's usual time
span that is much longer. This time span difference is what the corporations of today
understnnd
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they operate within a community, the calculus of winning the short term

as it is a smnll part of the long term, while society considers the short tenn as either
good or bad, nnd things will change to reverse the eutTent good or bad times.

Pa11l Ricoeur
Paul Ricoeur is described by (Dauenhnuer, 2002) as " .•• one of the most
distinguished philosophers of our time."
"Ricoeur argues that the voluntary anti involuntary dimensiorn of humon
existence are complimentary .•. Each person hilli to struggle with the conflict
between them. But this conflict is what ultimately makes my freedom genuinely
mine, what gives me my distinctive identity" (Ibid., p. 2).
This does not mean that a human being must s!!lod by and be a sitting tergct ond
victim; it meallli that each person ha!i the option of doing something to change the world
in which they exist. TI1e initiating ofan action is a desire to ch!lllge,
" •.• Desire is not on!y a force that moves or impels a person. It is also a reason
for the initiative in question. It is a renson that mClkes the initiative intelligible
and meaningful. T:lus deshe shows that the self, as agent, belongs both to the
order of nature, in which desire impels, and to the order of culture or meru,[ng, in
which the initintives mClke sense both to the agent ond to others a!i motions
aimed at obtaining what it desires" (Ibid., p.6).
Ricoel!f presents a form of reality that is applicable tn the model I present in this
work. The information systems professional mwt mElke an evaluation of their situation,
and then make choices as to the moves they wish to undertClke or even those allowed
and allowable. They are not typically in a free society, they are only ns necessary as l!fe
janitors, accountanls, auditors, and other 'hack' occupations to keep the operation of the
organ[sation legal, running smoolhly, am! honest in the eyes of others. There is little
power at this level to change the operations of the organisation, but the individual can
initiate meaningful changes within Md without the encapsulated situation they find
themselves. It is here that consideration of any jump in occupational situntio,; must
dominate, as the power to initinte such a move remains with the individual, but the
corporate acceptance of such a move is determined by the power ofothers.
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Positive a11d Negative Freedom
Positive and negative freedom, is discU5sed under lhe title of Posilive and

Negative Liber1y (Carter, 2003) seen in the discussions on slavery. Originally published
in 1958, by Isaiah Berlin using lhe term liberty, while "mEllly authors prefer to talk of
positive and negative freedom

[however, neither freedom nor liberty] can be

translated into other European languages, which contain only one term ... where English
contains two" (Ibid., p. \). 'To be free, you must be self determined, which is to say
you must be able to control your own destiny in your own self interests" (Ibid., p. 2).
Berlin is quoted in this article
" ... we use the negative concept of liberty in attempting to answer lhe quc.<1tion
'What is lhe area within which lhe subject - a person or group of persons - is or
should be left lo do or be what he is able to do or be, without interference by
olher persons?' whereas we use lhe positive concept in atlempting to answer the
question 'What, or who, is the source of control or interference that can
determine someone to do, or be, this ralher lhan lhat" Obid., p.2)?
The splitting of the person into n higher-self and a lower-self, !hat is, between
" ... the rutionnl, reflecting self, the self that is capable of moral action and taking
responsibility for what she does ... [which] marks us off from other animals' and " ... lhe
self of the pnssions, of unre!lecting desires and imitional impulses" respectively
determines whether one is free or enslaved (Ibid., p. 3). Christman is also quoted
" ... [a] person is positively unfree is her desire to confonn wns somehow
oppressively imposed upon her through indoctrination, manipulation, or deceit.
She is positively free ... if she arrived at her desire to confonn while aware of
olher reasonable options and she weighed and assessed these other options
rationally" (Ibid., p. 5).
In short, negative freedom is freedom from, positive freedom is freedom to and
also autonomy or self-rule (Chemiss & Hardy, 2005 p 19). On Berlin's life, "He was
sharply aware of lhe pain of humiliation and dependency, the hatefulness and
hurtfulness of paternalistic rule (Ibid., p. 22). Perhaps we n.re now getting closer to a
point !hat dennes freedom for the information systems professional.
In discussing negative and positive liberty/freedom, we arc nearing the central
position oflhis work. What freedoms do information systems professionals have within
lheir workplace llli compared wilh lhe others in similar professional positions? I would
suggest that they would all have lhe same freedoms from, that is freedom from
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workplace harassment, and so on.

It is within the influence of freedoms lo and

arilonomy or self-rule that difference will arise. The freedom to shift careers or career
paths ought to be self evident as the profession.al matures and develops, yet this does not
seem to happen, so can we assume that there are real obstacles to such a move in llnY
profession or just information systems?

In conversations concerning this apparent

reality, no one has apparently, offered a pathway forward for the person concerned, for
the Or!lanisation or the community as we allow needed talent wilh intelligence to wnddle
in the mire or swamp at the base of the ivory tower.

Limitatio11s Co11cemi11g Freedom
I feel that I cannot give freedom a decent run in this limited space, so I must be
brief and perhaps shallow in the explication of such things as freedom. There are deep
beliefs as to what freedom is and what it is not, and a great deal of what has been
wriULn about freedom has been written during or just after war or great social unrest,
when freedom was considered expendable so that they may be n:stored later.
This work docs not intend to suppon sovemment interference in the daily affairs
of a corporation; it will only describe the interpretation of a corporation's possible
weakness or even demise from a simple string of restrictive policies concerning the
freedoms of its human workforce. The imposition or continuance oft.hcse restrictions
within lhe micro-society that is a corporation will not let freedom and morul
utilitarianism evolve

to where it is intuitive to that enclosed corporute micro-society.

This docs not mean anarchy, it means process, it mearu that mobility is natural,
it means demanding the very same freedoms that some others have and take for srnnted,
that

Em:

denied to some others. It is that simple, llnd perhaps that is why this idea is

rarely implemented.

Compatihilism
In his article on Compatibilism, (McKenna, 2004a) states "According to one
strand of Compatibilism, freedom of the sort pertinent to moral evaluation is nothing
more 1han an ascnt's ability to do what she wishes in the absence of impediments that
would other wise s!!lnd in her way" (]bid., p. 7). However, then: is a responsibility for
one's actions, irrespective of the morul oontent of those actions.
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If we jump to the current thinking concerning Compatibilism, (McKenna,
2004b) dealing with manipulation and responsibility, where he mainly deals with the
acts of manipulation and who bears the ultimate responsibility for the ~-~!s, the 1gent or
the manipulator'/ This creates a duality of"intemal and external theories of free will
nnd responsibility" {Ibid., p. \) and that "intemalist theories are time-slice or curreot
time-slice properties or snapshots" and are instant determined, that is what happened at
a given time. "Extemalist theories are historical theories" and they require a history to
determine cau.o;c (Ibid., pp. 1-2), but I add here history is written by the victors.
Free Wlfl

O'Connor describes free will ns follows:
"'Free Will' is a philosophical term of art for a particular sort of capacity of
rational agents to choose a course of action from among various alternatives.
Which sort is the free will sort is what all the fuss is about. ... Philosophers who
distinguish freedom of action and freedom of will do so because our success in
C!UT)'ing out our ends depends in part on factors wholly beyond our cootrol.
... much of the debate about free will centres around whether we human beings
have it, yet virtually no one doubts that we will do this and that" (O'Connor,
2005 p 1).
" ... free will suggests that a -perhaps lh~'-root issue is that of control• .•. our
capacity for deliberation arid potential soohistication of some of our practical
reflections are import1111t conditions on freedom of wil!. But any proposed
analysis of free will must also ensure that the process it describes is ore that was
up to, or controlled by the agent" (ibid., p.5).
My response to this short and too brief discmsion on free will is that we all have
freedom of action and freedom of will; it is the direction of each of these that
determines a result that determines our relationship with our chosen society. In the
model presented, it menns that information systems professionals have these apparent
characteristics to determine their foir and considered treatment by their employers to
join in the mainstream operation of their organisation. That is, oU\slde of the purposeful
E1Dd technical to include the operational reason of being that the org[ll1isation possesses.

Existentialism
" .. .'existentialism' is a term that belongs to intellectual history" according to
Crowell (Crowell, 2004 p I) whether or not this statement is correct, I will let history
itself decide.
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" ... existentialism w11s as much II litemry phenomenon as a philosophico.J one"
(Ibid., p. I) and " ... 'eKistentialism' may be defined ns the philosophical theory
which holds that a further set of categories, governed by the nonn of
authc111/clty, is necessary to grasp human existence" (Ibid., p. 2).
It is apparent from Crowel!'s manner of writing that he uses the 'antiesLablishmcnt' tendencies of eKistentialism to predetermine its demise, when he states

""
" ... the themes popularly associated with cxistentio.Jism--dread, boredom,
alienation, the absurd, freedom, commitment, nothingness, and sn on - find their
philosophical significance in the context of the sew:ch for a new categorical
framework, together with its governing norm_'' (Ibid., p. 2)
Witl1in this nrticle, Kierkegaard and Nicti~chc are discussed

lt5

pnrt of the

historical content of e:dstcntialism.
With Kicrkcgnard an interesting idea is raised, that of, firstly a religious concept
of the individual's connict of ethics and faith, and secondly the individual and the
crowd, where Kierkcganrd slates, "the crowd is untruth" (Ibid., pp. 3-4). This in itself,
must also mean that the team (at work), the organisation where the team works, and so
on is also untruth.
Ummth has the meaning of the subordinating ofselfto the crowd,

EIS

being a self

can be difficult if the demands of the crowd are different than the demands of the self,
again the MBA problem of personal goals a against coipor.ite goals is still to be
resolved.

Perhaps this is because the differentiated human being is not being

considered, however, in the words and pictures of the model, the goals of an anthill
dweller are different from those of the critical-thinker Condor nnd are yet different
again at the artist-writer Guru level. What complicates mat\etli further, it seems is that
p·:rhaps at any given stage, there is an admixture of a human being dealing with an
admixture of an organisation, where certain components fit and others do not and the
result is a compromise that works or not and is the source of the tension between both
parties.
Another conside111tion is NicLzschc's Will lo Power,
''where the Judea-Christian moral order is used to Lhwarl the power exereised by
the strong over the weak, ... creating a herd animal that has trained itself to
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docility and un-freedom by conforming to the 'universal' standards of morality.
The normative is nothing but the normal" (Ibid., p. 5).
As Sartre's
"e){istcnce precedes essence' creates another outlook upon the mtionality and
definition of e){istentialism, is that it oITers no definition of what a human being
is, "sinc!l meaning is decided in and through !lxisting itselr' (ibid., p. 6).
"Existential moml psychology !lmphnsises human freedom and focus!ls on the
themes of mendacity, self-deception, and hypocrisy in moral consciousness"
(Ibid., p. 10).
"As Sartre points out ' ... the consciousness of freedom, is not something that
human beings welcome; rather we seek stability, identity, and adopt the
language of freedom only when it suits us... We are condemned to be free"'
(Ibid., p. 12).
This latter quote is probably the crux of this whole idea of freedom, particularly
in the information systems industry.

By seeking stability in n rapidly changing

profession, the information systems professional gains identity, that identity I believe is
on!l ofa p!lrson who can internalise rapid change and cope with it productively. That is
they make change work for all as a vanguard that establishes the direction of localised
change, particularly within n given organisation. At a higher level, such as the role of
Condor, we see the relationship of change and critical-thinking, ns de Beauvoir
dllScribcs above. Above the Condor, the model presents the Guru or as d!l Beauvoir
describes, the artist-writer, the holder of this role determines the nctinB·roles that the
others will play in the future.
Not one of these however, is an island of professionalism, the common thread
with the mode! itself relates them all, and this thread is their profession, whether this
profession is information systems, accounting, or engineering, they are all within the
presented model's range.
Liberulis111
"This might be called the Fundamental Liberal Principal (attributed to Gau,;, G.
!996 - Juslificalory Libera/Ism: An &say on Epistemology and Politico/ Theory):
freedom is normatively basic, and so the onus of exp!anntion is on those who would
limit freedom" (Gaus & Courtland, 2003 p I). Gau,; also quotes Berlin, 1969, page 122,
"Yo11 lack political liberty or freedom only if you are prevented from attaining a goal by
other human beings."
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Without a strong streak of liberalism in a profossional's armoury, the
justification for the freedom limiting actions ofa client, an organisation, a univernity, or
any other organisation may be, when a freedom limiting action is questioned, a
platitudinous answer is to be expected, such as 'it's corporote policy', 'it's for the
common good,' 'orders are orders,' 'my hands are tied,' and the list goes on. Ifthings
go wrong, however, the Nurernburg Defonce comes into play - 'I was following legal
orders, therefore I nm blameless.'

Persrmal Alltonomy
"To be autonomous is to be a law to oneself; autonomous agents are selfgoveming agents. Most of us want to be autonomous because we Wllnt to be
accounll!ble for what we do, and because I posit that if we are not the ones
calling the shots, then we cannot be accountable. More importantly, perhaps, the
value of autonomy is tied to the value of self-integration. We don't want to be
alien to, or m war with, ourselves; and I posit that when our intentions are not
under our own control, we su!fer from self-alienation" (Buss, 2002 p. I).
ln addition to the above quote, "every agent has an authority over herselftbat is
groun-ded, not in her political or soda! role, nor in any law or custom, but iu the simple
fact that she alone cau initiate her actions" (Jbid., p. 2). "The demand to be permitted to
govern oursel~cs reflects the conviction that we are, in essence, self-governors" (Ibid.,
p. 9).

The points made her,; nre mainly that it is up to the individual professional to
make the necessary changes to reinforce their authority over their lives and careers.
That this is described philosophically means that personal autonomy is considered a
serious topic and that some do not take it serio~ly or are ignoront of tl•e sources of
thought on this topic. Unfortunately, few are willing or able to discuss this to the
person concerned as they may be a competitor for the benefits of activating such
knowledge, or tliat it may dislldvnntage lhe managerial position they may hold by
discussing tl1is topic with that person.

Critical Tlleory
Critical Theory has the most involvement in three areus of Ibis work,
emancipation, freedom, and power (the next topic). With this amount of coverage, it is
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little wonder why this iopic is so important to this work as well. Though Marxist in its
foundations, its SU['\liva! within the Frankfurt School during the 1930's and 1940's
within a National Socialist rabid anti-Marxism and anti-communism reign, must be a
stol)' wonhy of the telling.
"In bolh the broad and lhe narrow senses ... critical theory provides the
descriptive and normative bases for social enquiry aimed at decreasing
domination and increasing freedom in all their senses" (Bohman, 2005 p. 1).
"Democratic norms of freedom can be made explicit in various righlli, including
civil rights of participation and free expression. Such nom1s are often violated
explicitly in exercises of power for various ends, such as wealth, security, or
cultural survival" (Bolumm, 2005 p. 6).
One of the more interesting themes to com~ out frorr, this discussion is the idea
that freedom originates from the st.Ille, and that a corrupt state that attacks freedom, is
unanswerable to its people except through revolution.
husine~s organisation cannot be described

ru;

From this, it seems that a

11 paragon of democratic freedoms when its

hierarehy is nominated and usually supported by those um.ler its control, whether for
self-preservation, attempting a favourable impression for future favours, or generally
seckiag a positive relationship irrespective of the true feelings of the individual
concerned. T!lis is corporate domination, the very antithesis af Critical Theory as
critical theory supports "the democratic value of freedom from damination" (Bohman,
2005 p. 12). Yet, the prerogative of management is to issue orders and these orders Clle
interpreted and then followed. Thus, domination can be a tool of management and used
to coTIUpt an organisation until a revolutionary movement begins and is successful in
synthesizing a new tool of management.

Power
Introd11clion
In this journey, so far, we have examined slave:-J, enslavement, emancipation,
freedom and now the final topic prior to examining the three major supports of this
work, structuralism, post-structllflllism, and post-modernism, is power.
For the most part, secondary references are used, however there ore primary
reference included here.

The philosophers used nre Nietzsche, Spinoza, Ricoeur,

Foucault, Baudrillard, and Sartre. The philosophical topics are Per,onal Autonomy and
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Fatalism. This is by no means exhaustive, it is only indicative of!he thinkers and topics
concerning power.

Ni~t:scl,e's Moral 011d Pofilfcof Pllifosopfly
"'The noble hwnan being,"' says Nietzsche, "'honors himself as one who is
powerful, also as one who hns power over himself, who knows how to speak and be
silent, who delight: in being severe ond hi!!d with himself and respects all severity and
hardness"' (Leiter, 2004 p. 14). In other sections of Leiter "The Will IO Power" is
discussed, however, it seems that this will is to have power over other people, animals,
and things. Applied to infonnation systems, it can be shown !hat infonnation systems
pmfossionals have /11direc1 power over people, things and animals, by contro!Ung the
information flow that controls these very same items. These professionals have stepped
back and control their world far more effectively than mere men, their ideas, and !heir
concerts of reality as they control !he machine and infonnation that controls men, but
they are denied !he trappings of their \me power.
Yet !he actual power to change is detennincd by those without such power,, the
information systems professional can only con!rol what they are given to control. This
almost symbiotic relationship is the power structure of infonnation systems.

The

changing of the attitude of an infonnation systems professional to the use of power and
its sources is the crux of this work. It is shown that the powers controlling infonnation
sys1crns ought to control an organisation that is at least throe levels deep - anthill,
condor, and guru. Currently however, the structuralist organisation, !he anthill although
it is a.t the bottom level, it seems to retain the financial power to detennine ll1e height of
lltc information systems group within the organisation.
"Nietuche philosophizes from 'the perapective of !ife' which he regards as
'beyond good and evil,' and challenges the deeply-entrenched moral idea that
exploitation, domination, injury to the weak, destruction, and appropriation arc
unive!llally objectionable behaviou!"!i. Above all, Nietzsche believes that living
things aim to discharge !heir strength and express their 'wHI to power' -- a
pouring-out of expansive energy which, quite naturally, can entail danger, pain,
lies, deception ond masks" (Wicks, 2004 p. 6).
My point on this quote is why people do not think like this. Is it

II

closed or

ignorant society !hat demands !hat you are part of that society or you arc not, and if you
are not an ncti~e member, you will be cast out into !he wilderness for some perceived
anti-commu.iily act or immoral acts by expressing a wil! to power? What amount of
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courage or whatever mell5ure you would name, would someone deliberately eschew
their community and suffer the individual costs of such an action as an exereise to
express this will to power?
!n addition, whnt are the benefits of such a move to both parties?

Baruch Spfnaza
"Spinoza's conception of adequate knowledge reveals an unrivalled optimism in
the cognitive powers ofthe humM being" (Nadler, 2005 p. 8).
"Our alfects are divided into actions and passions. When the cause of nn event
lies in our own nature -- more particularly, our knowledge or adequate idens ••
then it is a case ofthc mind acting. On the other hand, wh~n something happeru
in us the cause of which lies outside of our nature, then we are pnssive and being
acted upoo. Us\llllly what lakes place, both when we are acting and when we are
being acted upon, is some change in our menlnl or physical capacities, what
Spinoz.a calls 'ao incrense or decrease in our power of acting' or in our 'power to
persevere in being'. All beings are natumlly endowed with such a power or
striving. This conotr1s, a kind of existential inertia, constitutes the 'essence' of
any being. 'Each thing, as fer as it cnn by its own power, slrives to pe!llevere in
its being.' An affect just Is any change in this power, for better or for worse.
Affects that are actions are changes in this power that have their source (or
"adequate cause") in our nature alone; affects that nre passions are those changes
in this power that originate outside ofus" (Ibid., p. 9).
~Because of onr innate striving to persevere -- which, in the human being, is
called 'will' or 'appetite' -- we nnturally pursue those things that we belie\'e will
benefit us by increCl5ing our power of acting and shun or Ilee those things that
we believe will harm us by decreasing our power of acting" (Ibid., p.9).
"'On Humnn Ilondage, or the Powers of the Affects'. He explains that the
human being's 'lack of power to moderate and reslmin the alfects I call
Bondage. For the man who is snbject to affects is under the control, not of
himself, but of fortune, in whose power he so greatly is that often, though he
sees the better for himself, he is still forced lo follow the worse"' (Ibid., p.10).
These four quotes support the proposition that it is up to ourselves to change
things for the good of ou!llelves, else we are enslaved, as discussed previously, to
something we cannot support, and thlll does not support us.

We always have the

capacity to think of ways to accomplish this task, and to use the facilities that we
possess, can borrow, or buy, to fn:e ourselves from particulnr classes of problems.
Spinoza wes the term peneverance to describe the desire to chMge for the better, and
the word is apt here as well.
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Paul Ricoe11r
(Dauenhauer, 2002) in his article on Ricoeur presents a mode! called power-incommon " ... power-in-common ... springs directly from the capacity people have to join
with .:,ne onother in common action. Together they can do things that none
could do alone" (Ibid., p. 13). " ... the ultimate objective of at: defensible
political practice is to make power-in-common prevail ns far as possible over
domination. But because domination is never wholly climinable, defensible
politics is inherently fragile (Ibid., p. 13).
Though the above quotes are used, they arc used io the context of the
Dnuenhauer's writing about Ricoeur, and the overall impact presented is one of political
as well 115 personnl power that is abie to initiate change. One cnn imagine a sole
information systems professional or nny other professional attempting to alter the
reasoning of on organisation towards its promotional and cim=er policies for those
outside the anointed and chosen ones able to pnrsue a career in management. One can
also imagine the increased competition for available management positions other than
what has been historically successful.

If we con assume that n business organisation is as political as nny other is, then
it oug'ht to be responsive as a govenunent when employment nod individual prnmotionnl
possibilities Bre concerned. Howi:ver, this is not the Cll!ie. Democratic processes are not
part of the rnnnagcment processes ofa business organisation, even lhe shareholders who
have such rights, nirely if ever exercise them to mywhcre near !heir m(ll(imum level
unless a cleill' disaster has occurred such as bankruplC) or major criminal activity within
the organisation.

Micflel Fo11ca11ft
By being marginally within lhe hated bourgeois society, Foucault and Sartre
alike, dealt wilh the margins of their French society to, if nolhing else, explain lhc
powerlessness of being a marginal, and from their to find ways of improving nnd
explaining ways ofinflnencing society to take these margins seriowly (Gutting, 2002).
As n passing note, I have approximately 150 references to Michel Foucault on
my computer, the rationale for such a large repertoire of writings by Foucanlt nnd about
Foucault, is Foucanlt's development as a source on the topic of power. In discussions
wilh others, some who knew nolhing, something, or where quite familiar with his
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wo!XS, most, as I recollect, seem to think thnl because he wes in foci on the margins of
society, his homosexuality hut one of the factors of his social marginality, perhaps gave
him insights into modem interpersonal, person-group, person-orgwiisation, and personsocioty power re!atioruhips and structures, and from this situation developed the idea of
bio-power.
The modem fmm of disciplinnry power, to enforce 'nmmalcy' Foucault shows
that the modem factory, hospital, and school am modelled on the modem prison, and
that this is lhe result of convergence of "hierarchies] obser.ation, nonnalizing
judgment, and the e:irnmination." This means lhat by failiniJ to met nonnalcy mean:; that
a person is to undergo a rofonn proccs~. not a furthe• punishment

0r

denlh to correct

deviant behaviour" (Ibid., p. 4).
Foucault also links power and knowledge in human beings so lhat lhey cal\flot
be separated and by knowing we control and in controlling we know (Ibid., p. 5) or ''to
know is to participate in complicated webs of power" (Foucaull: Key Concepts, 2002).
The tenn power is in il5elf inadequate to describe power according to Foucault,
so the t~nns bio-technico-power (bio-power) and disciplinnr,• power ~re used to
describe power in Foucault's sense. Bio-power is confessionni b::!:rd, "where people
arc taught that their liberation 1 :quires lhem to 'tell the truth,' to confess to someone
who is more powerful. and lhis lruth telling will somehow set lh~m free."

While

disciplinary power :ias lhe end of creating 'docile' people lhat may be "subjected, used,
transfonned, and improved." This is done with a "fonn of surveillance which is
internalized ... where each person disciplines him or herself."
There is another aspect of power only brieny considered hero, and that is critical
mganizationa! theory, where "reason can be seen in ils central goal of emancipation"
(Feldman, 1997 p. 2). Thero is also lhe other side of the coin" ... without a stable organizational culture in which common sense and common
standards net as a safeguard against lhe opennrss or 'freedom' that these
lhcorisls [Foucault inspired orgWJizational theorists) call for, we become
vulnerable to totalitarianism" (Ibid., p. 9).
Feldman detennines that it is through conslraint and limitations to freedom that
"we htve a truth that is independent of power." "Truth/knowledge is lhe essence of
cultuv:. By making truth a subcategory of power, Foucault rclativizcs culture, making
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truth impossible" (quoting Taylor, 1984). [Quoting Arendt, 1968] " ... our truth exists in
the present, while based on the past 11nd pressing into the future" (Ibid., p. 9).
In the afterword of (Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1982) we see how Foucault views
power. Foucault determines that he is not presenting a theory or methodology but "My
objective, instead, has been to crate a history of the different modes by which, in our
culture, human beings are made subjects" (Ibid., p. 208). Foucault then describes the
struggles against an immediate enemy not a chief enemy,
" ...as men exen:ise their power over women, parents over children, ps)'l:hiatry
over the mentally ill, of medicine over the population, of administration over the
ways people live" (Ibid., p. 211).
So the struggle is against n form of power, not institutions of power.
"II is a form of power which makes individuals subjects. There are two
meaniogs of the word subjec1: subject to someone else by control and
dependence, and tied to his own identity by a conscience or self-knowledge.
Bolh meanings suggest a form of power which subjugates nnd makes subject to"
(!bid., p. 212).

From a religious outlook of power. Foucault addresses what he ea!l "Pl!Stornl
Power", basically the power of an orgE111isation, a church in this example, over the
individual, by il.5 promise of an after-life which cannot be proved, or disproved. As the
West hns advanceJ, nnd the power of organised religion has lessened, it seems, that
organisations have used the same type of promise to satisCy its employees about their
future, as !BMers, for example. Where promises were made to me that wo'.l!d, if the
real odds were quoted, probably would never have to be fulfilled.
There is however, one basic premise put forward by Foucault that rings true,
"Power is exercised only over free subjects, 11nd only insofar ns they are free .
... Consequently there is no face to face confront.ation of power 1111d freedom
which is mutually exclusive (fieedom disappears evel)'Where power is
exercised)" (Ibid., p. 221).
So are also the enslaved unable to possess power'/ I think that is :he case.

36

In Foucault's lectures on Parrhesia (Foucault, 1983) he emphasises truth and the
truth-teller and truth-telling as an activity and concludes with what can be described as a
description ofreflectivc practices and trace this method back to Plutarch.
"One can comport oneself toWllrds one,self in the role of technicinn, of a
crafbman, ofan artist, who - from time to time -stops working, examines what
he is doing, reminds himself of the rule of his art, and compares these rules with
what he has achieved thus far. This metaphor of the artist who stops working,
steps back, gains a distnnt perspective, and examines what he is actually doing
wit!t the principles of his art can be found in Plutarch's essay, 'On the Control of
Anger" (Ibid., p.64)

Jear, B111,dril/ard
"In the l 980s, Baudrillatd posited an "immanent reve!lial," a Ilip-flop or
reversed direction of meaning and effect~. in which things tr .ll into their
opposite. Thus, according to Baudrillard, the society of production was passing
over to simulation and seduction; the panoptic and repressive power theori?.ed
by Foucault was turning into a cynical and seductive power of the media and
information society; the liberation championed in the 1960s had become a form
of voluntary servitude; sover<:ignty had passed from the side of the subject to the
object; and revolution and entancipation had turned into their opposites, trapping
individuals in an order of simulation and virtuality. Baudrillard's cnnccp\ of
"immanent reversal" thus provides a perverse fonn ofHorkheimer and Adamo's
"Dialectic of £11/ightenment" (1972 (1947]), when: everything becomes its
opposite. For Adorno and Horkheimcr, within the trnnsfonnations of organized
and hi·tech capitalism, modes of Enlightenment become domination, culture
becomes culture industry, dcmocrac~ becomes a form of mass manipulation, nml
science and technology form a crucial part ofan apparatus of social domination"
(Kellner, 2005 p. 12).

If power is shining as Baudri!lard posits, is it truly shifting towards II powerful
media and information society? Or is il a revolutionary movement waiting and biding
its time? As I stated elsewhere in this work, I believe that a managerial revolution is
upon us, and I add here, it will be also evolutionary as management is replaced by
systems that are one place removed from a human being. A product is pun:ha,;ed,
dcliver~d and installed will minimum human involvement, an almost tollll de-skilling of
all occupations is nearly upon us, where an artisan is no longer necessary to produce

II

quality product at a price commensurate with its value to the purchaser. In such a
situation, true power will not reside with the mcumgement, but with the technologist that
keeps the processes functioning. Yet the technologists do not yet realize, or perhaps
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they do not C!il'C about their real power, or is it they are kept ignorant and away from the
now management quE1Si·centers of power for the purpose of continuing an unreality?

Jea11-P1wf Sllrlre
Sartre invests in the power of art by proposing that art, through its special
powi:rs communicntes among freedoms without alienation or objectification (Flynn,
2004 p. 8). This perhaps is the source of de Beauvoir's ru1ist-writcr, described by her ns
the highest fonn ofhuma,1 endeavor. !n the model pre!iented here, it is the Guru l~e\ of
the infonnation systems professional, and though it seems they exist, they are not
recog11i:1:ed or organized to function ns a group of independent thinkers, they are,
analogo1.15)y, prophets in the wilderness, until, it seems, some•Jne allows them to join in
the broader world.

Personal Autonomy
As the first of the philosophical topics in the explanation of power, it is here that
the fundamentals ofan individual's power resides,
"every agent has an authority over her;;elfthat is grounded, not in her political or
social role, nor in any law or custom, but in the simple fact that she alone can
initiate her actions ... Despite the special inalienable nature of our authority over
ourselves, it is possible for us to fail to govern ourselves" (Buss, 2002 p. 2).
"The puzzle ... is a puzzle about the relatioruhip between the agent's power and
the power of the forces that move her. And it is a puzzle about the relationship
between the agent's authority and the status of these motivating forces. What
distinguishes motives whose power is attributable to the agent herself from
motives whose power is external to the agent's? What distinguishes motives on
which the agent bas conferred her authority from motives whose power has
reduced her nnthoriz.ation to a mere formality'/ When the governing agent and
the agent she governs are the very same self, we cannot answer either of these
questions without answering the other. This is why it is so difficult to produce a
satisfactory account of personal autonomy" (Buss, 2002 p. J).
The major ~uestion 'nere seems to e11o!ve con~· .1ing the idea of what right do

we t.nve to control our decision making, and what right.! do we forgo in allowing othet11
to make cettain decisions for us. The rnle of information systems prnfossiona!s is one
of using their power productively for the organisation that hires them and their skills.
Yet the final power resides in the hands of those who do not have the skills to utilize
their facilities best. The drcisions of management concerning information systems are
nol tllose of information systems, but of management. The power without control over
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that power is no power at all; similarly, responsibility over tbat which one has no
conlml is a disaster for lhe one holding lhatappointed responsibility.

Fatalism
"Fatalism is the view that we arc powerless to do anything other that what we
actually do" (Rice, 2002 p. 1). Throughout this article we are confronted with logical
arguments that attempt to prove the logic of whether or not we can change tlie future or
is it ordained that certain events will happen because they must as a line of logical and
perhaps supematU11ll events occur !hut allow a certain event to occur at a certain time
and place. Perhaps a discussion of fatalism has no place in this work, but I use the

word, as do others, serendipity, n happy unexpected event that yields positive result. Is
that not fatalism seen in a positive light?
Strucluralism
"Most slnlcturalists shEtrc a conviction that individual human beings function
solely as elernenls of the (often hidden) social networks to which they belong"
(Kemerling)

J11troduction
Structuralism originally comes from the work of F~rdinand de Saussure, in his
works in the structure of language, and not i1S 11•~. and by bracketing, en~l,Jel, him to
view the way a thing is experienced in the mind (Quigley, 1998 p. 2).
The connection between structuralism nnd the anthill pnrt of the model can be
described as fir5lly, lhe anthill is a slnlcluro with various symbols and symbolic
structures which make it what it is, a center for information harvesting. Tlle language is
unique and the communication is by strict structures of symbofo in a near verbal series
of stages. Klages states that structuralism hag three arguments·"that the structure of language itself produces 'reality',
-"language speaks lo u.; meaning doesn't come from individuals, but from the
system that govems what any individual can do wilh it,
-"Rather than seeing Ilic individual as the tllnter of meaning, structuralism
places THE STRUCTifRE at the center-it's the structure that originates or
produces meaning, not lhe individual self.
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-"Derrida and deconstruction looks at philosophy (Western Metaphysics) to see
that any system necessarily posits a CENTER, a point from which everything
come~, and to which everything refers or returns. He also states that speech is
always more important than writing as writing is just the transcription of speech"
(Klages, 2003 p. 2).
(Velibeyoglu,

1999)

states

(sourced

from

Jones,

http:llwww.rogn.demon.eo.uk/frames.htm)
"For the sl.nlcturalist the individual is shaped by sociological, psychological, and
linguistic structures over which he/she has no control, but which could be
uncovered by using their methods of investigation."

I suggest thal what a structuralist world consists of is a symbiotic relationship.
This relationship consists of people, language, and tools where each reinforees,
modifies, and recreates their environment when necessary to perpetuate the world in
which they live. There is no apparent escape from this world, even though there an: no
physical walls preventing escape, one can leave at any time, but the value of the persons
lenmed skills evapomtcs to the point that they have little to oITer except a curiosity, and
remote experiences that may have no relevance in any other world. It seems this
describes an anthill.
Post-structuralism

Introd11ct/011
In the presented model, post-stnicturalism is stn.icturalism with less stn.icture
and more critical-thinking. This jump for an individual undertaking such a personal
strategic move is one where one is no longer concerned with processes and symbols, but
with critical-thinking, similar to the ideas of de Beauvoir and her seven groups. In this
grouping, only two are meaningful-the critical-thinker and the anist-writer, the rest arc
of little or no consequence in discussions concerning the value of freedom.
(Lye, 1997) e:ii:presses the idea that post-structuralism sees things dilTerently
than structuralism. "Post-structuralism sees 'reality' as being more fragmented, diverse,
tenuous, and culture specific than does structuralism."

Commenting on Foucault

"Foucault is post-structuralist in his insistence that therr. lo no great causal now or plan
or evolution of history, that what happens is mainly by chance." (Ibid., p. 3)
Additionnlly,
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"Post-stnJcturnlism and deconstruction can be seen as the theordical fonnulation
of the post-modern condition. Modernity, which began intellectually with the
Enlightenment, attempted to describe the world in rntioual, empirical, and
objective tenns. It asswned tlwt there was troth to be uncovered, a wuy of
obl.aining nnSWl:!"ii to the question posed by the human condition. Postmodemism does uot exhibit this confidence, gone are the underlying certainties
that reason promised. Reason itself is now seen as a particular historical fonu, n
parochial in ils own way as lhc ancient explanations of the universe in terms of
Gods" (Jones, 2003 p.1).
Post-modernism
"In philosophy, poslmodemists tyPieally express grave doubt about the
possibility of unive!"iial objective troth, reject artificially sharp dichotomies, and
delight in the inherent irony and particularly of language and life" (Kemerling).
The topic of ultra-philosophy, seems to go through the lhesis-antithesissynthesis cycle and as (Jackson, 1996 p. 3) implies the cycle is now 'counter·
philosophy-meta philosophy-post philosophy, where tile latter is the
" ... limit of ultra philosophy [and) is reached in tile post-modernism which
declares both the dogmatic and the critical fonns of the opposition to philosophy
self defeating, aud proposes instew:I to expose the whole legacy of reasoned
discoUJ'!ie as spurious and annulled iu itself."
Jackson complains of too many answers, perhaps to too few questions.
Within this article, Jackson, strips post-modernism of iu; credentials, and denies
lht philosophy, as the Prince of university faculties, is doomed to irrelevance, it can
only be so if philosophers allow philosophy to be so mistreated.
However, it post-modernism is to be discarded as a semantic term, with whnt
shall

we replace it?

De Beauvoir uses the term artist-writer to indicate the highest form

of character, and in the case of the model presented, I we the term guro to indicate the
highest form of infonnation systems professional, though I do call gurus post-modem,
what then shall l call the guru in philosophical terms? If Jackson calls post-modernism
nn overthrow of reason, perhaps unreason as Foucault cal!s it, hns a place os well.
Conclusions
The difference between a tribe ond a community is not tile desire to join. You
are o member whether you like it or not. If the alternative to freedom wilh power is
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enslavement with some or no power, what then is the alternative to power if power does
not exist?
I would suggest that tlie enslaved and powerless gain power by tnking that one
step a.way from the responsibility that the empowered would foist upon them.
Respon,ibility without the power over that which one is responsible is at least unfair
and at best poor management practice. Without necessary controlling power, they
cannot be legitimately be i::iven responsibilities, yet this responsibility transfer is done

by using power dominance, and the only choice for the powerless is to tnkc one step
back from asswning responsibility. Having done so, the powerful would respond by
using the words, 'untrustworthy,' 'lack of commitment,' and so on in order to isolate the
powerless and thereby appeal to their own superiors to gain and keep power which
ought to have been passed on with the given responsibility. However, this retained
power also hru; little value to the manager other than to slate that control resides in their
hands rather than those who truly need power to support their responsibilities, but are
kept ignorant of the value of their surrendered power. This power also could be used to
control the actions of their managers in certain areas, and perhaps this is the reason why
power is so greedily possessed.
Fram the reference presented above, I consider that I have more than
triangulated the model by engaging with the literature. The three sections are supported
by several recognized writers and philosophical topics, and that the model can be seen
to satisfy the validity and other tests.
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CHAPTER4

A REFLECTIVE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MY INFORMATION
SYSTEMS CAREER: A STORY OF VOLUNTARY SLAVERY AND
ENSLAVEMENT WITH GLIMPSES OF EMANCIPATION

Love ot First Sight
My introduction to information technology was probably in 1958 when I was 15,
when I saw, in a large American Anny hospital, a group of strange machines that read
punched cards. The sources of printed reports using these quite large, for me at that
time, and noisy machines were 80 column cards

ilS

individual or unit records. To

produce these reports, these unit records were, at separate times, road, sorted, collated,
and read again in a losical set of procedures. l then felt that this really had possibilities,
as the punched card was variable as to what it could contain and where on the card the
infonnation resided. [ had seen accounting or ledscr machines working at places such
as department stores in their accounting section, and observed how that record-keeping
system worked. This was where number.; of women put large pieces of cardboard into
these machines and punched a few keys and then the machine went into a frenzied slllte
of printing onto these same pieces of cardboard. \\hen the machbe

Wl!S

finished, the

lady removed the cardboard, and placed it onto another tray of completed work and
replaced it with another piece of cardboard and repeated her actions, over and over and
over again. However, thi; punched card thing was, I felt at the time, so superior that
somehow I would get involved wilh it and IBM, the machines that this hospital was
using at the time. The soldier who was in clwrge of this set of machines explained to
me what this punched card represented and this, to me and nt that time, was an nmn,:ing
technological tool that WllS as powerful as one's imagination would allow it to become.
I was captivated at this early uge with infonnation systems and I remain so to this day,
but my attitudes and opinions have changed greatly over these year.;, and not for the
obvious reasons of technological change.

love a11d Marriage ot 15, Divorced at 30.
People have told me that mnny professionals, who made ostensibly irrevocable
decisions 115 a fifteen year old, are still regretting the decision made to become a doctor,
dentist, lawyer, accountant, or information systems professional now, during their
apparently most productive years. They have learned to dislike lheir professions, but
have no way to escape or leave wilh some semblance of self-esteem or financial benefit
or at lerut financial equivalence. Yet we seem blinded by the apparent truism that 'one
cannot expect to maintain a decent living standard by abandoning one's profession, does
one?' I how do however believe that it is possible and necessary to be able to do so.
This is not a case of middle-age crises, the lack of mobility is simply an artificial
specialist situation created by the pnrticular industrial society that we choose to live in.
My contribution through this work is lhat I believe that such occupational moves ought
to be the norm and not the exception 115 it is today. Perhaps it is my upbringing, where
change was normal, radical change the exception, and all of lhis within the normal
human experiences ofa military brat, or military child. Some have told me that it was a
disadvanLElgeous upbringing, because it was so uns111ble, as every two ycnt11 or so, we
moved or threatened with a move. Yet I coru;idered it quite advantageous as I learned to
chnngc to suit new conditions, nod from lhis, I learned to regard change ns normal and
to tolerate change, as there was no other actual choice.
My American upbringing was unusual for Americans, but [ believe lhnt I wns a
foreigner of excessive instabilities when my father retired from lhe American Nnvy in
l 951. and we moved to Western Australia.

University
Looking back, if I had had the funds, I would probably have entered lhe
University of Hawaii, Engineering faculty, where I was accepted as an undergroduatc
for lhe following academic yell!, while still completing High School. However, I Wall in
Western Australia, and lhe local university denied entry to me at their engineering
school and I had to spend the nelt two years to engage the examination system that
allowed entry into this University, lhe only one in Perth at that time. This examination
system gave the young student one chance during an entire year to defeat an
examination, something that was a toLEllly foreign process to me at lhnt time.
Eventually, at the second try, I gained entry to lhe faculty of Economics and Commerce,
n brand new faculty at this university. Eventually I gained a Bachelor of Commer,;e,
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and my first job was wilh the Federal Government Taxation Department, but I had
previously interviewed with IBM. During my fit11t few weeks as a clerical worker with
the Taxation DepElrlment, I became aware of the human burden of information
processing. I was involved as a junior clerical worker to check adding machine lists of
employer and employee receipts of annual taxation deductions from their pay. In my
naivety, I suggested that a punched card could do this far more efficiently as the
Americans used them but my manager, as so many mnnagers after him had done, told
me tlrnt if ! liked America so much, go back there and live, otherwise be quiet, and
check the lists against tlie certificates.

That was my fil"!it serious initiation to the

Auslralicm Way. I soon joined IBM A.ustr.:ilia ns a trainee Systems A.nalyst working for
the then named Service Bureau.

Efec:1ro11/c Data Processi11g- EDP
A.I that time, there were no training courses for programm~r:; or systems
analysl.'5, other thnn what was available io-house. !BM trained me in 1401 A.uto-codcr,
an rusembler level language, nnd tt;s WU5 my introduction to advanced programmable
punched cmd accounting machines, u"it record accounting systems still, but at a more
sophisticated level. The punched card was still the unit, and the data it contai11ed was
the record. However, I had always wanted to work for IBM and so here, I was.

It wns a curious existence; we programmed a machine using a fomi of
programming logic, without real training in what programming a machine represented.
My eldest son, is now employed in a seniur position in an organisation as an
information system professional, had learned about this art fonn during his university
courses, and from this the industry has recognised programming as a form ofnrt as well
as a science. We, on the other hand, had to discover and live with what we wrote. The
Service Bureau was, up to its demise, a Joss-making organisation; it could not make a
profit with Methods and Programming or Applications. The production side subsidised
the writing of Applications, and that was where I was employed cutting code. We saw,
at various times, that this was the situntion across the continent of A.ustralia and perhaps
worldwide. The Control Data Crue was its demise as it was handed over to Control data
as part of the out of court settlement of the case of Control Daw Corporation
Incorporated vs. lntemntional Business Machines Incorporated. Was IBM foolish to
give away snch a valuable asset? Was the Control Data Corporation case that strong?
Was this a smart move by IBM? I can only assume lhnt the nnswcr was yes to both
these last two qu~stions.
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Cinderellas, Perpet11al Bridesmaids, or bot/,?
While the Systems Engineers, the people who inswlled computer systems sold to
new and existing clients, went for advanced training and won prizes for efforts, we were
effectively isolated from the rest of the organisation. We received no invitations to the
weekly meetings concerned with progress in various areas, sales and tecludcal,
however, the latter seemed important to

u., "

well. We started with Auto-coder with a

1401, then FORTRAN with an 1130, and eventually PL/I with a system 360 that wru
too small !o run the full imp!emeotation of this language. It was apparent to me that nil
of this equipment was either obsolete or apparently inadl:(!uately resourced for the jobs
intended. Even though the IBM System 360 WM three years old when I joined IBM, it
was not for another 3 yeal'li that the Western Australia IBM Data Centre Services, as it
was then, received ill System 360. Jntere~tingly, it arrived on the actual day of the
Sysl.cm 370 was fo1n1nll} announced in Western Australia. It seemed that Western
Australia was deemed to be the Cinderella branch, having to use the cast-offs of the
major organisation.

Tile Pl11k Slip a11d lite Deerce Nisl
I was there almost three yeal'li, and the last year was a trial.

We had three

managers in thrte yenrs, all of whom tried but failed to produce a profit io methods and
programming, while 1elying upon billing Ji-om the production side. I was also weary of
being stigmatised as n Dumb Yan II:, and actually gave up my American nationality when
I discovered that I had dual nationality, Australian and American during my l.cnn of
employment with IBM. It was strange listening to a group of noisy technocrats beliUle
America while at the same time working for an American subsidiary of a very lnrge
American corporation using tools developed by that organisation. Stranger indeed when
one followed an edict from the highest officer to 'Question evervthing.' I w·is told that
was Annonk or corporate headquarters twaddle and to keep my ideas to myself, by all
and sundry.
Being an optimist, [ felt that if! could wait !ong enough I would get out of Perth
and get into some IBM international office. I went to Britain on one leave, and I could
have worked tberc, but decided to retwn to girlfriend and home.

It was not an

auspicious move.
The latest manager, who had arrived about a month before I went LO London,
was on accountant.

He nrrived, and he spent the first month or so in his office
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detennined to fix the problems thnt seem to plague the cos ls of writing programs and
installing suites or systems of programs.

He eventually gave each of us six gold

coloured binders, each morked 'The Golden Rules of... ' and detailed how he saw how
professional programmers ought to do things in each of six areas of methorls and
progrumming and production. My annual review was coming up, and I had several
serious points to make about these gold coloured binders. I was fired three months
afterwards. I lost contact with the group, but I still wonder if Haey's magical books
worked, however [ do not believe they did, because of the wider industrial history of the
failure of such moves at any level ofmilllllgement.

Reflections about WJ,y-A Self-Justijicat/011 of One's Actions?
I now look at this event as a god-given blessing, though it devastated me at the
time and for years afterwards. I had married that job, gave up my weekends, social life,
and other irrecoverable time to do a decent job as I perceived it to be, and I was not
alone. We all did it as it was non-billable time, and lo be a low cost producer meant
l.udos, b~ing honest was near death. This really was the source of the entire costing
system problem ll!l the costing system did not use reliallle <lala and relied upon the
sacrifices of the programmers and systems analysts to function nt all. It betroycd the
idea of true costing leading to better estimations of the costs of future systems. I will
wager the same things are still occurring today, particularly in such uncontr01led
struclures in pro lit-orientated organisations. It seems that ifto keep one's job one ha.s ll'l
sacrifice weekends and holidays, there is something wrong with the organisation, not
the employee.

New Job, New City, Going Broke Slowly.
Eight months Inter, I was working for Burroughs All!ILmlia as a Support Analyst,
or Systems Engineer, in IBM pnrl~nce. It was at Burroughs that [ renlly learned the
Ou~in<'~~ of computing, as [ was involved with just about everything to do with
mainframe computers at that stage of technology. I slnyed three years, and I reluctantly
lei\ as my wife and I, both working, could not afford to live in Sydney. I accepted a job
with the Western Australian Trr.ll!lury as a Proi;mmmer-Analyst at treble my Burroughs'
salary.
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New Doubts ond a MBA Scho/ursliip.
Again, l started to have pangs of uncenainty. Did I want to create computer
systems for the rest ofmy life? I became ratlier despondent and one day I went down to
a newsagent to buy a lottery ticket whose first prize would allow me to have many more
options.

I did not buy a lottery ticket; instead, I bought a copy of The London

Economist as it had a picture of the Shah oflran on the cover. I had a soil spot for Iran
which itself is a coincidence worthy of noting.

A Simple Co/nclde11ce?
Many yeara previously, I was with a school friend at Hickam Airforce base, next
to Pearl Harbor, in HnwuiL We for some reason stopped at the passenger tenninal for
military flights. The nose ofan American Airforce Lockl\eed Constellation nhcralt had
the words 'The City ofTehr.m' painted on it and I told my friend I would be going lhcre
one day, we bolh laughed at my prediction, but I always remembered it.

Tlie Ad~ertisenient in tlte Back of Tile LlJndo11 Eco11omist
As I perused The London Eco11om/.~1. there wus an advertisement in the back for
students for the Iran Center for Management Studies MBA program ns part of the
Harvard Business School adjunct business-school program.

I had been seriously

thinking of educating myself out of Jofonnation systems by doing an MBA locally at
lhe University of Western Australia. However, tl•e University of Western Australia's
advertisement for this degree specifically excluded those with a busine~s backgmuml as
it wanted engineers, science graduates and so oo, with no business background at all.
The idea of going to Iran had another point as well; my wife was pregnant wilh our firat
child.

'I/You Do11'/ Try, You Wif/ Always Regret not Trying.'
My wife and I hEIII been discussing lhis move to study for an MBA and we
discussed the situation of where I was working nnd the possibilities ofs1arting afresh. I
wu 33 )'ears of age, feeling burnt out and I needed a new direction, and I bc:lievcd that
cducatioo would provide that route. I applied for 11te scholarship, our first son wus born,
and while my wife, Noln IW-!i still in hospiwl, I received r1 International Telegram
stating to reply within a week if I wanted the scholarship to Iran. I went lo the hospital
that night and explained to Nola the contents of the telegram. [ said it was up to her, tu
say 'sl.ll)' or go,' maybe she was not thinking too 1>411 but she said 'if you do not go yoi.:
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will regrel il; you will always wonder what would have happened if you had taken the
scholarship.' I replied to the telegram and within two days, I roccivcd telephone call
from British Airways stating that

II

ticket was ready at their downtown office. A day

later, I received another telegram stating what I had to take with me - bed linen, US
$1000, nnd so on.
Aller a paning kiss from the wife and infant, mother and mother-in-law, shaking
hands with my fnth::r and father-in-law, and a parting condemnation from my mother
about l::aving Nola with a newborn child, [ 1va_~ off to !ran.
Ffyi11,: C11rpets, Har11ard B11si11ess Scl,oof, 1111d T,d1rot1 Tummy.

Free at lust, I said to myself, free of the nonsense of designing systems to last 18
months, and all the other nonsenses of computing; now for the real world of business in
the oil rich Middle East as well! Rcllecting, 1 do not think that I regroltcd going to Iran,
as it wns a boom time in every sense of the word. In Australia, we had the 'Nickel
Boom', but this particular oil boom was simply extraordinary as it changed the
fundamentals ofmarkeling crude oil, as it wos the customer who became the price wker,
and not the price setter. The changes to Iran in particular were going to be monumcnt.11;
as it had ahw.ys considered the lack of capital was il5 main problem. Then it bcc~me
awash with capital, but could not invest it all, as the time lag between educating n
nation, building industries, building the necessary infrastructures, was a medium to Jong
term solu•ion, not a next week start and finish, as many Iranians thought at that time.
Iranians were, and possibly still arc noloric.usly short-term thinkers when it
comes to business and life in general. You madt your money as Quickly as possiOle, put

it into places where you could get at it quickly and if necessary h~ve some put overseas
in case you have to leave the country. This short-term attitude led lo grcdt kvcls "f
dissalisfaction among many Iranians who would not believe the necessary period for
grand projects wns in years and not days. This meant that projects, such
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a clean

water supply, could not occur overnight and b~ca115e of that, we foreigners :iod a bad
complaint called 'Tehran Tummy,'

11

wry unpleasant version of 'Montewma's

Revenge.' I lost 25 kilograms over three m<Jnths because of this local 'belly bug.'

Tiie Iran C1mtcr for Management Studies· /CMS
The school itself was the only private university in Iran, and a!'hough a group of
Jrani1m industrialists who had experienced Harvard Business School started it, MIT and

"

Stanford business schools were in the process of setting up facilities in a similar
manner, all under similar government auspices and suppon. The theory was that !tan
wns going to run oul of oil in twenty yeat11, lhat is by 1995, and il would have to become
the 'Japan of the Middle East' if it were to survive into the 21st century. To be able to
do this, massive amounts of investment in education was necessary,

a.o;

the country was

75% illiterate in 1975.

Tile RellSOl/for /CMS
The government knew thnt the country lacked western-trained managers so the
quickest wny to do this was to utilise the lcehniques of shon cutting experience by using
education. The first year M13A intake was not M successful ns was hoped. Hicy lold us
that all of the students were western-trained Iranians without the necessary experiences
to make them valuable in the sudden expansion of export-oriented or import
replacement industries that were occurring throughout Iran at that time. The second
year intake, my year, hnd 13 foreign students who would provide that necessary forcign
exposure. We 1,1crc there to show our fellow Iranian students our way of thinking. It
was only as the year progrcsscd that we could sec that the stereotypes of both sides
disappearing into understanding.

The Iranians no longer believed that lavish

entertaini:ig of buyet!i were necessary, and the foreign students better understood the
problr;:ms that Jmn had in the pa.It, what Iran was then having in its present and how it
was going lo resolve the problems of its industrialised future.

Wlial ICMS provided
In general, it was about 1-Y.i years of Harvard Business School, as it could not
supply the concentrated courses of Harvard's final year. It was extremely intcreslin~
nonetheless. We were, in local case studies, 'o well known Middlc-Ea.'ltem business
school.'

Before and After the Reyolu//011
The later overthrow of the Shah's government also overthrew a possible
industrialised future and [ feel that it is unlikely that Iran or any other Islamic country

will ever .iccome industrialised in the Western sense as Jap11n had become over a similar
period. Even though Iran at the time was a declared secular state, the difference in
values, social, economic, political, and of cou!'!ie the religious interference in almost
every aspect of daily living, means that the necessary diversity of critical thinking was
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just not there. There arc many interpretations of the Qu(an/Komn. but there arc many
common beliefs, one is that the Qur'nn/Koran is the final arbiter in everything, and civil
law as we know it to be, and function, docs not exist !n addition, the eonccpl5 of and
the reality of modernity nnd its world, have yet to be realised, and cannot be recognised
and practiced without religious and political interference from the highest political and
religious lcv~ls. This one assumes, is to maintain a form of purity of dogma, y,:t the
environs of this dogmatic evaluation of the modem world, historically at least, and
seems to be heading for a crisis ofgn:at imponancc to the non-Islamic world.
Graduation

My wife joined me prior to graduation and wc toured Egypt for two weeks and
returned to Iran where ! graduated, said goodbye to my fellow graduates, slalT, and
friends. I was prepared to return lo Australia and try to utilise my newfound skills in n
new career, nll I needed was support form the business community in the form of
employment.

Reality vs. Mail Promises Received,
My actions prior lo graduation were similar to other near graduates of all
universities, that is, to send letters to 'head hunters' back home in order to generate
interest, and to seek information about employment opportunities.

8y and by, I

received almost glowing letters stating that there were many opportunities awaiting
someone with my newly gained qualification. Because of these letters, I declined even
to interview with international banks and other interesting orgnni1;ations opcmting out of
the Europe and the Middle East, as l wus looking forward lo living in familiar
surroundings with my now I-year-old son and to get my new career started. After
taking n few weeks to get home, the reality was thnl all the glowing letters were
invitations to interview about the possibility of being available for employment.

The Great A11stralian Immigrant Lie
To say that I was simply disappointed is a gross understatement. I was a victim,
as experienced by many of my immigrant friends, of the Great Australian Immigrant
Lie, that is 'you arc most welcome to come to our country and set up your own business
at your risk, but do not expect ll5 to want to hire you. First, you must abandon your
wuys and adopt ours without criticism, and then you may be considered of value wan
employee. Once here we know it is too expensive to rctum to your co, e country, if
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you can return at ell, so you arc stuck here.' For example, I once knew n surgical nurse
working out or a large Sydney hospital whose credentials were from the leading
hospitals in London. She came lo Australia for a working holiday nnd could only find
work in this hospital as a junior ranked surgical nurse, and that she had to ncccpt the
idea that she had to 'prove hc.-.;elf.' During n rather complex operation, the surgeon had
n problem, and asked

if any of the attending nurses wen: familiar with a particular form

of this operation. My nurse friend said that she had been involved with this operation in
a particular large London hospital. She aided the surgeon, and from that point on, the
nursing staff assumed lhat she 'could do anything.' The adage 'go in ns a stand-in and
come out a s•ar' is probably apt hen:. To be invited lo come to Australia preclude,; this
type or n~tion; to come

t,U\

unannounced may yield disnppoin!ment. This was my

predicament, 1 returned to Australia without nny other credibility other than a MDA
from ;an adjunct school of Harvard. I would also suggest tlmt even ir I had a full
Harvard MDA degree, the local results would be [/,A same. My experiences meant that l
had to cat a lol of'crow' after returning to Australia, and [ have nol forgoncn a moment
of!t.

Tiie Arrival of the Persrma/ Cun,puter - PC
During the years that followed I worked as a computer consultant on a [l,'lrticular
job, n commodities broke for thn:e brokeruges. the family paint and hardware business,
sold or tried to sell mainframe computers, nnd smaller business computer.., computer
networks, the list goes on. The a1Tival of the persona! computer ns n serious con lender
for the mainframe, 10 me was comparing II child's toy carton formula one racing car. 1
was not nlonc; IBM did the same and almost ceased to exist. My nrst anitudc toward
the Apple Ile was that it was a toy l1JOking for a child to play v..ith it. It worked quite
well indeed nnd I was impressed, as it was able to run on·line and collect market data
and analyse it when used with the proper software. I did not want to get involved wilh

it on a technical scale. [ considered myself to be so far away from the current tcchnicnl
level ns to be a walking relic of another age of technology. I WU5 so far away from the
lechnicai side and I did not want to get back nnd in fact could not do so then or even
today, except as a curious onlooker. As my eldest son recently told me, "Ageism is
mmpant in information systems." Perhaps this is another venture for a researcher!

The Fanrily Bus/11ess
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I eventually bought into the family paint nnd hardware business as one of the
partners retired.

During that time, [ wenl to technical school and studied French,

Gcnnan, and Russian,just to stop myself from going mad from boredom. The business
lasted another 8 years until we decided that we were too small to compete with the
major chain stores as they were selling goods beneath the price we could buy them.

Another Newspaper Advertisement(" ,nges El•er)'ll1ing-Agoin.
I will admit that a! the time I W05 going slowly insnne from boredom. [ had seen
it happen to others, and I sensed it was going to happen to me.

A newspaper

advertisement for a Doctor of Business Administration appeared in the local paper, and
[ mailed an inquiry and eventually 1 was accepted into that course.
I am unsure of what will become of this degree, from experience, I am probably
considered too old to work for anyone, too impecunious to stan a new businc!i.'l, but that
docs not mean that [ hnvc nothing to oITcr 1hc world. This work is the result of my time
reading, evaluating, renccting, and writing pan of my autobiography to show why, the

why of this work.
Not hn•e11/ed Here
I ought nol to have had the problems that I did over these lost JO or so years, so
this work shows lo others how they may change their careers and still prosper, bul it
will be a hard slog for some. It seems to me that the waste of human resources in a
country such as Australia is something that it cannot afford to do, yet it seems lo
proceed with these actions irrespective of the real costs. Yet as with so many Western
countries, these costs remain expressed al a personal level and hidden within other
~c~ial statistics. In Western Australia, I have met similar people with similar advanced
qualiiicntions who ignored by the local business community, have lefl, never to return,
to live in more supportive communities oversea.~. The not invented, trained, or known
here disease is widely known, but as my experience shows, only to those who arc
ignorant of the outside world, and suffered by those on the outside looking in, trying to
deal with these overly protective determiners ofan isolated and incestuous, almoM tribal
civilisation.
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CHAPTER 5

FOUNDATION OFTHE RESEARCH SPACE

The First Subject: The General F.nvironmcnt of lnform11Uon Systems and
Information Systems Professional!.

IJlllat are the problems and are tfiey new?
In my experic11cc, infonnation systems seems to
E1pl11natory lnscrf

attract people who arc quite conservative and not radical, us
generally perceived. It seems thnl it is because of givens of
the industry, the business concerned and the type of person
interested in devoting their working lives to the service of
machines. They inherit responsibility over a highly complex
system, both electronic and administrative, and must keep
lhe system working, usually on n 7 day, 24-hour basis. This
workload shows confidence in the person concerned, their
training, and their motivation for doing a job we!l.

An Expert is defined
by Dreyfus as a level
above Proficient
which is one level
above competent. In
this work an Expert is
culled Condor. This
is to remove the
pejorative sense of the
term expert.

The

schemc usunll; means thal a high salary (sometimes) is paid, but the extra money
earned by excessive work hours may lend to early bumoul or the disillusionment of the
Tnfonnation systems Professional. More discussion of this situation occurs v,ithin this
work and the foreshadowed conclusion is that infom111tion systems professionals arc no
dilferent from any other professional, in that pride of workmanship and profossional
responsibility arc great personal and professional traits, which sometimes !ends towards
detrimental exploitation of the professional, whatever the calling.
T/1e FourStoges of Information Systems Work
Information systems professionals, as do other professionals, have four stages of
work. They arc mainly concerned wilh the project they arc starting, the project they are
currently working 011, and the project they have just completed. In addition lo the
necessary, and time consuming, training due to constont technological change in order
to keep abreast of current techniques and trends. They are in reality, trapped in II
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technological mcrry·go-round called information Systems that for them, is too
interesting to get off and when they reach a certain age, canr:ot do so without scrioU5
career and financial consequences. They have been seduced of their most valuable
asset, their time as young servants within their chosen industry and of their youthful
optimism, all of this and more by the high rewards of being a competent player in this
most rapidly changing nnd skills gobbling industry.

Tl1e Paradox oflr,forrnat/on Systems Professionals
The pnrudox of all of this is that for the most part, none of these youthful players
are Experts, they are, even at the highest levels, merely highly competent with some
hnving delusions of expertise.

They may only make decisions covering their

information systems responsibilities that resolve a given an<l slated problem.

It is

apparent that higher management considers that they are neither trusted nor involved
enough to be interested in decisions outside their primary competencies, so !hey arc
immediately isolnted from the mainstream management processes. All ofthis is to fill
the necessities of the installed and working installation in the manner expected by the
purchaser of the equipment for the nominated result. Hegel's Slave-Master slory seems
to apply for every person in every information system's inslal!ation, not in a
psychological sense, but socially, politically, and economically.

Apparent Symbiotic-Supplier and User
Information systems from the supplier side indicate that the supplier lives in
hope that there is a binding of the user to the supplier forevermore. This is because of
the high investment necessary for the equipment to perform to client exJ)<:ctations would
be written off if a major change of supplier were to take place. Therefore, not only
would the scrupping of serious hardware and site investment occur, but also the
scrapping of the skills learned to install and maintain that previous system, and that
involves human capital as well. All supplie111 seem to do this without any consideration
of where the [nfonnation systems installation within an organisation is heading
technologically, socially, or nny other consider.1tion other than getting another sale. The
supplier and the user live in the hope that the diversences ofth~ user and supplier is not
so great as to fundamentally change the processes that determine the apparent optimal
use and function ofthe new system and the aims an<l organisational policies of the user.
However, even this is at risk. Certain large Enterprise Resource Planning packages are
so complex that to modify them to suit an actual organisation ls so expensive that it is
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cheaper to change the organisation to suit the packaged softwaic.

What was

managemenrs main picrogative - that of building and maintaining an effident
organisational structure, that prerogative is now also abnndoncd to outsiders simply
because the computer system will not allow these historically necessary managerial
processes. From senior management's point of view, board management may consider
that many management functions arc now redundant and that whole management
stroctures change to supplying infoJlllntion to a computer system that has replaced man)'
human managct11.

In addition, lhe applying of management exception prerogatives

cannot compromise the organisation's information sources and the nccomp.:mying
managerial responsibility for any exception has now become obsolete. It also seems
that little consideration of what directions the supplier is apparently taking for the next
gcne111tion ofC{[uipmcnt and techniques. The customer is not only a price taker but also
a technology taker. In other words, Expert/Condor/Critical-Thinker level skills (as will
be explained Inter), apparently useful in these situations, arc in general, non·cxistent.
This is the norm and is satisfactory if the customer remains passive. However, during
such times, meic competence is not enough and with Expert/Condor/Critical-Thinker
advice unavailable, if a serious situation arises as to the veracity of the system, the
system tends to be immediately shut down just to protect what is lcll during and after a
skilful information attack and then await solutions from afar. This situation may be
tolerable for some businesses, but for banks for example, this sitnntion is expensive and
intolerable.

Educational Insert.

W!,at Is the r,1easure of'Too Expensfre?'
The estimated expense of keeping apparent
Experts seems to be too high, as solutions to infoJlllation
systems attack w:e readily available from the quick
reactions of super-competent government agencies and
Operating Systems suppliers, as well as the suppliers of
protective software.

Here lays another infonnation

systems paradox, the necessity of higher levels of skill
(Expert/Condor/Critical-Thinker), in my opinion is
proven, but their expense and source for lhe necessary
few

times

they are

truly

needed in

damaging

emergencies may not apparently warrant their inclusion
on the payroll.

During an atlllck and afterwards, the

This limi\5 thc learning
available to the student to
possibly a higher level of
competence, as the student
can only increase their
level of competence,
im:spective ofthe
methods used. The
student is not exposed to
the emancipatory methods
needed to expand their
depth ofunde!lltanding
lnfonnation Systems, nor
to their horizons as a
human being, that is to
increase their self worth as
well as their value to the
marketplace. More on
this tonic later.
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super-competent can only await the next attack. This is if the value of the bwiness
computer time that is lost is le~ or marginal to the inclusion costs of
Experts/Condors/Critical-Thinkers on the [nfonnntion systems staff.

As well, the

needed skills seem to be cum:ntly nebulous and a moving target to infonnation systems
educators, professionals, the infonnation systems industry and to information systems
users.
Dr<'JI/M Compell'rrcy Level
The definitions ofllll Expert and ahove come later, but now taJcc for granted that
there arc th·~e levels of what Dreyfus calls competency (Dreyfus, 2002m). Al! start as
Novices, then one advances to become an Advanced llcginncr and then one becomes
Competent. To become an Expert requires a different set of skills lllld training, llli I will
Inter show.
from this, we can s~e why information systems employees arc reluclllnt to
become other than competent, today, there seems to be no market for possessing the
currently vague Expert skill levels, and so only competency is of immediate and
continuing marketnblc value. The sea change needed to transform this situation seems
to be complex for the following reasons.

Firstly, to change the attitudes of those

deemed competent and remaining within the technological trap to seek a higher calling
in thdr current industry; in a Maixian sense (Wolff, 2003), this has to come from the
person involved. If they are complacent or non-cooperntive, then benign but positive
indoctrination may lead them into seeking higher responsibility for their own and the
organisatinn's best interests. Personally, even if they are burned-out computer-types
they must be desirous of meaningful career nd~ancemenl. In either case, currently,
industry offers little direction to such people. They can remain in the industry ru n
Competency skill-level consultant in infonnation systems or get out altogether and buy
a pa.int and hardware shop, EIS I did, or some other small bwiness. There seems to be no
other options lllld the industry wastes yet another ten or so person-ye= of experience, a
lose-Lose situation for all.
Yet there is a basic need of lnfonnation systems Experts/Critical-Thinkers,
Experts-Plus nnd their hard-earned expertise, if for no other reason than to minimise the
errors that arc constantly appenring in the local media concerning fundamental systems
errors - both design and implementation. Virus attacks, unsuitable hardware, software,
incomplete security, the list goes on and on and occurs daily somewhere, some more
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newsworthy than others. The NIST considers that less than 3% of all information
systems problems ore Information Atlllck, the grenu:st volume of error is daw entry
mislRkes, roughly 65%. (NIST, 2000b) The important di!Terence being, lhat one is
under management control and lhe other is not and an Information Atlllck can be far
more dangerous because of its unknown short term and possibly long term cITecl.s. To
correct a keyboard error requires another keyboard action, to rebuild an attacked system
may take weeks.
Secondly, where and how is the Information systems industry to gain universal
skills above competence? It seems that there are three possible options:
Hire experienced hackers/phreakel1i while in prison, just coming out of prison or
recently released from serving their time inside prison.
Mentoring suilllble candidates
Further training, mainly in the use of skills oul.side uf their structuralist anthill
llnd begin critical-!hinlc.in1,t as a post structuralist, nnd introduce the artist-writer
in a post-modernist.
This assumes that the industry, the finn concemed, and !he individual are
aware that there arc definite needs and there Clfe information systems people who will
say this to be true and w:int to participate in advnncing !heir personal and industrial
~alue to those !hat employ them.
Skills Upgrading

In the case of Information WarfC1Tc, some consider that the criminal element be
hired and used 113 instructors as part penance for their past illegnl activities. Included
within this option are known hamn:ls eonceming the use oftliese people. They may see
llnd learn things that will allow them to improve their criminal skills when their penance
is over. Gcnerolly, criminals arc so untamed that they may be next to ll'ielcss, unless
lhey have recently acquired, while in prison a higher standard of moJ111ity nnd have
developed a well-organised approach to their work. However, putting criminals into a
now (for him or her) civilised situation only creates serious problems wilh !he need of
direc{ed and disciplined actions to achieve a desired result. In addition, in lhe final
llflalysis, the criminal as teacher and !he aoa-crimin.al student pits one level of
competence, and !he moral uses of that compcu:nce, against another.
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o,?
The other two options are of a more rotional training nature. They may stand

alone or merged into a more formal and informal scheme.
Option Two· Mentoring

Option two is a mwtoring scheme using Professional and Participative

Reflective Practices, that is a mentor and student or group of students, who arc top level
competent and desire higher standards of training, competency, 3Ild employment. This
is a Moster Class and used by competent musicians and other artists, professionals and

skilled artisans to gain qualification via an apprenticeship of sorts.

This is lhe

foundations ofSchtln's reflective practices (Schtln, 1983, 1987).
For lhis to work in information systems suitable mentors would have to be found
wilh competencies, el'pericncc, and knowledge of effects based decision making learned
frorn their experience, training, and frorn other mnnagers. They would also enjoy being
a mentor, while maintaining and constantly building their skills as practicing
information systems artisans. They would have gn:at affection for the industry and
know about its successes and failures from an intimate nnd well-sourced anonymous
network, as lhese sources could be the foundation of an Expert's value and attitudes
towards information systems.

Optfo11 Tltree- Bock to Sc/100{ wit// tfte Brother and Sisterhoods
Option lhn:e is a formal training course, when: the teaching about the unification
of lhe lending and bleeding edge of technology and highly competent people is
accomplished. The problem is lhat this is bookish and demonstrated in n:a\ lime by
instructors who arc also at least skilled at the Expert level. This would be nn open·
coun;e and returning for updates ought to be as natural as getting the updates to soflwan:
and hardware today.

It seems that it would be similar to a specialist physician's

collegiate nnd would carry as much weight in dealing with information systems usen;.

Current Prob/ems of l11formation S;ystems Professionals
We now have to consider lhe general problems of information systems
professionals.

Their current systems problems are common problems for everyone

using lhe same equipment, that is, the range from HardWW'll to Software. This m,~ans
that the equipment is under constant developments nnd that nny problem is probably
short term. This has created the si\U11tion that any problem is someone else's problem as
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well, Wld th!l r!lsolution of the problem by the suppliers of the equipment is pammount.
From this, one may not fix the problem locally without consu!llltion with !he suppliers
DS

greater problems may arise by even competent fixers.
Advantages

However, this does have certain cu:lvantages, mainly for the supplier nnd the
software purchaser. The skills concentration does not lie with the users, the user
organisation's information systems professionals need not need to have exceptional and
competent skill levels, as they need only maintain the current situation nnd any further
training or advnnced education is self-funded and on their own time, nnd to satisfy their
own reading ofwhnt is forthcoming within the near future.

ls this}11st a People Problem?
Another question arises as well. Are the right sort of people involved at nil
levels of this industry, and can they shift from being a rule follower to an Expert and
then to a type of Pathfinder, or are each grouping or series of the Dreyfus skill levels
mutunlly e:-;c!usive? That romains to be seen, beca\15e in industry in general, probably
only o few could make that tollll shift, aided or not, but it is llfguable that information
systems hns yet to sec a single one. Why?
To answer thnt question, perhaps we ought to see how an industry hires in
general and how nn industry hires Information systems personnel.
Generally, when n raw recruit enters a modem service or industrial environment,
they nre not there because they can perform the job as stnted on a job specilication
sheet, but also they enter as raw management material. They are hired at the sl(lft of
their careers, ns it is usually better to promote internally than to hire from outside for a
number of reasons. Among these is that others can sec that rewards for ability and work
aro present and put into effect and lhat if they wish the rewards, then lhey must accept
the responsibilities of lhe higher positions DS Willi. They can see where older ma1111gers
that are more e:-:perienced have climbed the ladder, knowing how and when they started
their career with the firm. Contrast this with a raw rocruit within an orsanisation's
information systems department or section. They "hit the ground running" and they
work immediately with people roughly their own age. There arc, apparently, few old·
timers in Information systems. They can, if they look, see themselves in two to live
years, not twenty yew:s, or so as in the previous case. They arc by nature short term
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employees. They are expensive to get, keep and train llrnl re-train, and have little
apparent loyalty to their employer, who returns the favour in so many little ways,
particularly resentment to the high salaries and privileges they gain if their skills are in
short supply. it is little wonder that Information Systems types nre not promoted to
non-Information systems jobs, as they are not specifically experienced by being moved
from function to function as a trainee manager would be, they arc installed u is the
equipment llrnl software they use to produce the required results.

Art tJS 1111 lnfor11111f/on Systems PoradtJX
The final pElllldox coru;idered here is the one of operational efficiency and
effectiveness. The stagnation oft he art and science of organising a s.roup of people has,
in my opinion, hns remained unnoticed while the methods of extracting information
from machine bil.Sed storage systems have noL The idea that a productive fucility looks
like
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factory and treated as such is possibly the greatest hindrance to the information

systems professional. If informat!on systems were similar to a factory floor, then each
time a major problem occund, the production line ceases to function, the alternlion or
patch to the production systems would lalce pince, and afterwards the production line
managelll await the next problem. There seems to be less room to manoeuvre on a
production line to fix the systems as there is on a so[twnre system. To shut down a
production line is

11

decision that is rarely made unless an unforseen disnster occurs,

while to shut down a computer network to install improvements is almost an everyday
event.
From this and by its very nature, lnfo"lllation Systems cannot be treated as a
production line each time
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program or a suite of pros.rams is used, modified, and then

used in its modified form. Modification., are a once only and if it works, the system
docs the repetitive action exactly ns specified by the modification. Cost is another
consideration, usually a modification to information systems nre less disturbing and less
costly than the cost of modifying a production line.

An Idea from a Russit1n Arrhitect
In a interesting article found on the Internet (Kasputin, 1998) denling witl1
architecture and the idea of a 'thought range' limiting the production of new ideas
coupled with older prototypes falling into disrepair and no longer being able to perform
their desigmid functions, seems to be the

Cll5e

with information systems careers as well.

This again raised the case of competent skill shifting.

While the problems of the
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infomiation systems Professional are technical, his place within the orgaoisation ought
to be with the roa! and potential line manngemeot, and it se~ms that the managerial
protol)']les currently used me not applicable to them.

Perhaps there has to be a

development of new prototypes of cnreers for the post-competent skill level
professional, not only in Information Systems but in other hack professional levels as
well.

How to Destroy o Trap
These !imitations of the workplace, this Jnfonnation systems technology trap,
ought not to exist and these limitations ought to be removed if the industry is to meet its
new challenges of human resources, security, reliability, and value. These challenges
are no longer jll!lt technological, but come under the guidance of management and
organisational leadership. The interesting thing is that both of these topics ns explicit
knowledge can be learned, wughl, and practiced (in order to build a persona! store of
implicit knowledge) by those willing to teach the holders of technology skills and as
well as those who possess process skills such as engineering, accounting, humnn
resources and general management.

First Coi1cfiuio11
The first eonclu~ion is that the typical information systems worker is usually
intelligent, but short sighted; highly paid, but not considered a valuable human asset;
who has unused analytic ability beyond those of Information Systems, and is dismissed
tl!l

being an outsider when they are away from the information systems department. In

general, some even consider information systems, as a career, to be akin to a water
drainage system, necessary for good public health, but no reasonable person wants to
work there unless the rewards are exceptional.

A Pfurnber in S11il
The approaches that it seems are the same as those used to convince a plnmber
to give np his rubber boots for dress shoes and a business snit.
These approaches, I believe, kindle the desire for responsibility and the power to
make that responsibility work profitably for all concerned.
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My Initial Expectot/011s of This Reserm:/1,
I expect that most of the interviewees for this project will be very conservative
and jealous of their current level;; of skills, but ignorant of the needed skills to adVnnfe
into the more senior ranks of management both within nnd oulside of Infonnation
):.;·s, ·ms. They know how to obw.in new technological skills and how to maintain their
current skills. The reality is for them to leW11 new skil!s in management md leadership
and this mctho<i of skill acquisition is not the same as learning how to progrorn a new,
highl)' technical piece of infonnntion systems equipment. With one, there are strict
procedures and available rules oo mClke the equipment perfonn to specification. There
are no such rules in leadership or m11nagement, only broad principles controlled by an
organisation's policies. The real world of uncertainty and vagueness, the very antithesis
of bis or her work information systems history now confront the infonnation systems
professional acquiring ,nanagement and leadership skills. They have to synthesise their
new roles, or as I later put, to undergo a mclnmorphosis into a new creative and thinking
Being, with a relationship to the pE1St and future.

Hegel's thesis, anti-thesis, and

synthesis are very apt here (Hegel, 1971, 1977, 2004). The rewClrds may be equivalent
or even better, but the fear of failing to grasp the necessary skills, may be too great to
want to achieve improved sta1us and prospects. Tor lime taken lo acquire only part of
these neccssury and new ma:.agcment skills may render tlieir current infonnation
S)'Stems skills obsolete and make the risk t~ker beginning a new caretr outside of
infonn~tion systems, unemployable without a scriou~ level of relroining; such is the
'lipid scale of change in this indwtiy.

A further disadvantage in the eyes of

Competence skill level infonnation system~ professionals is !hat if they foil their new
:ourses or reverlle their WO)' of thinking and return to infonnation systems, in effect to
become a retreaded information systems competent.

If a successful metamorphosis

tokes place, their more insular colleagues may yet consider them as an infonnntion
systems defector, not to be trusted, as they will have newfound Condor and other nonstrucluralist or non·c~mpetency friends who may not have information systems as their
main interest to the potential detriment of the current infonnation systems organisation
and soeial structure.
There are however, situations that show that ifinfonnntion systems is part ,;fthe
overall training processes, that n per:;on in information systems may specialise, but later,
also bllj the ability to escape the infonnation S)'Stems trap with little or no career
penalty. By emancipating themselves from Information Systems, they then expose
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tl1emselves to the uncertain wonders of the real world that arc vague, inconsistent,
sometimes unfathomable, and all the other similar pejorative adjectives, mainly sourced
from fellow Jnfonnation systems professionals, who willingly ignore the challenges and
rewards of a management career. There is a necessity to infonn lnfonnation systems
personnel that these challenges are a be\ler and more real contesting of their abilities,
than making a machine or group of machines work properly for about a year or so,
before n later technology arrives. In other words, they are cum:ntly only half-useful to
the world, and more importantly, only half-useful to their employer and only partially
useful to themselves ns they cmve the only security that they acknowledge - change.

My I11itial Researcl, Metl,odo/ogy
This research project requires a range of methods to yield a successful project, it
cannot be put into a simple box and described as one thing or perhaps another, it is n
swump at the base of the Ivory Tower as Dr,:yfus likes to say.

If we look at what this project is meant to accomp!isb we can understand the
reasons for crossing various boundaries and picking from the various, W1d apparently
mutW11ly exclusive parndigm boxes, the needed approaches to meld a project that is
worthy of the effort put into it.

Seven Problems to be resolved
Fitlitly, we ha~e the problems of Information Warfare and its vulncmbility to
various skills level attack and the overall lack of skill levels of the defender
above the competent level as described by Dreyfus (Dreyfus, 2002f, 2002g).
Secondly, we hnve the Phenomenology of Skills Acquisition using the
Dreyfus model (Ibid.} and its application to the participants within the
information systems Industry.
Thirdly, we have the lack of emancipating tlmughts and ideals, from the
people who make infonnation systems work everywhere, and who rely moie
and more upon some fonns of enslnving and incestuous software cieations to
ease the work drudgery with which they must constantly deal.
Fourthly, we also have the adminislrative and employmenl outlook
conslr1lints and the current and specilied de-skilling and lack of management
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tl'llining that business imposes upon these generally intelligent people, so that
they may rarely gain higher non-information systems organisational offices.
Fifthly, we have the problem of how and where do we find and train people to
become the leaders ofthe information systems industry in general, and within
all industry. These who ought to he in abundance, arc nowherc to be seen
other than as advantage-taking information systems entrcprcncurs whose self
and corporate interests may not match the interests of this vital industry.
Sixthly, how do we in Information Systems, define the transition from role
follower, to rule ignorer (with an effect orientation) through to a guiding
light, as other industries r~rcly seem to possess, but information systems
seems not to possess at all.
Lastly, how do we describe the lllcit and explicit skill lewis of the people
concerned, and how may we establish a set of rneasurcs and methods that
establish the minimal knowledge levels of the industry's participants to crcatc
an industry driven by w;et11 and not by the sellers of technology?
Melhodofogy

By using the Burrell and Morgan (Burrell & Morgan, l 979) sociological
paradigms of scientific thought, we are immediately confronted by an enormous
problem. This according to Guba (Gubn & Lincoln, 1989), the four Burrell and Morgan
models are mutually exclusive and not interconnected as investigations rcquirc them to
be. Paraphrasing Gubu·
Current Organisational Theory is wider the Functionalist Paradigm,
Phenomenology and Social Reality comes under the Interpretive Paradigm,
Critical Theory nnd subsequent social and organisational changes under the
Radical Humanist Paradigm, and the inherited and in-built social contradictions
of infonnntion systems are within the scope of the Rlldical Structurnlist
Paradigm. The sum of all this is a model of perceived reality that violates the
mutually exclusive four paradigms of Burrell and Morgan by creating an
imprecisely outlined, but Interpretive based, nth paradigm superimposed over
these four pamdigms. This model would change in two ways over time as
certllin goals were met, such ns social changes, which would shift the nth
pat'lldigm more towards the Interpretive. However, all environments change,
which may cause other social and political changes to drive the now modified
nth paradigm away from the Interpretive to another, superimposed nth position.
This may better explain the necessary flexibility needed for the prcsent and
fnture oflnformation Systems, something it seems that no one bas attempted to
describe in this manner.
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Proposed Interview Methods
To build this model, semi-structured interviews will ask, in the first instance, no
more than ten questions. From this source of individual realities, I can build either a
model that appropriates

II

uniqueness that will support or not, the nth paradigm or

support yet another form of such II model. The second instance of interview will be to
ascertain any 'changes' or additions to the first interview.

This allows both the

interviewer and the respondent to take a point that arose in the first interview to a
logical end, and to cement in place for the term of this project at ]east, a unique model,
as seen from the mind of the interviewed participant.

Pre-Model B111/dlng- Conehisions
The model has to encompass the following points to be logically complete. It
must include Infonnation Warfare

EIS

a topic and how best to defend an infonnation

systems site or sites, without it self falling foul of the laws of perhaps several countries
on as many continents, or generating a cyber-gang response by other skilled attackers
against any system.

Model to Li11k ~ii// Dreyfus Sk/fl Acq11/s///011
This new model must then show a link to the model of Phenomenology of Skill
Acquisition and how each level of the Dreyfus model is applicable. Where Dreyfus'
model in incomplete, this new model must be able to supply the needed additions to
complete the representation in this aspect of upward movement in the employment cycle
of the participants in the infonnation systems industry and not only just within
lnfonnntion Systems, but outside it as well.

Professional amt Porllcipative Act/011 Research
The model also has to address Professional and Participative action resean:h
using Renective Practices. This is when: the infonnation systems participant seeks to
improve their explicit and Laci! knowledge. To accomplish this, they act by n:necting
on the skills that they currently possess, their experiences, and combining this sum with
others with their skills and experiences, to have the apprentice learn by n fonn of real
and vicarious experience.

Link to the Revo/utio11 in Military Af!ain
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The use of Military procedures

:'l

'[nfonnation Warfare' seems n.:itural. As

warfare is now undergoing a 'Re~olution in Mili1ary Affairs', so it is wilh business.
Both r-equire mnsses of infonnntion that has not been ntw.cked or altered by trespassers,
it must be as it was senl, and guaranteed to be such.
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CHAPTER6

THE RICH MODEL

Overview orthc Chapter
This chapter is to examine in detail the !ayers of this, the end model for this
book. Herc is shown arc the multi-layered nnd multi-dimensional aspects of these
mode-!~ and their workings in both theoretical and real world dimensions.
111e final or end model components arc in fact two related models, figures 6.l
and 6.2 in o relationship that allows the icscarch problems and research questions to be
addressed and responded to and to allow further research as weil by others at a future
date, which is discussed within the Condusion.
T11c use of art in researeh to explain complcK and lnlcractive situations is not
new, and is sourced from Checkland's rich picture methodology and Williams' rich
model extensions to Checklnnd's initinl work (Clu:ckland, 1981; Williams, 2004).
Thu actual designing processes thal created this end model U!ICd here as a
rcnective process, is commonly used by ardsts when explaining their works in what arc
called master classes and this Schon rcnec1ion-in-aetion is the basis of this chapter.
The model is on the following page.
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Fig 6.1 Final rich model as an assertion warranted by this thesis. Not the from experience comes the
nourishment of insight resulting from professional action research
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Vpper layerr oftl1e Model
The first layer is a lrcc with birds in the branches and the sky 115 a background.
Using the metaphors of idea! freedom, 'as free ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - "
When ( was a code cutter, we
as a bird,' and 'the sky is the limit,' our
discussed the minimum number
exuberance for these mc•aphor.; are not self· ofinstructions to wri1c a program.
I put forward three instructions.
extinguished, it seems they arc extinguished
lnpulloutput (one being the
inverse of the other), add
by external forces, those we have voluntarily
(subtraction being inverse add)
or reluctantly accepted, either conditionally or
and move data from one part of
memory to another. I still think
unconditionally, allowing these forces to
this holds true.
control our destiny, and some of these forces

we described below the bmnches of the tree.
Society as Truth E11forcer
This does not mean that these societal forces are true or that a truism is
controlling the destiny of other.; and ourselves, it only means that we have accepted
them as true without evidence that they arc true. Wu, as a group could be victims of
trickery or worse, as trickery or propaganda can be the basis of abuses of societal power
as oppression (Adorno & Horkhcimcr, 1993). The emancipation of those who arc
intelligent, well infonned, yet deluded into believing that their society seeks the best for
all concerned, or that society can only remove the obstacles to emancipation, leaving the
rest to the individual, does not utter once the ideals of freedom ns [ have shown above.
Society afier all is composed of humans, all with desirable arid undesirable
characteristics that if unfettered will seek advnntage with nnd by using the noun power
{Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1982), defined later in this work, for their own personal and
organisational ends.

Tlte Slavery of Exchangir.g Time, Knowledge, and Skills/or Mo11ey
In so many ways, the modem industrial state hilS caused the acceptance or lradeofT of time and freedom for money. This does not meun thnt the employee in a modem
industrial state is inescapably exposed to unhealthy, demeaning, nnd under-employment,
it only mcaru that there are follow advanced and civilised humnn beings that begin,
maintain, and support this situation without due coruideration of a beginning of a
flanoiily a/ Evil, that is where good people evade risk taking (Jewish Virtual Library,
2005; Kohn, 2005). This modem fonn of banal enslavement is far more subtle than a
simple fonn of an ilJJlp\y rewarded hannless enslavement; it is the binding of modem,
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industrialised humanity to nn apparent culturally acceptable fonn of control. It is, it
seems, also an abuse of socieLal power, to demand support for a nebulous something
called the common good (Chomsky, 1998; Velasquez, Andre, Shllllks, Meyer, & Meyer,
2005}. However, no matter how the common good is defined, it is accompanied by the
enforcement of a set of incompatible goals from wnong the goals of :m organisational
structure within a given cnlture or sub-culture that cannot be logically supported by an
individual, as these rules work against the individual's ability to critica!ly think about
their freedoms, such as they are. This was a major social nnd industrial problem when I
was completing my Master of Business Administration, and is with us yet when dealing
with lhe now concluding indwtrial age and this emerging post-industrial age as well.
This work will also reinforce this statemcm using the models discussed and explicated
within the boundaries of this work.

me Overlays Smothering Duiruble Freedoms -

the Fou11dMions oftlte Model

In the first model, I overlay the tree and the sky with other images to describe
reality, a reality that almost smothers the sky and the true, and what they represent. This
smothering of the freedoms has a posiUve explanatory side as well. Consider for
instance the song lyrics "Freedr:m's just another word for 110/hin' /efl to lose"
(Kristofferson, 21105}. 1l1ese words describe the Western ethic of exchanging time,
skills, and knowledge for money that has arguably !ed to the most productive
civilisation ever, not tlu;Jugh slavery in a dictionary sense, but by allowing considered
choices, but only within the self-expressed boundaries of a benign enslavement. Others
do not extinguish these freedoms; they undergo a process ofse!f-extinguishment by our
own .actions, or better explained - ignorant inactions or ignorant acquiescence. This
results in a banal, seemingly involuntary, yet passably voluntary, individual ser.'itude,
but this forms mighty industries as a sum; the single human cell

[13

compared with the

human entity nnd this remains, perhaps the conundrJ/11 of the lust ISO or so years.
W/1at Time hos /11d11stria/ised Mun Gained?

The high living standard that has removed the need to search for food and shelter
hC15 exchanged one's time constrained style of life for that of another. The free life of a
nomadic hunter-gatherer was not free as they spent most time in the hunt for food; the
remaining leisure, or non-hunting time WC15 a form of training time to become better at
the skills of food gathering.
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The free life of a modem industrial employee is also not very free in the sE1111e
manner. This is because the lime spent at the workplace, getting to and from the
workplace, means that the quantity of time spent for leisure and freedom is controlled
by forces other Ihm those under the direct control of the human employee. These forces
are similar to those forces limiting the actions of the hunter-gatherer.
The only manner that both situations have in common is that the workload
determines, in the crue o\ the hunter-gatherer, a full belly for all concerned, and in the
modem case, job security that indirectly means a full belly overall perhaps, plus the
accoutrements of modem society. There is also another topic to be considered as well,
the language and communication methods of all of a society i.nd the levels within
society, realising that most people belong to many societies contemporaneously, while
maintaining the self as a capable person (Dauenhauer, 2002).

Tile First Metap/1or- TJ,e A1itl1llf
From the forgoing discussion, a metaphor arises • an Anthill. The Amhill is
pictured on the model is a tropical anthill, where the ideally pictured paradise on earth is
a warm and fruitful pince where one can laze in the sun and watch the ants build nests
nnd we would call them foolish insects 115 they toil till exhaustion and death for the good
of the Anthill. Yet boredom does not attack the Anthill, there is too much to do and so
little time to complete the processes necessary to enlarge and protect the Anthill as it
protects the participating but captive ant as well. The rules of the Anthill are simple, yet
productive in the creation and maintenance of the Anthill and its current inhabitants.

Tile R11lesfor Ants a,1d Informal/on systems profl!!lsiona/s
The rules of information systems are also simple, but they lead to exceptional
levels of complexity to achieve the same end, the creation, and maintenance of a form
of II closed, appointed apparently by natural forces of nature, protected society - an
Anthill. There has been some recent research concerning Anthills and complexity from
simple rules and Eric Bonabeau (Story, 2003) and others have npplied the processes of
the Anthill to describe the ability of ants and other swarming insects to build complex
structures :ind to find the most efficient paths to accomplish

II

task, again nn analogy to

Information Systems.

Tl,e Antl,ill os a Socia{ Contract
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If I consider an Anthill to be a social construct (Bonabeau, 1997; Wikipedia,
2005), it seems that the differences between 11J1 Anthill and infonnation systems are not
great.

Both act as carcerals, real and social.

The Anthill being the freer for the

individual ant, the work is simple, and the Anthill is without manager,. In conlmst, the
information systems Department is subject to exceptional levels of self-imposed
discipline within a technology-based structure as was the nature of the proposed
Panopticon prison system, as described by Foucault (Foucault, 1995a). The infonnation
systems Department also deals with simple instructions to yield a complexity of
demanded, followed, and used nctions, Ellld this includes the actions of m1111agers who
may or may not possess higher levels of productive competency than the competency
levels of their most, and perhaps least, competent subordinates.
Rewards to tfle Glfl/e

As with the Panopticon prison, the rewards to prisoner, who would submit to the
control of these powera within the prison system were better conditions and perhaps
shorter sentences.

The infonnation systems profession within the Carceral-like

environment of their department also h!t5 reword systems, ndvnnced Lraining priority
leading to actual and self-perceived higher value

lt5

an employee coupled with other

rewards so valued by the employee. instead of it being a natural condition of
employment.
These systems of rewards tend to establish a compliant set of humans who will
respond correctly to o presented infonnation systems problem.

In the case of the

Anthill, the ant has no choice, as a rogue ant has no chance of survival. Therefore, the
choice for the ant is death by natural biological e:i,:hawtion within several weeks, or
almost immediate death by fellow worker ants, defending the Anthill from aggressor,
for

non-compliance

with

the

understood,

perceived,

and

unwritten

and

ar,thromorphically interpreted, apparent natural laws of nature. The source of all of
these .actions is within the application of apparently the simplest of tasks. Tasks that are
keeping the Anthill viable and in the case of Infonnation Systems, the recording of
information , il3 final saving or logical filing, IIJld then il5 retrieval for use by the
controlling hrun11J1 authority, all to keep the organisation's human infonnation
requirements available whether it is fundamental lo the current operation of the
orgnnisation or not.
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Examining these two exnmples, I find it rensonable now to assume that the
differences between both examples w-e that the Anthill bas no ma1111gement function as
does the information systi,ms organisation and that the Anthill has vciy few simple
instinct based rules. Contrasting the Anthill with the information systems orgru,isation
that is awnsh with mnnagemcnt rules of all types, we find that only a few of the
organisation's rules are productive for Information Systems, as most are hllving to deal
with the management controlled resolution of a given problem beyond the necessary
rules for an Information System solution.

Tl,e R.o/u of the A11tl,i/l and the informatitJn systems Department
The roles of the two organisations, the Anthill and the information systems
department, it seems, are to define a purpose for both.
The Anthill defines itself as the cleaning mechanism for the local area and uses
this purpose to ensure the sul"'lival of the Anthill. It removes edib!c items, both living
wid dead from its territory, as a snnitation sel"'lke for this local area.
The information systems department defines it purpose in its ability to feed the
external humwi based orgnnisation with its lifeblood: data converted into information,
information made clean and accessible by the infornmtion systems processes. However,
by its very nature, information systems can neither guarantee the value of the dala or the
information, as processing bad or incomplete wid poor data is a daily or worse reality.
Another edge of the puule is \hill of survival. If the ants find no food or n
serious event takes place, they will all die. On the information systems side, if bad datn
is collected, the system becomes com.tpted, and the network compromised or all of
tliese events, as in most cases, this is an administrative inconvenience. Rarely does any
organisation suffer a fatal situation from a single minor or even single major
information event, ns Disaster Recovery Planning is pnrt of the Jnfonnation System's
nollllal operations.

Tiie F/11a/ A11alogy
However, the analogy remains • infollllntion systems seems to be a form of
Anthill, and Anthills hold no avenues of escape for the individwil Wit, unless they are a
drone and then eventually driven ont by the worke!"ii to find a flying queen to sLnrt a new
nest, somewhere Y(lnder.

Then all of the drones die.

The information systems

department, however, allows few opportunities to escape, that is, fewer than for the
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human owner of the infonnation sy:;tems department, the major human controlled
employing organisation. Perhaps the analogy and consideration of the drone is fur too
close to the infonnation systems Professional's actual reality and applicability for their
cum:nt situation us to actively prevent a sensible and desirable employment move awny
from the Anthill. For the later described metamorphosis to occur !here must be purpose
and use of the new form of the professional employee - the proficient and expert, and
the positions above these. However, cum:ntly there does not seem to be a positive
professional reason or ClilY form of support, from the human po.rt of the organisation or
from, either individually or as a group, the infonnation systems Professional, for this
change (lnlmna, 2005). Perhaps, the humans comprising the organisation have imposed
a ceiling, or even an encapsulation of arguably the most intelligent part of its workforce.
This is where this book, it seems, now ventures into current uncharted territory.
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CHAPTER 7

EVOLUTION OF THE RICH MODEL

Once more. Say, you arc in lhc coun!J)'; in some high lnnd oflokes. Take almost
any path you please, and ten to one it carries you down in a dale, and ]eaves you
there by a pool in the slream. There is magic in it. Let the most absent-mihJ~d
of men be plunged in his deepest roveries-~tand lhat men on his legs, set his
feet a-going, and he will infallibly !end you to water, if wnter there be in al! that
region. Should you ever be athirst in the great American desert, 11)' this
experiment, if your caravan happen to be supplied with n metaphysical
professor. Yes, as every one knows, meditation and water are wedded forever.
(Melville, 1851)
What of it, if some old hunks of a sea-captain ordelll me to get a broom and
sweep down the decks? Wlwt does that indignity amount to, weighed, I mean,
in the scales of the New Testament? Do you think the archangel Gabriel thinks
anything the less ofme, becawe I promptly and respectfully obey that old hunks
ill that pllrticu!ar instance? Who a'int a slave? Tel! me that. Well, then,
however the old sea-captains may order me about-however they may thump
and punch me about, I have the satisfaction of knowing that it is all right; that
everybody else is one way or other served in much the same way-either in a
physical or metaphysical point of view, that is; nnd so the universal lhump is
passed round, nnd all hmds should rub each other's shoulder-blades, and be
content. (Melville, 1851}

Introduction.

The above quotes from Moby Dick are to empha.size lhat on our journey we will
need water to both sustain ourselves and to use as a means of transport, and in the first
instance, to show lhat even philosophers have a utility other thEl!I those that others
would despise. It is in the despising of those who demE111d clarity of thought, logical
evaluation of conclusions renchcd or not, and the use of methodologies thnt stretch the
imposed ontological and epistemological limitations, tlwt wke for granted that the
necessities of life are always with us wherever we are and whenever we have need of
them.
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The second implies that the idea of drudgery as n worthwhile goal in life is not
necessarily new nor is it often t0Midercd a major part of one's work, when in reality it
is probably a major part of one's working day. As a bumper sticker once said Life's a

b/lch, and then .)IOU die!
What is important frora these two quotes is that the model presented here
concerns itself in the finding of tl1e pool, which leads to a strcCllll, then to a river and
then to the sea. The allegories are the description of the discovery and evaluation of
knowledge from the mundane and noisy reality that surrounds us, and I conclude that
there is little truth in the real world that cannot be so described.

The Sources and Development of the Model

' .. .! would like to distinguish between the "history of ideas" and the
"history of thought." Most of the time a historian of ideas tries to detennine
when a specific concept appears, and this moment is often identified by the
appearance of a new word. But what I am adempting to do as a historian oJf
thought is something different. I am trying to 11nalyse the way institutions,
practices, habits, and behaviour become n problem for people who behave in
specific sorts ofwuys, who have certain types of habi1s, who engage in certn.in
kinds of practices, and who put to work specific kinds of irntitutions. The
history of ideas involves the analyds of a notion from its birth, through iw
development, and in the setting of other ideas which constitute its context. The
history of thonght is the analysis of the way an unproblematic field of
experience, or a set of practices which were accepted without question, which
were familinr and out of discussion, becomes a problem, raises discussion and
debate, incites new reactions, and induces a crises in the previously silent
behaviour, habits, practices, and institutions. 1lu: history of thought, undet1ilood
in this way, is the hi~tory ofthc way people begin to take care of something, of
the way they became anxious about this or that for example, about madness,
about crime, about sex, about themselves, or about truth.' (Foucault, 1983)

This quote from Foucault probably describes best what I nm doing with the
n:sew:ch data that I have obtained.

It is the unquestioned employment and

organisational practice~ within the info1TI1ation systems profession that is the crux of
this particular work. There

is

no joy for me to expose what I consider the long-tenn

domination of what infoimation systems is offering to the wide-eyed youth oftodny that
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is the smoke and mirrors that indwtry accepts as axiomatic within the infomiation
systems industry, when other sectors ofth!l same organisation arc not so constrained.
We are I believe, on a cusp ofa new dimension for this profession, one in which
the education of infonnation systems professional will radically change.

When I

studied as nn undergraduate, some of my courses included accounting, and apparently,
at that time, that would allow me to enter an organisation as a trainee manager,
however, I probably would not directly use my fonnal accounting knowledge.
challenge the idea that this is different from a person trained in lnfonnation Technology,
a!so wishing to join as a trainee manager within their current organisation doing the
same type of job or possibly a higher position. Why is it that if a person so trained ar.d
spends two years or so in gaining in-depth knowledge about an organisation's
Information System is any different thnn the trainee manager with little knowledge of
Information Systems, is gladly assigned mentors from the management of an
organisation to help them on their way to become senior managers?
This is the source of the derivation of the models and how I came to create and
try to explain th!l situation so common for information systems professionals almost
everywhere, this by using rich pictures (Chcck!and, 1981) nnd then including additions
to become rich modelling (Williams, 2004).
Her~ I show the evolution of the models wilh accompanying descriptions.

Discover}' o[thc Basic Model
The three-stage model as presented here as a rich pictlll"e went lhrough at least
twenty evaluations to reach it.'i final stage as presented ia this thesis. The origins of this
mode! arc from Hub~rt and Stunrt Dreyfus of Stanford University, sourced in a series of
articles found on Lhc lnt!lmet

(Dreyfus, 1998, 1999, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d,

2002!l, 2002r, 2002g, 2002h, 2002i, 2002j, 2002k, 20021, 2002m; Dreyfus & Spinoza,
2002).
Serendipity
The serendipitous discovery of this mode! was caused by the research into
another topic, !lllmely that of disaster recovery within not only a given business but
within the information systems facility in pElrlicular. I raised the question concerning
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the pre-disaster training of the survivors of II physical disaster, lire, nood, terrorist
bombing, and so on, so that the organisation could at least survive in the short tcnn.
This led me to rc.<1earch the training of personnel. Most of the available research
resomces concerning Disaster Recovery Procedures seemed not to deal with anything
other than actions and plans that in fact had worked in the pa:.t.

These were in

manufacturing, warehousing, and other direct cost areas, ond apparently not in the
indirect cost areas such as lnfonnation Systems.

Perhaps the assumption is thnt

information systems professionals will backup their systems to prevent serious
problems. It wPS here, in my opinion, that a major problem would have the greatest
effect, and that was going to be the thesis I was, at that time, to present.
I then read all of the Internet articles presented hy the Dreyfus' and one could

sec the cvolvement of their model over time via their web site. The more that I read of
their model the more I considered it to be applicable to lnfonnation Systems. Other
Internet articles, at that time, did not bave as much an effect up my rese:m:h, but in my
ignorance; I downloaded and printed them, not all WPS wasted effort, as within these
articles lay further 'gold,'

a.,

the reference lists in some ruticles were exceptionally

valuable.
The Application oft he Dreyfus Skill Acquisition Model
I was at one time, at my wit's end on how to eKplain the acquisition of skill for
an infonnation systems Professional.

! had seen other models, but none had the

necessary modem and sound philosophical backing.

The Dreyfus model indirectly

includes a link to Michel Foucault's investigations into the use nnd abu,e of power in a
Foucaultian arcbneological and genealogical sense.

First Model Stages
The Dreyfus' model for learning a foreign language has three sl.ages, up to
Competency, up to Expert, and np to, and ending with the title ofCultuml Master. I
applied the first stage as it describes infonnotion systems training accurately, that is,
after fonnal training the inductee is a Novice, then with some eKperience and in-house
Lmining one becomes an Advancl'<i Beginner and then after some more eKperience and
perbaps !mining one acquires Comi,:!~ne.y. This series of descriptions, though accurate,
led nowhere else for infonnation systems professionals, as technology changed; they
again retrained and began the experiential and training loop once again. The next slage
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of Proficient and Expert does not arise, at lenst for infonnation systems professionals, ns
it seems to do so for generalists in the management ofan organisation.
The model has three phases as shown in the adaptation of this model as shown
below.

Dteyfus puts the model into three sections - firstly the Novice; then an

Advanced Beginner; then the Competent; then a jump is made to Proficient; and then a
final advance to expert (critical-thinker in de Beauvoir's description) and then another
jump is made to what I call the "Guru" classifications, Virtuoso and Cultural Master
(artist-writer in de Beauvoir's description). Originally meant for the acquisition of
language skills, the model immediately captured my imagination ns a career description
ofinfonnation systems professionals.
This model intrigued me, a.1 it seems to match the advancement of the typical
information systems Professional. .. but only up to The Competent skill level. There
were and are, I will assert, no advancement above Competent for nny information
systems Professional. Their only hope - to be 'promoted' to infonnation systems
management but even there they are manacled. Thero, they stay, while others, who
joined as trainee accountants, lawyers, engineers, and managers, advance to higher and
greater levels of seniority, responsibility, and rewards. The irony in this injustice is that
these mobile managers must rely more and more upon their 'juniors' in infonnation
systems to provide them with the refined information necessary for their personal
empowerment in order to effectively and efficiently carry out their jobs. These mobile
managers arc also limited by the competence of their information systems personnel,
their Engineering, and other professional people, all within a Structuralist Model, which
they must serve and justify, to the others within the organisation, and do this without
cynicism.
!nitially, I believed it wa.1 lhe speed of technological chnnge, but that was the
apparent reason, the most at hand reason for this seemingly inescapable loop.
discussed this loop with several fellow students, infonnation systems employees from
various organisations, and my Supervisor and the general opinion was that all hack, that
is mundane professional services such as engineering, finance, human resources, and
others must also be included in lhis model.

However, the thrust of this work is

Information Systems, even though it may be applicable to other areas, those areas are
for further study. Yet the question remains, particularly wilh information systems
professionals, why, in such changing and challenging environments, as info1111alion
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systems is there no progression to Proficient or Expen? Does !he ansWt:r lie totally
wi!hi11 the inclusions of the term Technological Change, or are their other factors
common to these other hack professionals as well?
The Structuralist Model or sub-model in this case, places unreasonable restraints
upon the people who are literally em/m,ed to keeping this model functioning. This
Structuralist model seems to be constantly giving the lesson of Socrates, Know thy Self,
even !hough the studen!S are very aware of themselves in !he manner of this statement.
This is particularly so for information systems and other hack personnel because they
typically have no real promotional opportunities outside their professional activities.
The following modification to the Dreyfus Model seems to rectify this anomaly by
o!Tering those who wish to do so a method of getting off!he merry-go-round !hey see as
their professional lives.
This model shows that the jump or break from II Structuralist Competent
Professional to a Post-Structuralist Proficient Professional is a major step in a
profcssional's skill rating, whether or not they are II Reflective Professional Prectitioner.
However, 1 doubt that the move to a post-structural attitude can occur wi!hout the
attitude and practices of

II

Reflective Practitioner in Professional Practice, as the

requirements of the &per/ disqualify a structum!ist attitude and !heir narrow practices.
After the jump is made to accept post-structuralism, one need only recite !he
musical poem Non. Jene Regrelle Rein as sung by Edith Piaf, seen and later discussed
as tho new post-s!ructurnlist regrets nothing in !he past and can look forward !o a rule
fl"l!e, but responsible, and adventurous professional future as an &pert in !he Dreyfus
sense and not in the usual sense of a per.;on who is merely highly competent in their
chosen fields.
There are however, several extensions of this model, which r.::mforce its
potential to apply in other, quite interesting an:as, some beyond the scop~ of this work.
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I Tl1e First Model.
Culturo.1 Master
Industrial Leadership

Organisational Leadership

Vinuoso
El(pen
Proficient
Competent

Team Leadcrnhip

Advanced Beginner
Novice

Choices

Busic Training Resources

Figure 7.1: A diagram conceptualising the first model for lhis thesis
This first model is a modified copy of the Dreyfus' model. The modificntions
are the annotntions on lhe left to ei,:p]ain to me what each level represented. From this,
a further investigation into the generalities of what some call the human condition
began. Th.is led to other modifications to the model and an examination of what each
level of the model represented, and could represent to the information systems
professionals. This had to lead to philosophy, in the most general terms, and selfgenerated comments attached as below. These added comments are a self-composed
map to possible investigatioru that would yield insights into the Research Problems and
the Research questions.
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Evaluation of Initial Dreyfus Model

Basic T,aining
Resources

Novice Advanced Compclen!
Beginner
Anthill

Proficient Exp,n

Condors

VirtuoiO Cullurnl Mosier
Gurus

Evaluallon Point.I Considered from o Freo FlowlngApproaeh lo 1h, Model
Ex~ge,ls
Cl Times011le
1:1 Phenomenon sources - Reality
Cl Phenomenon Responsibili1ie, (Pseudo Phenomenon?)
1:1 Noumenon source, - ll1.lra Reality
Cl Noumenon Responsibili1ie, (Pseudo Noumenon?)
1:1 Emancipalion
Cl Employment Advancement - Torbon's Power of Balance
Cl Justie< denied, done, seen to be done, and accept•d
1:1 C)'ber-Semlotlcs and Cyber-Hcrmeneuties
1:1 Disasler Recovery Planning Responsibility
1:1 Antinomy
Cl Rule,
Cl A Priori, Syn1hetle A Priori
Cl A Posieriori
Cl Power
Cl Encapsulating Logic
1:1 Foucault's Scdous Sp=h
1:1 Proposition,, Theorems, PostulatuJllld Axioms (or0111ing new axioms and perhop, 'bending' 1hc old
ones)
1:1 Atiack Respon,ibili1ics-fised and reactive. proactive and concepmal
1:1

Figure 7.2 Comparing lhc above Dreyfus learning model with Torbcrt's Power
development stages wilh Foucault results in a triangulation ofdiscwsion. Using
Kant nnd Schopenhauer to establish the philosophical foundation of the thesis.
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Deve/opillg /1,e model.
The model needed filling in from the philosophical and the reality view, it hnd to
mean something to my audience, the infonnation systems Professional.

/\11 lhe World's o Slage

'The Gurus,' so named as 1/,ey use 1llelr ski/ls 10
Po,,ible
Reality

,xamlne the poss/b/1111,s ofn"'" melhoda/ag/u
wd paradigms In /he reso/u//on offundamental
prublems wllhln their domains: ,mlsr-wrller.
Cultural Mas/er

nr1uasn
Pru/-Madem Paradigm

Reoliiy

Die Lichtung.
The clellflng.

Thero are no rules. or res1raints a! this
level of chinking. Typically the future is
now, "' 1hese leaders ""' setting the
future for 01hm to follow. Cenointy Is
lw:king, but lhe closer !hey come lo the
tempo of'todoy', the bclter!he forccasl
bul !he more entrenched the opinion.
Nothing is certain, all questions arc
considered, ond realtsable a1Uwers
provide 'intelligent guesswork' for
organ!,otion reaction.

'The Condors,' keeping the plafns,/ure.its, ,md
jungles 'clean a/Id hnnest,' by remo\•/ng dead
maier/a/ a11d e/lmlnallng weaknuses and
r:ompe//1/01Jfor «:an:e rtsources. Th•J' also
prarlde n<!W directions conslde,..d ,../ewml by the
'Gurus' so fhat their dmna/,rs may prusper:
er///caf-lhlnker.
bperl
Prof/Cle/II

Jene rer.re11e rion. l rer.ret
nothing.

At this level, 'rules' arc Ignored, the
'system' Is Immaterial lo de<isionmaking, and their r.. olutlon of problems
Is pommount to the management ofan
organimion', knowledge The dcdsionmaking history of on organisation
provide, insights inlo the mosteiy of
problems past, present and future.
Possible future problems considered
before they occur by examining tho
orgonisoiion "' a fallible organie b<:lng.

P,;u/-

S1n1c1ural/s1
Paradigm
Hls!o<y
'Tl,e Anth/11'

Comptle11ce
Ad,..11ced Beginner

Gnolhe se auton
Know thy self

11.l thls level, 'ruk,' ore the purpose of
organisation, simply because 1he
'system works.' Only o major IC·
organisation along strueturalist lines
offers ony change. Srondard operating
procedure, toke pr<:codoncc over
'lhlnk!ng', nnd organiso1ionol
knowledge is haphaurd, expensive, and
lnemclently used within the stnJclllmlist
parlldigm.

Figure 7.3 The Modified Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition.

First Model Stages
I applied the first stage of the Dreyfus' model as it describes information
systems training accurntely, that is, nfler formal training the inductee is a Novice, then
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with some experience and in-house training one becomes an Advll!lced Beginner and
then after some more experience nnd perhaps 1raining one acquires Competency. This
series of descriptions, though accurate, led nowhere else for infonnation systems
profossio11als, as technology changed; they again retrained and begnn the experiential
and training loop once again. The next stage of Proficient and Expert does not arise, at
least for infonnation systems professionals, as it seems to do so for generalisl!I in the
manaiicment of an organisation.

Determi11ed Isola/Ion a/ /11/armat/011 systems
Jnfonnation systems has been over the last forty years, a rapidly changing
workJJlace. From mainframes to tl1e Personal Computer (PC) to networks of similar
machines, the average length of time of Competency is probably a mnximum of 18-24
months, sometimes refeTICd to as Moore's Law and it seems little hru changed as of
today. The typical information systems Professional desires the skills marketability that
using the latest hardware and software generates, while the organisation that employs
them is constantly trying to control infonnation systems eosl!I.

In the history of

Information Systems, this conwidrum has remained witamed in the sense that without
the latest and best within the information systems Section or Division, the expensively
trained and highly paid professionals may not remain in the employ of a given
orgnnisation.

These highly trained professionals would begin to fear their own

technological obsolescence i11espective of the other working conditions that the
organisation provides, so they are constantly seeking the best persona\ advantages in a
volatile marketplace for their now paid-for-by-others skills.
This however, is a rather strange two-way street. On the one hand, competitive
forces may require the organisation to be at the leading edge within its operating
capability and therefore if this is the case, it is willing to procure whatever is necess:11'}'
to en~ure that it remains dedicated to the mnrket domiDllllce strategy as it deems it to be.
On the other hand, the information systems Professional in order to mainlllin their
marketability and skill !~els, demand and mostly get whatever they perceive to be
incremental improvements in productivity both within infonnation systems and in the
major profit making activities of their employer.

No Loop Exit Po/111
There is no escape for lhe organisation in !his loop, but currently there is n,:,r.e
for the information systems Professional
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well. This hns a link with the Marxinn idea
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thut 'forms of society exist only /or os long as they odvonce productive power, ond ore

rep/or:ed by revolution when they fall' (Wollf, 2003). For an intelligent human being,
this skills and employment lock-in means near enslavement to the me1aphor ofa MerryGo-Round or Carousel that never stops. It seems that for the informatio,. systems
Professional, whether they remain in their current employ or go elsewhere to hop onto
another Carousel, they are still condemned to ride Carousels for their entire working
lives irrespective of their potential in other areas of the organisation that requires a
combination of utility of considered new processes and imaginative uses for them.

A11/1111f Deji11ed
This is why I named the lir:;t level of the Dreyfus' model 'The Anthill.' The
Anthill idea has changed little through out the evolution of my modification of the
Dreyfus' model, as it is almost self-explanatory in describing the novice to competent to
novice loop.

What this part of the model does not explain is the political and

management influences npon this mode!.

Above Competency
At the level above Competency, there is a wail, a metaphor for the necessary
metamorphosis to the beginning skill level of Proficient, which leads to Expert. The
term Expert has been so misused that it seems to he need of an upgrade, perhaps to
'systems authority', hut I will leave it for now as Expert. HoW1:vcr, I shall call this
grouping 'Condor' for reasons that will be made clear shortly. There is also another
mctnphoric wall after Expert as well. Thus, if the Expert wishes to join the highest level
within this model, then they are motivated to join the group of Virtuosos and Cultural
Masters, and I call this group 'Guru.'

Abo11e E:Jpert or Cont/or
The walls indicate n serious change in training and professional outlooks. This
is because the utility of Condor/Critical-Thinker Skills and Guru/Writer-Artist Skills to
an organisation and the info!lnation systems indu~try respectively, is so di!Terent among
all the groups. It appears that a major rethink and retraining of the per:;on concerned
must take p!ace before any consideration to mCLke n serious upwan:I change in their
employment. These successful breaching of these metaphoric tnmsformationa] walls by
breaking down the wall, tunnelling, or by going over or around these barriers needs a
formidable tool Md the major tool for this activity is the nexibilicy and open-
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mindedness of the charocter of the per:mn involved. This person must be willing to sec
things in a new light nnd accept such training as need~d to do lhis to enable a fonn of
mental reprogramming, and the tenn melamorphosis is, [ believe,justly apt.

Co111pete11cy, Gurus, but no Experts or Condors
I posit that there are no Condor qlllllific~ people in infonnation systems today,
that is, no Experts. ll seems however, that there are Gurus, but it seems they and
industry are not aware of their actual and influential position and I also suggest that this
level is quite haphazard in its operation. This does not mean that these gmups deal only
with advanced orthodoxy, but it seems that new advances are not evolving as quickly as
they could if consideration were seriously given to other, perhaps more daring, and
bolder appmaches.

My discovered Need for more Research on ti/ls Topic
With this as a research quest for a resolution of these questions as I saw them to
be, I felt that further reading might yield wider source for answers. I incidentally read
about ants and found that their leadi11g expert had also fonnulated a philosophy of
interest as well (Anonymous, 1998; Arquilla & Ronfeldt, 2000; Neimark, 1998; Orr,
2000; Wilson, \998a, 1998b, 1998c, l998d, 1998e, 2000). I also read about strange
mathematical research into piles of sand and how they would continue to grow until the
pile would collapse to broaden the base for a greater, lurger, pile of sand, and I also read
of other seemingly mysterious reseacch pursuits at the Santn Fe Institute by Per Bak
(Gordon, 2002). I still read widely, but at that time, I came up with an eco!ogicnl model
of skills acquisition based upon the Dreyfus model.

My Experience Tells Me to be Holistic.
My training and experience in information systems as a Systems Analyst had
taught me to approach a resolution to a problem, in today's terms, in a holistic manner.
That is look at the whole pmblem and resolve it a single piece at a time so at the end, it
is a complete whole when the system is tested and then accepted. This means that
everything is to be considered and nothing is let\ out as unimportant, useless, or time
wasting. However, in my model, I had two important and independent levels that made
little sense as a primary, yet simple, model that would lead to a form of Emancipation of
information systems professionals.
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The Ecologic11l Model.

Tile Discovery of Rich Modef//ng- Wl,at are Antr? Wllllt 11,e Candors? and What are
Gurus?
I must have been w11tching or reading something on Ecology as wi,ll as nntS, and
the idea came to me that there must be nn ecological loop io the model 115 well. It
seemed a good idea at the time so I put it together and it seemed

io

work quite we!l.

The model worked in this manner.

T/1e Eco(ogicaf information sy.r(e,ns Anthl/f
The Information System's Anthill uses the current level of technological skills to
produce workable systems for govemmenls, indu.,uy, and personal computer use.
These skills were, it seems, originally sourced from Gurus who used outside influences,
Anthills, Condors (such 115 they are), and induslJy, and these now functioning ideas were
then further developed by these Gurus to become pnrt of the Anthill's new quasiinstinct·bll5e for the Anthill in general, used productively in the processes of improving
the survivability nnd utility of the Information System's Anthill. However, the Guru's
product hM only II short life span, so the product of the Guru soon becomes the impetus
for improvement of the processes of the Anthill, and

llS

a source of food for the Condor

as relative[:• quickly, better Guru sourced processes replace these Anthill now current
skills. Whether or not this lends to the consideration that a Condor is a frinn of cannibal
remains interestin~. as it wos from the Condor Group, as well, that new ways of
approaching information systems problems originated and then were implemented.

The Ecological Coi1dor
The Condor or Condor group keeps the site clean and aids in !he functioning as a
living sy:;Lem; this is the purpose of the Condor. The main roles of the Condor in
inforrnntion systems are to remain near lo, but out of the mainstream management of the
information systems facilities ofnn organisation, and to provide recommendations to tbe
Anthill through its management, and idell..'i to the Gurus that improve the organisational
influence of !he Anthill. Whether the ideu that come from the Anthill are directly
passed on lo lhe Guru Group or are then coMidercd by lhe Condor group beforehand, is
part of their role. The purpose of the Condor Group is to keep their installations and
facilities free of the dead matter that can clog up valuable resources: such things as
obsolete hnrdWllre Eind software, and the maintenance and the improvement lo the
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current competency levels of the professionnls working within the Anthi!l. In addition,
a more important malter begins at the Condor !!lvel.
Mass Deception and the Art or Information Systems
Then: is a most serious responsibility that is not hinted within the indll5try
currently, and that is the prevention of 'Mass Deception posing as Enllghlenment.'
(Adorno & Horkheimer, 1993) This rnises the question 'Is the information systems
Industry similar to the Cultural Industry as described by Adorno and Horkheimer?' At
first glnnce, this seems improbable, but afier reading extracts from The Dialectic of
Enlightenment, the similarities require very little imagination. The concill5ion I n:ach
here is that the true skills of the information systems Professional do not lie in the
obvious areas of information systems efficiency; they lay in the art forms arising from
these skills (Ortland, 1998). This art is an art form that lay within the slructun: of the
systems designed, written, and installed for the culture of the human b[J5ed organisation
and the employees working there. Currently, one does not find much recognised art in
Information Syst~ms, as most critiques of art and art forms seem to consider such art as
inferior to other more familiar forms, such as sculpture, oil painting, watercoloutli, and
so on. Who is it, all.er all, who appreciates the art rather than the crall. of Infmmation
Systems, other than other information systems professionals? It seems that this is a
major failing of most information systems facilities, the people employed then:, and the
management !lild mganisation for whom they wmk.

Art and tl,e Respo11slbil/tiu oftlie Condor ,md tl,ose oft/1e Curre11t a,1d Typicfll
Mll11ogeme11t Struct11re
Howi:ver, I include in the Condor's responsibility. the entire information
systems facility, including its art. This does not replace the Chief Information Officer's
role; it is a new role - of internal information systems Planner in a similar origin as a
city or town planner, and that person or group deals with only the highest levels of
management within the org1111isation. The Condor is there to ensure that organisational
policy is enforced and that the Condor considered, and top marwgement recommended
directions within the information systems facility are the actual directions of thnt
facility. The Condor would have to be at the leading edge of experience based tacit
knowledge of an information systems Professionn! and would have a very high level of
training based explicit knowledge so as not lo be misled by suppliers of hardware or
software or by internal staff as well. Obsolete Anthill producl.'i are its food source in
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this ecological mode!, but it also supplies food to the Guru level by making
recommendations about the current leading edge producis and their problems, as
supplied to the Anthill and their organisation as a whole, the Guru food is ideas, while
the Guru output is artful innovations.
On Becoming II Guru

A wall olso separates the Guru le·,~\, and similarly tlmt wall must be breached in
a similar manner as the move from Anthill to Condor, lliing the metaphor of
meuunorphosis. A different and new training method must evolve to train these people
to think as artists-writers at this level as well as using their experience as criticalthinlcers when they were at the Condor level. Gurus will take the information systems
into the near future, but Gurus also must be able to chnnge directions quickly when the
needs for rapid directional change caused by technolo11ical breakthroughs occur. The
Guru level is secretive about specifics, but open to generalisations.
This was how I perceiv~d the second rich picture group of models, Figure 7.3,
bot something also
to be.

wns missing and I could not point to what the missing part happened

I read more philosophy to aid in o!her areas of my thesis and then another

serendipitous event occurred.
Structuralism, Post-slructuralism, and Post-modernism
Apparently (Floridi, 2000), The Anthill seemed to be Structuralist, Saussure
(Sanders, 2004), Levi-Saauss (Levi-Strauss, 1995), Marx (Man.: et al., 1978), Freudian
(Kellner, 2005; Leiter, 2004; Wicks, 2004), and anti-humnnistic, The Condor seemed to
be Post-Structuralist, Foucault (Dreyfus & Rahinow, 1982; Foucault, 1982, 1983, 1994,
1995b), Derrida (Derrida, 1998), Barthes (Barthes, 1972), Deleuze (Delcuzc, 1995),
Guatl.ari (Gunttari, 1996), and The Guru simi1E1Ily wos Post-Modernist, Lyotard
(Woodward, 2002) Baudrillord (Kellner, 2005). In addition, about this time I changed
the name of Vulture to Condor, IL'l it softened the image of what I was II)'ing to express,
not just a carrion cater, but also a natural part of the ecology oflnformation Systems.

Structuralist Antfl/11
The picture of an Anthill, both actwll and mc16phorica\ly, is one of a structure,
something that makes something for itself so that it can survive, the very picture of an
information systems facility. Though I cannot equate exactly an actual Anthill to an
information systems facility populated by workers, drones and the queen ant, the srune
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docs not apply to the resulting actions of the infonnntion systems Anthill, as the simile
or metaphor rcmairu intact, that ofa self-perpetuating social structure.

Post-Structuralist Co11dor
The Condor, on lhe olher hand, really needs no structure to do its job; il.s job is
lo !ook after its area of influence l!lld to maintain its responsibility over that nrea, using

the 1.ools of critical-thinking. It has a relationship to tl1e organisation, a structure, but its
allegiances go beyond lhe 0111w1isation itself to include a co!loquium of Condors outside

its i1nmediate organisation. The Condor gains its power in a Foucnultian manner
(Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1982), it just grabs power and calls power its natural inheritance.

It is halfway between those that perfonn (the supporting actor function) within the
Anlhi!l, and those that are the indusll')''S writer-artists, lhe Guru. The Condor is the
positive and active thinker ofthis tripartite model, as they provide immediate patches to
the infonaalioo systems that keep them functioning until the Guru sourced
modifications nrrive. Condors nre a fonn of internal Infonnation System's consull.c.nt
with broad contact wilh other Condor groups as well.

The Post-Modern G11r11
I perceive the Guru as a passionate infonnation systems per.;on who knows the
failings and problem confronting the indwtry as a whole and confronl.s the industry as a
writer-artist. The suppliers to the information systems indnslry employ them or they
may he freelance advisol1i or part of an advisory group. They are lhe setter.; of trends
and the future of this industry and they exist today, however, I believe, not as an
organised group of industry writer-artists.

Unfortwwtely, the information &ystems

industry is in an almo~t constant sl.c.ge of disarray as pans of it rise to a particular ~nd
peculiar cusp. This while other potential cusps within infonnation syslems are fonning,
or at their peak, or in decline ns parts of the information systems indusll')' then attempl.s
to create another rise lo another cusp without knowing where it is going or what it is le
do with lhe new developments in technology.

It remains in the chaotic singes of

creating a product lhen anempting to market to sufficient number.; of people in order to
make a profit, before another improved version appears while researching the neKt
ver.;ion until product eKhaustion takes place.

While this is raw capitalism, these

methods are according to some, considered wnsteful, yet lhis method supplies food for
the Condor, and allows further research for the major chl!llges that requires a Guru's
consideration and lhe necessary funding sources for such research. The Guru influence
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is to create better grounding of the elements that make the industry effective W1d
efficient as a continuous process, not to vet or to attempt to control what producls are
produced WJd by whom. There must be room for the potential successful producls of
tomorrow, with or without initial Guru influences.

The Open Ended Cyde
The Guru element is the completion of most of the cycle, nnd indicates the peak
of the possible career path ofan information system professioll!ll. Yet to be studied here
or elsewhere, there is a further stage, the post-Guru stage of an industrial philosopher.
That, I leave for othen; to contemplate seriously.
The cycle started with the infonnation system graduate, through to Anthill
competency, then a metamorphosis stage into a Condor critical-thinking e:,;pert, and
then another metamorphosis into an artist-writer Guru that t~aches and advises the
industry as to new directions and possibilities, and that lends perhaps, to rumther
metamorphosis into nn industrial philosopher, who would consider all rupects of the
'why' of this industry, and even less emphasis en the 'how.'
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Figure 7.4. Soft Systems rich picture of the interrelationship of voices and skill acquisition in information systems
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CHAPTERS

VOICES OF EACH STAGE OF THE RICH MODEL

Voice Characteristics from Figure 7.4
The Condor hns all of lhe characteristics, 12 voices in all, the Anthill the least,
with 8 voices and the Guru with 11 voices, a tote.I of31 voices. This matrix explE1Dation
is to make real the four basic voices - Person,,Being, Researcher, and Philosopher as an
explanation of their roles within each voice.
The Voices Model: The Inner Foundations of the Model

I came oo a conclusion thal the original model did not cover all my questions and
research, so I then generated another Rich Picture, Figure 7.4, that detailed the actions
of each level. This time I have put

a more philosophical emphasis than the original

model, though the pictures are similar. This model is voice intensive, in that it uses
various voices to explain the action and responsibilities at various time the three levels
of skilled professional.

I discuss the mating of lhe voices oo the three levels of the

Dreyfus' model, but the voices 11rc fund:unentally a matriK of four by three by three with
certain elements not applicable to certain skill levels.
The Forming of the Model
The Dreyfus sourced model is now beginning to form as some explanation of
reality, and potential desirable reality. Much ofit ccm be explicitly explained, hut then
ns an Action Research project, it needed still more.

In particular, concerning the

method of employment advancement among the groups and the implicit knuwledGe that
must accompany each individual sourced from lbeir OW!l eKperiences and the related
eXperiences of others who have passed on their pertinent eKperience Gained knowledge
from time to time to our co-researchers.

We must note here that employment

advancement is one-step at a time and not, say, from Anthill to Guru, but from Anthill
to Condor and Condor to Guru.
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Voiee:!i
Figure 7.4 discloses the relationship of the three levels of skills acquisition, as
well as the Uuee levels of intimate and separnb!e influences upon infonnation system
professionals. I created this imaginary picture, as this is not how the career paths are
actually mapped of information system professionals, but rather how they could or even
ought to be mapped.
Assertions and Questions from Figure 7.4
Firstly, I assert that currently an infonnation systems career cannot flow
upwards, as it a cireulnr relationship from internship to competency lllld back again to
internship and then again to competency, and this cycle is intended to never to end for
the individual.
Secondly, if n metamorphosis·like step were to be available, how could the
metamorphosis process !like place and what characteristics and skills must the now tyro
expert possess?
Thirdly, iftbere is an infonnation system Gnru stage, how does an expert change
into a Guru, and what choractcristics nnd skills most the now tyro Gum possess, and
what really is a Guru?
Fourthly, are there any levels beyond Guru?
Fifthly, what is the best slllge to consider leaving information systems for line
management?
Lastly, what do the cnmmt forms ofsclentlj)c organisational structures hold for
the future? {F. W. Taylor, 1911)
Will the softwnre installed detennine the slructure of the organisation and not be
solely a strategic somce of organisational information, as is the historical case or a new
eKposition of technologically available information within information systems
determining possible intra- and ex-organisational options leading to a series of strategic
choices through new forms of organisation?

Does this mean that the tern, Middle

Management is now obsolete? Docs this nlso menn thnt the shift to manngement of
information systems personnel is already taking place, but power is shifting only by the
whim of middle management

w;

they protect their turf/ lfthis is the cnsc, wlw.t training
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is necessary for information systems professionals to shift into middle management and
what training is available for middle management to become competent information
systems pmfossionals?

Will the information systems determined organisation have multiple self
contained and controlled productive cells each performing a given information systems
tll5k in which the only 'boss' is oneself nnd the all seeing and contro!Hng program act as
a panopticon prison system to control the human resources within an organisation?

E:11.planatlon

! have three levels of skill acquisition and four leading human chamctcrs, each
co11trolling 2 to 3 'e11ergising facilities'

11S

I would call them.

In a post-modem sense, 1 will give them all a human voice to explain their
function and relationships within each skill acquisition level and grant them the ability
to discuss with each of the other skill acquisition levels any matter pertaining to any of
them. The participants will guide a discwsion among these lhree groups lo give
direction to the situation in relation to the group and to !he external groups that surround
the corporate information systems facility and function.
Voi~es from the Voices
The Anthill: '! have, as docs al! skill levels within this book, four human
characters: they are philosopher, n:searcher, person, and being.'
The Condor and Gnru: 'Agreed.'
The Anthi!l: 'At my level, I deal with newly tmined humun resoun:e material
nnd eventually tum it into compel-en! infonnation system professionals. Those who
think too much about what they are doing, will not mnke it to competent nor will those
who think they are being intimidated, dominated, or have sold their sonls for n Faustuslike knowledge. The ones, who will succeed, accept the tools they are given, and think
only nboul the most efficient way of perfonning their given tllsk using the given tools.
We are structuralist in every sense of the word, the centre being the given task within
the cent.al organisational structure. There is no room in the Anthill for those who will
nol accept this reasoning witlrin the Anthill or the gronp interactioll5 that saturate the
Anthill. I expect slructllllllism 10 reign, with ill; centre to be effective and efficient in
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design, production, support, and availability of the information system that meets the
requirements of the ori;anisation.
'! must have strict rules of conduct within the Anthill. Everyone is a student, the

study is ceaseless, and only the "best" wi!I survive, as the best serve the organisation
best.'

A11tl1ill S11b-vo/ces
Anthill Philosopher: 'My role is to ensure that all explicit knowledge is available
to everyone. The need to know predominates, as everyone needs to know evcrythins
about the information systems installed at one time or another. However, the rii;ht to
know has a place as well. If someone is to become competent, that someone must have
complete explicit knowledge available to him or her, when someone makes an enquiry.
As you can see from Figure 7.4, !he philosopher in the Anthill has only one other voice,
that ofan explicir knowledge source. This makes kn~":n the we~kest philosophy facility
of the Anthill: we are not thinket!i, artists, or examiners, and we are just an explicit
knowledge source and user. That in il.self does not make us weak, it only makes us
different, as we do not seem to need or use the other two facilities to any extent at a!\.'
Anthill Rese!IJ'Cher: 'Hold on a moment. Explicit knowledge, by itself is not
enough to become competent. One must be able to find and learn new methods, new
approaches, in order to use the available explicit knowledge, firstly as a learner, and
then as a seeker of new w:iys that work.

This is the case of information system

experience - seek to know, seek to !earn, seek to find new ways. After all, the axioms
of mathematics are just as simple as the fundamentals of any computer system. It is
people who make things complicated, not the equipment. The resean:her in the Anthill
has only two of the three foeilities, that of learner and seeker. This again, does not
make us weak, only different as a !earner and seeker in an Anthill is different from a
leam.cr and seeker in the other two senior voices.'
Anthill Being: 'What you are saying is tlwt one's tacit knowledge is founded
from one's experience with hard and fast mies based upon heavy and disciplined use of
the available tools, and the only tools that an: available lll'C the explicit knowledge
resources supplied. This sounds like the work of an enslaved group, not a group of
curious, productive, intelligent, generally youthful human beings, trying to be better and
smEirler than a mere machine or group of machines. I hate to admit it, but we are also
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slaves nnd tacit knowledge originators as are lhe other two senior groups, but our tacit
knowledge developments, in particular, require certainty and nre results oriented. We
nre strictly limited to our explicit knowledge resources. We like to think that given soft
clay, we can make a mnst beautiful work of art, given time nnd money, which most
times we are not so well endowed as the other major vokes. We nre therefore quite
working-class in nur output, we produce what specifically requested and paid for,
nothing mnrc and nothing less. We may be in control of our own selves when we have
the time, but cannot fully use all our skills due to various technical and management
constraints. Our art is expressed in the ability to the job requested, whether efficiently
or not, we arc only interested in the acceptance of the solution, not the problem.'
Anthill Person: 'What you have forgotten is the necessity to adapt
information system environment -

w the

hardware, software E111d the organisational

environment and requirements detennincd by a distant management tending to be
outside ofinfonnation systems. We all have or are willing lo adapt to newer equipment
and methods, we characterize the changeability of the person, we have become, because
we must as it is an integral part of the job, ond

Ill

an individlllll, experts al change and

evolution, not over decades, centuries, or cons, but over a few months. Some of~ arc
better at it than others, while management seems too incapable of such almost daily
changes.

We have to act our roles in such a wey that we have become part of the

evolution of infonnation systems. As a person, we have three sub-voices, adaptor,
actor, and moraliser.

We adapt to our surroundings, we act out our roles to the

satisfaction of the Anthill, and we have a specific reaction to the actions of moralising.
Yet, to us professional morality is black and white, its functions arc specified and it is
fulfilled as specified, or it does not do so. Our jobs are aptly described as the Brma!lty

of i1iformaliotr .vys/ems when E111d where we work.

We work towurds the goal of

adapting our actions towards the result of few or no errors in what we do, thus we have
a high moral level of goal setting for the greatest good from our work. That is why we
are so different from the others; we have specifics while the others only have dreR111s.
We do the work asked of us and we ensure that it is done well, thos~ are our moral
constraints.

Perhaps these apparently contradictive conundroms keep us here in

Infonnation Systems, llli elsewhere, by implications is boring.
'There are however, exceptiollli to this, and I sometimes think that I am on a
merry-go-round, going nowhere with great panache, noise coupled with gaudy music,
and lots and lots of glitter and lights. There must be a way nway from this never-ending
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loop of change, sometimes just for the sake of change. However my mind considers an
upward move, where am I to go? It seems that to move up in infommtion systems, one
must be the best of the best in a given area, and then one becomes the resident expen
over not very much. Information systems is n vast area today, and no one is an expert in
everything, or even merely competent. I have no time to become a true multi-faceted
competent player, I do not think anyone has, but for this installation we know where we
are and not too much about where we are going. We do not know how much obsolete
software is here, even though some yealli ago we underwent the Y2K program that
made for a large cleanout of our systems.
'The main element is that there is no one who really knows what is available for
us lo do our jobs effectively and efficiently, this is because the Chief-Infonnation Whatever is too busy keeping the bosses happy with the tools we have. We need a
group of specialists beyond the duy-to-day innovation and maintenance of systems.
This group has to think and work differently, but [ think they should come from where
we are now to be able to talk with us.'
Condor
'As a Condor, I will state the obvioll5, we are the most complete of all the !hroe
levels of skill acquisition, and we nre the most mobile, by having the choice to move
into management or to move yet one more level in the infommtion system skill
acquisition model that we ore discnssing here. We have undergone the metamol]lhosis
from Structuralist to Post-Structuralist critical-thinker lending into becoming n
Proficient and then with more experience nnd new found skills, Expert as artist-writer.
Most importantly, we are Post-Structuralists. This means that n centrality of purpose
and a centrol existence is not part of our reality. We arc also reflective pmctitioners
with n participative and professional action research outlook this to change the politics
of our situation and to gain organisational credibility as well. Nevertheless, we must
nccept a direct link to structuralism, as without the Structuralist Anthill, we c111111ot
pretend to exist, nor can lhc Guru level. A person never knowing slavery cW111ot re3Jly
appreciate freedom, so the evolution of a Condor begins in the Anthill. The real and
pellional question concerning the m,etamorphosis is how long does it lllke for a member
of the Anthill to undergo this process?
'The major voices philosopher, being, researcher, and pe!'!ion each have !hroe
sub-voices, and all of these voices speak in a relntionship with the post-structurulist

'"

approach. There is a w-1ning awey from the strict structurulism and the positivistic
attitude to a qualitative approach that seems to be a gentler but no less strict in its search
for workable and valid results. It is a question of attitude to the given problem and the
m~nner of discovering a result, through a variety of 'eureka,' sourced from heuristics.
The voices will introduce themselves and explain their sub-voices.'

CondorSul'I-Vuices
Condor philosopher; 'I have three sub-voices under me nnd they are thinker,
examiner, and explicit knowledge soun:e. Though we have three sub voices to the
Anthill's one and the same titles of our voices, as does the Guru level, we arc all
different because of the po.mdigm we use in describing our function.

We are post-

structumlist and the Gun.1s are post-modem. The thinker voice is one who has the time
to consider the ovemll responsibility of the information system process within and
without an organisation, independent of any organisation. This thinker must manage the
current situation and the possible future of an organisation's information systems
processes. This role is to take the current level of technology and to use whatever
procedures available to make short-term predictions concerning their organisation as
well

.[IS

complementary and similar competitor organisations. The examiner is there lo

examine as best they can the likely outcomes of the thinker, who is in fact a criticalthinker, and how best they may be treated by any organisation. The explicit knowledge
source is there to ensure that what the thinker and examiner propose is a form of reality
thnt can be in writlen fonn and not the imaginative processes either of salespersons or of
the organisation's management. We are still dealing with reality

a,

much as we can, as

we report directly to the very top oflhe management lrec in our orgllllirntion.'
Condor Researcher: 'My job is to use reflective practices to learn and seek new
soun::es and better procedures for information systems in an evaluation process within
action research, these are included in the processes of in-house writing, buying in, in
producing the required information systems output. I use the sub-voices of learner,
seeker, and action rcsean:her. At this level we have al! have proved our information
systems capabilities, and we know the problems of this section of an organisation. We
have to put a human face upon Lhe information systems processes so that there is an
opportunity for the Anthill to becom,, the nursery of the ma.Cl ager of tomorrow lllld not
just the super-competent informatior, systems employee. This is the ro!e of these three
sub-voices. The learner is a clear indicator of the action ofleaming about the necessary
processes, and tl1c seeker is the motivated person seeking to ]earn.

This persona!
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motivation sourced in the Anthill, is when a person decides to undergo the trial of a
metamorphosis. Tho action researcher is the per:;on gaining the neces!lal'}' tools to
achieve lhc desired results from the '.seeking oo learn' course of action. One of the more
interesting oulside influences to these positions is the requirements of bought-in
systems. We are now seeing that the sol\ware used, as it is too expensive to alter lhc
soflwere to suit a given organisation, is now detennining infonnation systems
dependent organisational structure. So, wbat organisation is desired and how do we
treat the displaced skills of the real strength of any organisation, [ls people? It seems
that the Condor Researcher may be the only serious investigator of this type of
situation.'
Condor Being: 'My three sub voices arc slave, freeman, and tacit knowledge
originator. We are, however, one stage away from being a formation of infonnation
systems slaves, and are not as free as a Guru is, as we mwt minister to the organisation
that pays our salary, as we are still employees. This also brings into view our personal
relationship with lhe human-based organisation. Though we work for our employer, we
are involved as a colloquium as we endeavour to gather a force of Condors to influence
tbe Gurus and the infonnation systems suppliers as to what we believe we need and
w:int from lhese sources. By being a non-slave and having emancipated ourselves from
enslavement as well, the assumption is that we are organisational freemen; however,
lhis is only partly lrue, as senior management still demands a certain direction and
utilisation of lhe policies, strategies, and goals of lhe organisation. This alloW!i, us,
bowever, to be able to more free and critical thinking than any member of the Anthill,
and that is our slrenglh.
'We also have to be a lacit know/edge proce!/!/or and accumulator, mainly to use
that knowledge to improve our work, as how else will the software supplier:; and our
organisations be able to resolve the indigenous problems of a given organisation,
irrespective of the software used? We have a store oflllcit knowledge sourced from our
time in the Anthill, nnd we seek additional tacit knowledge from the Anthill, and the
Ar,thill is usually generous in this respect, but it is the returning of this knowledge in
other fonns to others within the Anthill that can create another series of problems. We
are caught between two levels of tacit knowledge, that of the Anthill which is found on
a daily basis and quite interpretative using the explicit knowledge available, mainly
from software or hardware manuals, which are always imperfect, ru,d that tacit
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knowledge sourced from orgnnisationa! explicit knowledge of a style or standnrds
manual which indicates what seems to work in our particular Anthill to mnnagement.'
Condor Person: 'My three sub voices are adaptor, actor, and moraliser. Again,
we are post-slructuralist as we adapt to whatever confronts us, and we can act out our
post-structuralist roles and esl.llblish an ethic or moral to our efforts. Our strengths lie in
the ability to adapt quickly to the rapid changes that are always with us in information
systems technology.

This can create unknown and unforseen pressures within our

orgnnisation, and it is up to us to resolve these pressures so that they cause minimal
effects as they are 11ansfem:d back to the Anthill. Where the Anthill demands certainty
and structure, we have to deal with uncertainty and a lack of structure with our best tool
- critical-thinking.

We then offer options to the Anthill so that it may maintain a

structur.i under a new set of altered rules or even another new set of rules under a new
paradigm.'

Guru
'A Guru is everything a Condor is with the exception of a researcher-action
researcher,
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we receive such research for our work, but all of this is under the post-

modernist tag.

We only accept a few things as true.

structuralism, and in this c:l!ie, this is the Anthill.

Firstly, we are founded in
Secondly, we are a natural

progression from post-structuralism. Not only do we not recognise a central power or
any structure at all, but we

llill

searching not for onswers for today's problems, but

attemptiog to foresee the problems of the future, near and fnr, and then to seek an
ilflswcr or a pnth to an aMwer to these future problems. We see '.he future as a range of
extremes, with conservatism at one extrome and radicalism at the other. Not long ago
who would have thought that the lntemet would become so powerful? Only we could,
i!nd what of the future of the Internet? We openly discuss this among our post-modem
selves, as we have no rules to guide us, as we tend to make our own i!nd if they work
and they are accepted by our locnl colloquium, they nre then passed on to the other
colloquia, particularly the Condor, to consider.

Then these coruidered ideas

Elfll

returned to us and then we pass them onwards lo industry for them to consider using
their investment and profiw.bility criteria. In the meElfltimc, we try to find new problems
and to create new solutions for others to investigate We ere a loose organisation i!nd the
categories we now present are there only to give a title to the operatives or sub-voices
that are always a moving target.
discussions,

w;

We will not al!ow a fixed position to limit our

what is post-modernism today, will be the methods of the Anthill
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tomorrow, and so we may not accept a fixed definition of any position. This is because
each position must have a resolvable solution, otherwise the position is not allowed
outside the control of the Guru. This prevents a problem evolving nt say the Anthill that
does not have at least a studied list of possible and actual solutions. Metaphorically,
you can supply a hammer without nails and all the furniture is slraight Ellld the joints
tight by using the hammer and glue. If you also supply nails, then the furniture is
roughly and negatively repaired with the danger of proud nails. Rogue supplier:i may
circumvent the Gurus, but knowledgeable wers will protect their installation because of
the re.a! dangel'ii ofa lack ofa Guru evaluation.
'We are not action researcher:i simply becnwe we have neither the reason nor
the resources lo refine our ideas down to a narrowing of options to find the very best of
a group of options. We provide options: we do not need to overly evaluate them, that is
for the Condor:i to do

11S

they are closer to the Anthill, and can provide the necessary

patches to keep systems afloat as the tell us of the problems. !tall comes down to the
fact that we arc artist-writers as de Beauvoir would state.'

G11ruSub-Volces
Guru philosopher: 'Unless I nm corrected, I think I can speak for a!! of the other
voices and sub-voices in saying that we play all roles when a role is called for. We have
no lines of demarcation or nny other structures or quasi-stnictures, as we may be only
one per:ion or we may be mnny hundreds or several thousand, and we may spW from
one view, or with a combinalio11 of many views, or have no view at all. Ofall the levels
of skills acquisition, we are the most indefinable, and this is of great advantage to all
Gurus, as we are paid to think as artists and then use writing to communicate our
considered conclusions, wtd not to think only about a particular topic, in a pruticular
mrumer. This may to some, equate as n 'jack-of-llll·trudes and mE1Ster of none,' but the
topics that we deal with are the future products that many will spend years developing
and years to learn how to we efficiently wtd effectively. This is why we ignore no
voice or sub-voice, as all are valuoble before a Guru opinion is given. This cncophony
of opinion means that we design camels instead of horses for the deseru of the world.
'As Gurus, we seem to be aflutter with the future and iii: possibilities, but
without our seriow consideration of the developments in infonnation systems, in all
aspccls of this industry, the industry would be in a far deeper morass than it is today.
The soothsayers, both amateur and the GUn.t-prnfessionals, have a vital role to piny in
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1111y i11dustry, even the vexatious have a role. The major problem facing the Gun.I is one
of direction finding, as all directions in n three or more dimensional model, are serious
possibilities. However, only those seriously considered as profitnble by others that will
ever see the light of day as a final product, and there lay another set of problems, those
great ideas that could transfo!TII a11y industry but have no commercial value will fall by
the wayside, perhaps to be raised ata future time using more advanced technology.
'In a few more words, we are chootic within a set of rules that nre flexible
enough to allow us to function not as a line or plane, but as a three-dimensional plus
"space or volume."

Let me explain.

The Anthill is a direction tow.u:ds a given

endpoint, namely the end ofa project, or some milestone of a project, in other words a
line. The Condor is llI1 area as it hns length and breadth to indicate intent n11d the
control that a Condor h:is over an organisation. The Guru is a space or volume that may
be slatic or in motion, but it is also a display of all the "lower" descriptions, ilrnt is the
Anthill and the Condor. The Anthill being a line, the Condor a plane, within both the
volume and space that is the Guru.

While the space and volume lies within the

perceived needs of organisatioru, it is also the boundary of the suppliers of nil
information system products.
'So you see, as ubiquitous, ever-present, or omnipresent as information systems
may be, it all had to slart with an idea, nnd where that idea crune from is what Gurus do
for a living. Which came first, "the idea or the product?", or "the chicken or the egg?"
What really crune first was the opportunity within a given or potential market, because
without that market, i11fo1TI1ation systems or any other i11dustry would be non-existent
today.'
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CHAPTER9

THE DESIRE TO ADVANCE

I spoke of 'if they so desire' in nil levels of the model, from the Anthill, the
Condor and the Guru level of information systems professioruils. I do this because there
is a major waste of human resources within all industries that use Information System
Professionals
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on encapsulated resource; there is currently the attitude 'once in

Information Sysu:ms, always in Information Sysiems.' This ignores the possibility of
them become far more valuable in line and staff management.
Emancipation
To emancipate oneself from the Anthill, one must desire to become an Action
Researcher, as there are 'real' walls to traverse and Action Research, it seems to me, is
the fa~lest way to resolve this task. This is not easy, as using one's experiences alone,
cannot successfully resolve this undertaking. A willing student who recognises from
their experiences the Jimitations lllld perhnJ}.'l the failures of the Anthill, but can use the
Anthill's resources to the advantage ofthemself and their organisation must leill1l action
Research in the quest for on emE111cipative mindset. Thus equipped, th;s person will find
many of the hurdles that others speak, oflittle import.
On becoming an Anthill Action Researcher

To become an Action Resel!I'Chcr is to utilise one's e:,;periences to advance that
part of the organisation over which they have taken responsibility. They will usu both
tacit and e:,;plicit knowledge to resolve the Anthill's dilemmas and prohiems by also
using Reflective Pmctices to become better at what they do. They are learning ,·bout
critical-thinking. If they carry on the process, and are over the Anlhi\l's wall, by the
time they become Expert, they will ha1'c become thinkeis Ellld reflection agents 11.Jat arc
two steps away from the Anthill. The structures of the Anthill are now pllrt of their
experiences, and not what they were subject to on a daily basis. This Reflective Action
Research advantage is the vanguard of the ability to become Guru or information
systems artists if they so desire. Again it is a perEonal attribute that detennines the level
at which one arrives. For support of this, I used

11!1

article concerning Kor! Marx's
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description in ' ... both the Thesis and lhe Critique, is that lhe proletllriat can break free
only by their self-tnmsfonning action.' {Wolff, 2003)
Anthill Emancipation vin Education
The emancipation of an Anthill dweller that is, from a group systems performer
to a systems and critical thinker will probably require the person to gain further business
education, either within or outside of Information Sysiems. I would prefer an MBA
oul!iide lnformation Systems, as it takes the now student deeper into the real world of
b11,iness and at least one-step away from the information systems facility. They must
learn that the rules of their previous world of networks, MIPS, and the other
parnphemnlia of infonnation systems are no longer primarily applicable at their new
function. This is because they will see themselves and will be seen by others in a new
light, that is, as a profit oriented function of the business and not as a fonn of humansystem link. As they advance away from the Anthill, they still must be awnrc of the
continuing evolution of Information Systems. However, they will oo longer be in a
hands-on situation, they ~re seen as promoted from the Anthill environment, and as a
person whom willingly did that job, until a desire to escape the Anthill wose within
lhcir basket of desirable outcomes.
Advaneiug Away from the Anthill
The now Proficient level professional is working townn:ls the position offa::pert,
by {earning critical-thinking hut what they nre really doing is becoming a more
complete human being, awny from the structured environment to one where they nre
becoming a tacit knowledge originator while utilising the explicit knowledge as
supplied by the Anthill. The previous slave is now earning the right to emancipation, to
be free, mainly by their own efforts and aid from olher Expert level professionals, if
available, and from their own sd of assessmenl!i. I refer you to Hegel's Master-Slave
Dialectic (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1993). The paradox arising is that by being free, the
fonner slave is of greater value to the organisation, es the power the ex-slaves hove
gainod is one of dependence, as the organisation is totally dependent on Ilic information
systems professionals as o group, not of encapsulate intelligent people, but people who
contribute to the effectiveness of Information Systems.
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Adnnelng to Guru
TI1e step to Guru is even more dmmatic. From a Post-Structuralist Expert to a
Post-Modem Guru, if desired, is a step toward become a writer-artist within the
information systems Profession. The Guru is a true forward-thinking professional in
that by using Rcnective Action Research they have mastered lhe reality of the
information systems Profession. They now direct what is to become explicit knowledge
as they originate the new directions for the industry as they are a!lowed time to develop
new perceptions and new approaches lo lhdr profession. They are at the peak of their
Information Systems

A Possible Source orlllegal hackers
I have used this story, one that others support, that if twin brothers with exactly
the same qualifications join the Slll11e organisation, at the same time, and one chooses
infonnation systems becall.'le they believe that information is power, and the other joins
as a junior accountant because they believe that he who control the funds controls
everything, I !l5k the question which of/he bro1hers w//l not have a chance to become

the Chief &eculive Officer?

The answer is always the one choosing Infonnation

Systems. This isolation of highly intelligent professionals is actually a danger to the
existence of the organisation.

If these professionals were to become seriollSIY

disgn.mtled, they could destroy the heart of the organisation, the organisation's
information systems by becoming internal saboteurs, if they are sman enough, and they
usually are, they will never be found out and prosecuted for their actions.
The advancement from a competent information systems Anthill Group
Performer through to whatever levels inside or outside the model, to a hacker/phreaker
is a real problem sourced at the feet of management incompetence md their defence of
their management turf.

This is because of the prodigal wwne of humMity by the

apparent demand by management that its information systems people's advancement
into non-information systems positions, is be denied. It seems that there are capable
information systems professionals who are or can be trained as olhers have been in the
organisation, to be ils forthcoming productive leaders. However, these ex-information
systems professionals as leadeT!i will be leaders who are intimately knowledgeable of
how their organisation works through its information systems resources, but because of
their current and past encapsulation, they are wenk in people skills. However, because
of their superior computer skills, they are quite capable of generating at least the same
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or more likely, better infonnation through the computer bnsed reporting system nnd
from these reports be able to malr.e fundamentolly better decisions for their new
responsibilities than any other mEll!ager is of similar rnnlcing.
Re~e11ge for Be/11g De11ied Orga11/satio11af Associatio11

However, information systems professionals denied the social and business
associations that would make junior manager5 want to spend their carcel'!i with a given
organisation or to advance ns high and as fast ns they dare to try, can become difficult to
keep happy because of this denial. It does not necessarily mean that a disgruntled past
infonnntion systems Profossional will be tempted to cripple a past employer within its
business world, but it can and does happen. It seems that it would not lake much to
open the ranks of management to infonnation systems professionals, it only takes the
will of two sides: that of the organisation and the person concerned.

Marx a11d Escapi11g tlie Foucau/fia,1 Power Description.
If we accept the idea from Marx (Wolff, 2003) that it is up to the peoplo
concerned to educate themselves in order to better th~ir lives, then this also applies lo
the information systems professional. The question is in what area or topics docs a
compclenl level infonTiation systems professional tmin?

Moi,,e or Master of Busi11ess Admi11istrotion?
Viewing lhe professional side of !raining, ,'he competent level professional is
probably looking for marginal improvements or the odd breakthrough from time to
time.

They 1nny want to coMider the problems of larger ins\allations that their

colleagues mny be involved or even smaller installations, as they all may provide a
patliway to a more skilled occnpational level on particular [nfonnation Systems.
However, fundamentally they are ;till competent level professionnls without the
opportunities to advance to higher leveb either of infonnation systems expertise or to
any fonn ofnon-infonTiatioa systems mmagement position.

Other Tr/llni11g leadi11g to Improved Career 0111/ook
If they wish lo improve their management skills, if they consider it necessnry,
then the choice is wider ranging. If they choose to do day or part week training courses
from v;11rious infonnation systems professional and semi-professional bodies or even
information systems supp!ic,s, tl1is will expose them to particular methods to handle
specific or perhaps even a more general set of problems.

However, they remain
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competent level infonnation systems professionals with certnin tn1es ,,f newfound airs
that may lend to a desire to leave the Anthill.

TJ,e Results from Advanced U11/versity Train/11g-Fro111 Positivist to R.!llltMst
If they decide to re-enter the university systems for an advnneed de~ree in
management, such as a Master of Business Administration, or even a Doctor of
Business Administration, or say a PhD, the person concerned has great personal changes
thn.isl upon them. Firstly, if they do a technical or infonnation systems based postgmduate course, wbat is the effect upon their technical skills after say a yenr or two out
of the main stre1U11? Do they slay competent level professionals or EIJ"e they further
along the path to proficient by being aware, through educational experiences, that there
is a Life oulside the rigid positivist sl.nJctumlism Ibey had necessarily endured and
supported as an infonnation systems professional for a very Jong time?

Are there

courses that promote the idea that Information System's structuralism is limiting their
careers? This problem is one of choice of courses and it is problem of what the student
wishes to do with the rest of their now considered career. If they wish to pursue a
career in Anthill level Jnfonnation Systems, then a management degree will probably be
of little use as they are probably at the top level of competency and additional
investigative skills may be of little use when confronted with n serious meltdown of the
organisation's compnter systems. A doc:orate whether in Business Administration or in
the more resenrch based PhD, would probably !ead to a teaching position, as the
organisation that currently employs him or her wi!J probably have no other use for a
professional or research doctorate other than in lheir old employment.

Rewards, Re--e11tr.r, or Scrap Heap?
It is quite possible that such efforts will bring no rewards at all to the seeker of
advanced knowledge in the employment market or in any mElfket where the prerequisite
is a competency level in lnfonnation Systems. This is the challenge the information
systems Professional must face at one time or another in their career, and by el[panding
their skills horizontally, to broaden the range of information systems skills might be the
better move, than a vertical move to exJ)Ellld their formal mwmgement skills. The
management of the organisation may pll'lh the horizontal move, while the astute
information systems Professional will push the vertical dcdsion, either full time or part·
time.
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An example take11/rom my experience ofoi/1ers.
When discussing this in my doctoral colloquium, a newly arrived French
student, aged about 25 years, disagreed, as he stated 'All I want to be ll!ld most ofmy
friends in information systems Wllnt to do, is lo use and be expert (his term) in the
systems that our organisation uses. I do not want anything to do with management.'
I agreed with him,

EIS

!his is his attitude today, but what about his attitude 10

years from now?

Ad~anced Degrees for informot/011 systems pro/l!l'Sio11ofs
As discussed above the question of advanced degree for information systems
professionals is an awkward question. If the infonnation systems professional wishes to
leave their profession of information systems then a Master of Business Administration
(MBA) may be the way out of this lime, skill, and humnn-greedy profession. In other
parts of almost any organisation, we may find senior management striving for advanced
degrees for their managers of all levels, but what of those in infonnntion systems?
What of the it1fonnation systems professional who seeks a generalist Masters degree,
and then decides to specialise in finance and international trade? Where would they fit
in the general management charts of the lnfonnation System's home organisation?
Would they bother working for their old organisation or seek greener fields elsewhere, a
cost to their last employer? Why is the information systems Professional automatically
denied entry into higher management as a competent MBA only to be offered a position
back witl1in the Anthill of iofonnation systems is also an importnn\ question, as
happened to me, and others? These arc some of the questions, and [ will offer some
solutioru.

Tiie /:ro/at/011 o/1/Je i11/ormat/on systems Pro/l!Ssio11af as a Stude11t
What I have discussed above represenl:i the cutting orf the links to infonnation
systems by an information systems competency level employee. The probable situation
is that this person is so valuable to the organisation where he or she is currcotly located,
that lo allow them to take a place in the general management of tlle organisation may
well upset the planning of careers of management trainees destined for greater positions,
whether or not tlley have any competency in Infonnntion Systems. On the otller side of
the coin, the information systems facility will also be one competent pe!'iiOn short until
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that position is filled. This is a possible lose-lose situation for the organisation and a

no-win situation for the now MBA qualified information systems professic>nal.
I will now look at this from following perspectives. Fin;tly, the information

systems employee knows how the system works. In other words. the gathering of daLa,
its transformation illto information and its extraction into reports is something the
information systems professional

C!lll

do exceptionally well.

In

II

fow words, the

information systems professional can get things done cheaper and fil3ter than his
collegiate of similar level junior or even senior managers. He or she is therefore a

perceivc:<l and real threat to the junior hicmrchy of the organisation, particularly if they
have a general MBA and not a technical one. Secondly, anned with an adv!lllCcd degrc!l
in management and with the aid of their infonnation systems experience, their ability to
perceive problems ond their solutions allows them to trend into an:ns reserved for Board
level management. Finally, this may lead the information systems Professional to leave
for other organisations more receptive to the aim, whether achievable or not, of
excellence evolved from the previous frustration of perceived isolation from the actual
line rn:magement of the organisation, or worse engage in active or pE1Ssive sabotage as
an internal hacker. 1 would, in reality suggest that the person so described will allow his
current organisation full opportunity to allow their involvement in the real m!lllllgern!lnt
of the organisation prior to leaving, yet opportunities for such internal promotions after
such educational effort remain few, particularly, it seems in Australia, and Western
Australia in particular.

Tlie Costs ofSeeking Freedom ond Emanr:ipotion
The only thing an advanced degn:c cnn do for the informa1ion systems
professional, currently, it seems to me, is to be able to escape the information systems
can:eral nnd cnst otT the bejewelled Can:nnct of the cel1ain and sheltered life in
infonnalion systems and join the real world of uncertainty. However, the risks an:
substantial, as I personally, and other similarly educated, have found.

Metomorpltosls i11to Projlclen/ and &pert
I have found through n:searcbing for this model that there is a way that the
information systems professional can shift into a higher position and n:main in the
information systems business, if they so desire.

I believe that the way, if the

information systems professional desires to move up the organisation, ls to become a
critical-thinking participative and professional reflective practitioner, again we meet
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these terms. This means that they will undertake advanced manngement studies, such as
a Master of Business Administration, but do so using as a research model, rencctivc
practices. This methodology would allow them to discover, refine, nnd refine again
their research data that allow:. them to remain in information systems, but with a
different attitude than the hanl positivism information systems requires moment by
moment. By moving away from the day-to-day operations of information systems, they
are now reporting not to local management but to the highest levels of management in
the organisation, namely the board of directors. This sepamtion allows these reflective
practitioners to explore the knowledge bases of the information systems department and
its relationship to the rest of the organisation without local management interference.
This is a new position to serve better the organisation by having free access IO
management in reporting possibilities, problems, and apparent solutions. It also allows
the organisation to es• .. '11ish and maintain a collegiate of similar information systems
e:,:perts across industry.

With a similar purpose, these experts now have greater

underlying principles to their professional standing as they utilise their professional
action research to series of policy driven actions. These policies developed by their
colloquium in a similar way as the medical profession with, here iu A.ustmlia, their
various colleges of practitioners, without the restrictions of these medical colleges.
A Colfoquirurr Solut/011
This does not mean however that they are effectively isolated from the rest of
the management structure; it means that their role is to ensure that the role of
information systems is satisfied according to the policies laid down by the board and
their Information System's colloquium. This means that they arc not Chief Information
Office~ (CJOs) or nny other Chief or manager, they arc more than that. They are giving
guidance to their organisation, industry, suppliers of information systems, and to their
community ns a whole. 1cal\ them Condo!"!i, after the largest flying bird, also a forager,
as are anlli.

Condoros Oveneer
The analogy of the Condor to that ofan expert is apt in sevcml ways. Fir!itly, as
a vulture, it keeps the information systems facility clean. Eswblishing and enforeing
best practices and constnnlly improving these practices in conjunction with othe!"!i in his
or her colloquium, and outside that colloquium.

By being the main filter for
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esleblishing procedures, and establishing best practices that

lll1l

enforceable and are

enforced.
However, it is not within the organisation that the power of this position is
appm:nt; it is outside and away from the people that manage people and things, and not
for the overoll functioning of the firm, which is the main stlength of this position it is
neither line nor staff. By allowing trade relationships to develop under the guidance of
say Business-to-Business links and other similar constructs, th!.' common developments
among disparate businesses can allow the newly emergent virtual organisations to have
a feasible and legal foundation.

Until that happens, I do not believe that virtual

organisations can exist.

Tfle Second Lost Metamorpl,osis
The second last metamorphosis is that of Condor to Guru State is perhaps the
most interesting change that

1111

information systems Professional may undertake within

their chosen profession. The term Guru means teacher, and is an apt term for !his
change.
The change from information systems graduate, to novice, to advanced beginner,
to competent, is really the first shift in the work ofan information systems Professional.
This shift is not really a metamorphosis in a true business sense; mther it is a nature!
progression. When the information systems professional realises that their career is
more of the same fon:ver more, they have at \east matured enough to sense that there
must be more to life than creating, imtalling, and maintaining a mountain of electronic
machinery. There is nothing wrong wilh staying in information systems; however, it
seems to me to be such a wnste of intelligent humanity.

The Desire to Siii.fi Vpwords
The desire to shift is lhe crux, wilhout that desire to become something more
than an information systems Professional, lhe result can only lead l.iJ entrapment into a
profession from which there is no escape. This procession may be !he desire ofa 15
year old, but not ofa mature adult who wishes more than the re-cycling of their learning
abilities as the improvement to hardw.:Jre and software occur. The model shows that it is
only through reflective practitioner research that n smooth progress can be achieved
leading to a choice ofa shift to lhe management career path or to lhat ofan information
systems expert. This is lhe ~trength of such a career move, but fil1it lhe peraon mll5t
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desire change so lhat lhe op•ions may open to lhem. For lhem to learn lhe complexities
and practices of reflection, they must enrol in such colll""!les that will allow lhem to be
able to shift to reflective practice resean:h. This is what allows the competent to see
what information systems deny them as productive and intelligent human being~.

From Expert to Virtuoso
The next metamorphosis is from expert to Vinuoso, the lowest of the Guru clnss.
This level's achievem!mt is by learning and using profossionai action research that leads
them, as the chart sl.lltcs 'The joy of being, doing, learning, ,:n:ating, being, thinking,
educating, art, business, language', in olhcr words to become the artist-writer in de
Beauvoir's terms. Leading away from the expert into the art ,•nd of the profession is not
for everyone, as you are as far away from lhe Anthill as

JOU

can be and yet be an

infornmtion system professional. Here we have people who are ycar:s ahead of the
Anthill, these who hnve rm boundaries to their thinking and arc the more artistic lhnn
most, ns they will probably choose beauty over lhe efficient but ugly.

Tiie Viki11g Adventurer or the ConserJ10/fve Temple Dwefli11g Sage
I was reading Kenneth Clark's 'Civilisation,' {Clark, i 969)a book version ofhis
television series, when he mentioned the 'conservatism of the temple,' and lhe
'advenlumusness of the Viking.' Here we see two images, one a temple and the other a
Vil:iri.g long boat. This imagery seems to encapsulate the range of attitudes oflhe Guru,
from ultra conservative to ultm adventurousness. These people will determine the
future of infomrntion systems, and they need not be right most of the time.

From

virtuoso to cultural master is lhe ending of the Dreyfus model, but I would add another
[eve!, that of free thinking person, who income source is that of a cultural master, but
whose time is employed es a unique human being greatly innuencing humanity. This
Inst stage is the last major metamorphosis, and perhaps very few will even consider such
a step, or have such a step imposed upon them.
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CHAPTER 10

A METAPHOR OF INFORMATION WARFARE.

Introduction
I am considering the aspects of Michel Foucault's ide8s on power, and the imnge
of the motion picture about WWI! entitled 12 O'clock High is hnmediately conjured up
in my mind. This movie discussed and used in my MBA. classes as an example of a
disaster turning to success and then turning to disaster to the person who did the
necessary fixing of the initial problems. This story is about, I believe the fictional 9 l &th
Bomber Wing of the USAAF based in Britain in 1942.
The opening scene

is a well-dressed man wandering the streets of London, say in

the early l 950's, ond his attention is taken by

o broken Toby mng in the window of

secon-d hand, perhaps antique shop in London, which he purchnses.
The next scene is at a, now disused, air brue somewhere in Englund. The man
stands before what is left of the control tower, and

we immediately return to the time of

the war.
The mun we will soon discover wns the Chaplain of the 91 Sth American Anny
A.ir For,;e Wing. The mug seems to be the one that functioned ns a good luck chann or
even a curiosity by a group of American aviators. It sat on the mantle piece of the
Officer's mess, where the Pilots, Bombardiers, and other Officers drank themselves inlo
a form of oblivion, knowing that tomorrow they would probably die. We hear the
music, see the drinking and the stunned, but raucous celebrations necessary to mainlnin
the snnity of those who may be about to die, a simile ofa Gladiators possible linnl night.
We then see these very same men landing their air,;mft at the oirfield, shot fu)l of
holes, but still mruginally ny-ablc, the ambul:inces taking away the wounded, and then
the dead. We then see ground crew searching the sky for other late incoming aircraft,
too dwnnged to keep np with the formation or nee\ and by some miracle have kept
themselves in the air, under some fonn of control in order to fight again tomorrow.
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We see in the distance, and up close by an auial i:hol an American B·l 7, heiwily
damaged, one engine feathen:d, l!llother engine is leavi'ag a heavy smoke trail as it is on
the verge of destroying itself. It is a fact that a B·l 7 lllllnot fly on three engines, as it
CEIII

only slowly descend toWClfds the hard earth or the ~nvcloping sea surrounding the

island it calls home. This aircmfl apparently has only 2 Y, engines and it seems tliat this
airornfl is solely and only held up by a rapidly tiring guarriian angel as it raggedly turns
towards the runway to land. It has no landing ge::r, it has little left of its control
surfaces, now too low for the crew to bail out, the airorafl has no al1em91:ve, to survive
is everything, and that means to land: now.
The aircraft lands roughly, it is not under any control except by the laws of
Newton, it slides everywhere, propellet11 are bent, engines seize, nnd eventually the B·

17 stops. Ambulonces and fire trucks sirens scream as they race out to the aircrall
before it becomes an inferno. The crash cn:w jumps into the aircraft looking first for
wounded, while the fire fighters spray the engines to prevent fire from perhaps split fuel
lines. Then we sec the wounded carried out, nnd shortly a/l.erWHn:ls, what is left of the
dead.
It has been a bad day nt the office for the 9\Bth Bomber Wing - again.
This is apparently the Foucaultinn method of historical description.

Of the

history that leads up lo this incident: we are told nothing more than what has happened
at this critical point in time. At this critical point, there is a description of a particular
change that arrecls the rest of the story, in this CB!ie, the story of the 918th, nnd this
seems to be the way Michel Foucault describes tlie history of iru;titutional chnnge such
as within prisons and other power wielding organisatioru;.
The similarities are quite striking with the techniqnes of telling a story by stage
or motion picture, and Foucault has been criticised for this approach, EIS it does not
overly prepare the groundwork ofhistoi:ical explnnation.
Consider the motion picture. What is the power, its form, its souroe and its use
!hat make generally sane men go back to a situation that in normal times would be
considered insane? What is the power used to promote these, in normal times, suicidal
tendencies? Are they the very s11mc powers in non-war, typically peaceful business
situations? Is the sense ofbe\onging, within the dynamics ofa group, so stmng that the
group ignores the rules of normal and civilised behaviour so that the participants
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become a group of rule ignoring Exper15 or better, or have they become something else?
Is this the ultimal.e corporate culture - death before dishonour?
When does power change humans into a creature whose only fonn of
satisfaction is survival, or beating the system, or joining a team lirnt is abfo to win froin
its current disastrous position or all of these?
Power
lfwe consider the above metaphor ilS a form of reality, not reality itBelf but ns a
Jean Baudrillard Simulacn.im (Baudrillard, 1995), a cnsc of the use of power, then the
power expressed in the simulation car, be<:ome a reality if the audience believes that the
theatrical treatment of the use and abuse of power in an artificial and presented fonn of
entertairnnent is nn acceptable llSe of power. This also raises the prospect not of the
abuse of power within a theatrical enl.ertainment, but illi transmullltion into a real
situation where there is no gualBlltee of success, by its we as sho•l'!l in the media. It is
the media that presents this situation as a successful method lo use in real life situations,
which may mislead ns it artificially prescnl.:i a 'slice of life' as a scripted sequence. As
there is no script to life in a reality, I can be arguing that no script a!lows art to imitate
any reality.

This expressed in an extract of Adorno and Horkheimcr's book at

www.marxist.org

(Adorno

Horkheimer, 1993).

Perhaps it is better to use

indoctrination as the operator here.
By indoctrinating the corporate cultural ideu!s and ideas of 'Loyalty and Duty'
into tile minds of receptive people deeply desirous of a given aim, abuses of power can
be mnde acceptable

3li

otherwise the tenn 'Disloyal Traitor' or 'Lack of Moral Fibre'

can and will be used against the unconvinced individual. As a member ofa large social
group or nation, such pejorative terms applied to the individual or the threat to use them,
and the possible personal consequences that cnn follow, usually leads to some fonn of
reluctant acceptnnce by the individual of otherwise intolerable conditions of existence
and of their action, within that existence. When this goes be}ond the individual and
per:;ona! cases, and applied to inore lllld more groups until it be~ome a national policy,
we hnve what happened in Gennany fonn 1932 lo 1944, in the then Soviet Union and
its sa!Jlllite states, and later in China and its satdlites. I therefore consider the individual
to be a microcosm of the group and the group ofa community and so on.
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It is this Simulacrum; it is the pretence and promise of real poWl:r given to the
infmmation systems Professional that occupies this work, and the surrounding power's
limits, power's uses and abuses that yields limited opportunities for these professionals.
lt is however, not limited just to iofo1TI1ation systems professionals, but to almost any
profession that has similnr encapsulating environments.
Let me explain this further.
Dispersal of authority has become a cliche in business science studies, and all
students learn that you ca1U1ot overly centralise authority, as one person can make not
all decisions. This devolution of authority allows minor and major 1kcisions made by
those with the ostrnsible and real authority to do so; the act of the servant is the act of
the master so to speak. Authority is assumed to mean a combination of responsibility
and the power to use that responsibility to the benefit of the body granting both power
and responsibility.
Yet little mention is made of dispersal of power. Responsibility without the
power to control that responsibility presents itself as an e:,;ample of bad management
practice, yet responsibility seems to be the filllt item dispersed and the necessary power
to control that responsibility seems to be the last item for dispersal.

Power is not

willingly shared, yet we acknowledge that real power, not the authority to use it i\ the
greater treasure for an employee to posses. How must we explain poWl:r in the case of
this work? I locked at Foucault's after-word in Dreyfus and Rabinow's book. (Dreyfus

& Rabinow, 1982)
Power is the way in whkh human beings tum themselves into subjects. (Ibid.,

p. 208)
Foucault as described in Dreylus and Rabinow chapter 9 (Dreyfus & Rabinow,
1982) indicates three analytics of powerthe move to cu\turul practices and power,
ritual practices that combine knowledge and power,
the concept ofbio-power that includes political structwes within the human
sciences lo s11pport domir.ation.
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I will show the utilisation of all of these analytics in discussing the problems of
information systems career paths.

The Hegelian Master.Slave Parable Updated.
The pamble of 'The Master and the Slave' is where two antagonists are involved
in a fight lo the death, the victor instead of claiming the life ofth~ vnnquished spares the
life of his defeated adver:mry by making UUl.t person promise to be their slave in
exchange for their life.

The now slave, however, eventunl!y wins by becoming so

necessary for ll,e well-being of his master that it is the master who must react to the
actions of the slave and not the other way around. The master loses most of what they
had in the form of abilities to hnnt for fond, prepare and cook it, bnild shelter and so on.
The Ma~ter has left it to the slave to do this mundane bnt necessary work and thereby
the slave becomes incrr.asingly v,werful in the life of the master. This ze:-o-sum power
game is the result even as the total power sourced from by the master is shifting from
the fir:9t instan~e of enslavement. The power shift from the master to !lie slave goes on
until there is some form of equivalence, E10d even though the master still has power of
life or death over the slave, the slave has a better chance of survival if the master dies
than if the situ~tion is reversed.
The following analysis is indebted to Kamal (Kamal, 2004), Steinhcut (Steinhart,
1998) and Hegel (Hegel, 2004). The slave goes through the same number of stages as
docs the master, but the slave through education be.:omes s1ronger as the ma!iler avoids
educat''>n for 'mastery.' The. process over time is as follows:

Sla~e Goats

Master Gof/ls

Survival

One to be served

Educated, independent servant

Dependent and ignorant

Free spirit

Captive spirit

Artisan

Customer

The slave at the end of the process now hns more power than the master had at
the beginnhig, as the master needs the slaw, in order to survive both physically and
mentally.
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That parable is apt for the politico-socio-economic time of Hegel, when slavery
was still acceptable in many western cultures; however, in a modem sense it seemed to
have only limited and historical educational uses.

If I were to modify the model only slightly to account for lhc modem indusuial
and information age, we would now have a situation where there arc three partners in
lhis new Hegelian MC1Ster·Machine-Slav1J model for these modem times.
At this time, the Master is now a cmporate structure with levels of management
and conswners of data within the organisation that is dependent upon nn Information
System that can modify at its externally sourced whim, the organisation itself, as the
organisation serves the Information System, and not the reverse. This to such an extent
lhal for the sake of ell.'lc of implementation and installation, but not human cos!s, that
the Information

System determines the duties and processes of all employees

irrcspedivc of the original intent of their positions within that organisation prior to the
irutall:ition of that purchased and packaged Information £ystem. This means, in its
clfect that management and employee are separated from their now unc!aimable power,
but not the responsibility associated wilh their wmk, and also separated from their
personal interest in their careers, 11nd their talents and education. The power of the
Master and slave evaporates because of a force that both neither can have control, nor
innue11ce over; the Information System purchased and ins I.a.lied by the actions of the
highest corporate body, the Board of Directors. If the machine or Information System is
gaining power at the cost of the human-based mnnagcment and workers, what hi!.!i
become of the slaves or artisans as we now refer to them, who also serve the computer,
but in entirely dilferent ways?
Tile artisans now serve a different follll of master; they are lhc information
system~ professionals who serv. the organisation's computer systems, as well as the
managcment as employees.

This situation presents the first of the contradictory

evidence within !his work. Jflhe management ofa corporation were losing power to the
Jnfornmtion System and its servants, why would an info1T11ntion systems professional
wish to enter management?

ls the transition from m11nagemcnt by professional

managers to management by information processes taking too long or is the resistance
from the professional managers to allow the dismemberment of whole levels of
profcs~ional manngct!i cunently overwhelming this inevitable process? Which junior
and middle manager would wc!come and aid a process that causes the evaporation of all
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their networking and team building, indeed their entire power-base? What and where
are the soun:es of the future top ranking managers of organisations?

Will these

positions be necessary? Will the Board of Din:ctors now become the senior level of
day-to-day management or will managers at a much lower !evel than today provide that
service?

These questions apply only to those organisations !hat accept totally the

requirements of Enterprise Resource Planning systems instead of their own established
requirements, the most expensive option of all in the insllllling of such systems.
There is, it seems, cum:ntly no limit to the requirements of Enterprise Resource
Pl111U1ing systems. There are businesses who sum:nder their management processes to
external sources established ¢lsewhere, and the real question is when will management
as a science and art be noted more as an interpreter ofreporu, an initiator of reports and
studi.:s and a so\lfCe of actions based upon what a computer system states is nctun!ly
happening, and then hoping that is the actual case.
More importantly, where will the artisans who will install, maintain, and make
the relevant decisions concerning such information systems come from, what value will
their training and education have, and how long will it hold its value im:speclive of the
system nsed? Vitally, what skills will be required outside of information systems to
make the organisation function

EIS

the top manager.; of the organisation require?

New questions arise. Who are the slaves and who ore the enslaved, and where is
the source of power that controls everything? Can only free people be enslaved, while
slaves can never be?
This work, I consider is a forerunner of other works to address this and other
problems thnt it seems wi!l confront us within the foreseeable future. However, I can
see !hat a future magnate of any industry will have to be an information systems
Professional llrst and an entrepreneur second in order to control their organisation.
My conclusion is that the new model is slave-machine-slave or in modem
parlance- management-machine-anisnn where the machine utterly reliant upon
management and artisan to keep its existence, u:hile lhc management and the artisan
caJUlOI survive without the machine for the power, n:wards, and emp\oymer.t such
positions olfer. Perhaps a form of symbiosis now exists, ultimately controlled by a
natural God-like Board of Directors.
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Tliat industry and humanity, politically, socially, and economically, is i!1
prepared is one the topics of !his work. I have no:-: dealt with !he deep psychological
insigltl.l of Hegel's parable when applied to competing aspects of the human psyche.
Indeed some would argue lhat the parob!e is an insightful and fruitful way of describing
the way the Darwinian natural selection per.ad es all living processes.
Chapter Conclusion
We have seen the chronological and antobiographica! sources of the title of this
work, the methods of expn:s.5ing melaphorieel descriptions, the research space from
which is sourced the research and its investigation, and a series of initial assertions.
What we have seen is probably a lack of willingness by all parties to relinquish power,
even !hough power is a temporary gill or even responsibility.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSION

I began this thesis, in the Abstract section, with a picture rather than with words.
In this post-modem Figure 1.1, I pictorially tell the evolution of this thesis from the
original investigation in disaster recovery procedures, through to information systems
I.raining and career pnlhs, right through tot he development of a model of the modem
industrial situation exemplified by the infonnntion systems professional.

It is

interesting that this Conclusion chapter ha.<i been prefigured by Figure I.I, in the sense
that the message of this Conclusion has already been told right nt the beginning of the
thesis.
In Figure I I.I below, 1 prefigure the ending of this conclusion, in that the
description and analysis of this figure needs further research, perhaps

BS

another

doctoral thesis with an initial title of Can critical-thinkers-orlislic-writers sove on

industry?

ARTLST WRITER
CRITICAL THINKER
Figure l I.I A Modification of De Beauvoir's Artist-Writer and Critical Thinker Model

At this place, I give a summary of this work to allow a thoughtful reader to
consider what has been placed before them, even though this conclusion has been
placed before them as a rich picture at the very begiMing of this work
The plan of the thesis und the table of contenl.'i, yields what has been presented
in 1111 orderly fashion, yet does not point to the inner workings of the author. I will start
with the first and perhaps satisfy the latter.
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I stnrted wilh n ql.lllint travelogue in the Prologue, to describe the tour or journey
!hat was undertaken by me voluntarily, and by the reader Jess so. T11e potential for this
journey is great: redefinitions of what organisations could provide to its professional
employees.
This in my mind is more than an enclosed office, a cubical in

!Ill

open p!nn

office, or simply a desk somewhen: in the appropriate division or department of the
organisation. This homogenised office demands homogenised people, something [ was
told that even the Cullum! Revolution in China during the !960's failed to accomplish.
Why then do Wesu:rn Businesses almost take it as a given lhat homogenised employees,
or the team or teamwork is lhe pathway to improved daily, weekly, monthly, and
quarterly results? This makes no sense to encapsulate creative human beings into a ncEII"
strict monnstic workplace and then to expect great efficiencies and elrectiveness from
tbese people, irrespective of their own coruidered responsibilities towards their
emplo)'ment.
Then we came to explwmtions of writing styles, and lhe senrch for n title and
research questions, in Chaplen; 1 and 2 respectively. Here I introduce the writing style,
the rcscarch mclhodology, action re,seareh, and the area of investigation. (lnforrnalion
Systems.) The preliminary journey had many miss-steps until the final direction was
found, purely by serendipity or fortunate nccidenl This was the continuing questions:
"What is an employee in lhe !nfonnntion Systems area as a human being?"
The simple answer is that they are metaphorically enslaved to their employers
through their interest in making a computer do as it ;., programmed effectively nnd
efficiently, just ns these employees do to their employen;. Accordin~ to my thesis
Derrida's "simulacrum" reigns supreme without a countervailing force to control its
actions, nil within a model created by Dreyfus thnt concerned lhe learning ofa lang!lllge.
In Chapter 3, the Hteroture review, examines topics concerned with slavery,
enslavement, emancipation, freedom, and power, with n:ferences to structuralism, poststructunlism, and then on to post-modernism. The use of secondary resources cam
about because of n reaction to a translation of Husserl's, "Ideas Pertaining ta a Pure

Phe11ornenolagy 011d to II Phenome110/11gfca/ Ph//asaphy."
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Chapter 4 wru my autobiographical explnnation of myself wilhin the
Information Systems industry in Australia. [ can conclude lillle else thnn lo say that it
was a mixed bag of results, but it did give to me the necessary experiences to write a
doctorol thesis.
Chapters 6, 7, :,nd 8 source 11nd expand the model thal wns developed from the
Dreyfus model into a coherent description of reality using the techniques of imaginative
voices in describing their roles within the model. Thero arc no conclusions here, only
descriptions.
Chapter 9 describes options for the [nfonnation Systems employee wishing to
advance themselves into positions that lead to real power, eilher within their
mganisation or within their industry, such as it is. The emphasis here is on tl1e human
cost of such people who wnnt a serious change, other than

II

forthcoming disaster by

walking away, as so many Information Systems trained an( skilled persons do today.
This chapter may offer some hope to those seeking serious ch...nge to their careers.
Chapter JO uses a motion picture, one used during my MBA studies and the
Hegelian Master-Slave dialectic to show that the previous investigatioru within this
work are not unique or unsnpporled outside of this work itself. Whal drives, in my
opinion, people to face uncertainty and possible death is little different from utilising the
corporate culture found in today's organisations, in particulllf in the responsibility
foisted upon and gratefully accepted, in the short term at least, by new Information
Systems professionals. However, the Hegelian Master-Slnvc dialectic then comes into
play, (although it tends to be metaphorical rather than real) for lhe Information Systems
professional, but it can be modified to suit the reality.
Chapter !2 or Epilogue is used to express a fonn or self-argument, looking for
imperfections in this work, by 1,1ising the questions the reader will 11.!ik directly or
indirectly, in a dream sequence. This dream sequence is followed by II self-examination
ofthe dream.
So what does all of this mean?
The new sentence in this work, as Bob Dick describes a thesis, is really a
statement concerning a forthcoming redesign of organisations around its infonnation
technology department, division, or section. Power over money, the eye of the needle
as described in every auditing textbook, remaira wilh general mnnagement; a!! other
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power is s]ow!y moving to information technologists. The actual labouring work will
still be done by the semi-skilled and u115killed, with the de-skilling of jobs to continue at
a great rate, until the skilled worker is also nn information technologist.
The problem is that in previoll5 and in current organisations, the promotion
ladder in soles, line, and staff sectioM of an organisation were evolved over nenrly a
century of Taylorism. In my thesis, I contend that it is time that a serious rethink of
organisational structure. This for no other reason than the lines of line nnd sta!Tare now
irreversibly blurred by technology, yet the uganisation charts neither renect such
change they also do not renect the actual power structures within an orgnnisotion due to
this fundnmental change.

CHAPTER 12

EPILOGUE

AN HEURISTIC STORY TO SUPPORT MY THESIS

Introduction

I renect upon major themes of the thesis by using a dialogue within a dream
sequence. Whilsl the beginnings of the dialogue attunl!y occum:d in a dream I had
during the night c,f J7 Moy 2003, I edited, changed, and significantly added to what I
remember of the dream. Hence, the following dialogue is fictional. That said I wn
deliberaiely using lhis fictional style of writing in this section of the thesis. Wh.y, is
because I nm enacting lhe heart and spirit of heuristic inquiry (Mmutalms, 1990)?
Tesch states that:
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"Qualitative researchers ... have found ways of evaluating the outcomes of
programs through lhe description and comparison of cases, the development of
typologies, classification and cross classification, the propositions of 'linkages'
between processes and outcomes, and even the translation into melllpho!ll."
(Tesch, 1990)
The Dream's Questions

To prepare lhe reader for the dream dialogue to follow, I will give

Ell\

outline of

the major questions presented.

Why did you begin this level of study?
What is the title of your thesis and why did you choose this title?
Explain to us the research metbod used and lhe reason you chose it?
What is the history of this project?
Why arc you using phenomenology as part of your philosophical
foundations?
What are lhe major sources of your research data?
What are lhe major sources of your research methodology?
What are the major sources of your research philosophical foundation?
From what you have told us, the conclusions you will reach were apparent
at the early stages or perhaps even before you began your research. Is this
not a self-fulling result? A simple confinnation of your ideas?
You have not answered the previous question with a yes or no.
I feel that you are uncomfortable. Did you expect us to rubber-stamp our
approval?
Why didn't you use a positivist approach?
However, where is the rigour in your research?

Just because you have

described a problem, iis costs to humanit~, and the communit~ as a whole,
you still need to have rigour and validity, and generalisability!
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I find Rich Modelling a conundrum.

Soft Systems introduced the rich

picture, and you are introducing the Rich Model, a modification, a good
one, but

a modification nonetheless. In your case, it seems to e:,;press the

obvious, so where do you go from here?
thus relate a dream and the !llsult of the dream is the e:,;p]anation of the
investigation methodology used and the !llason why action research of Professionals in
Proctiee is the only logical approach for this investigation.
There are eight characters in this story about a drenm·Myself.

-A doctoral colleague.
-A major anti-Action Research Professional Practice judge, who is also the
chair of the committee.
-Another supporter of the Chainnan.
-Two remaining memben;, who are not open supporters of the Chair, bnt are
apparently more open-minded concerning research, particularly in the social
sciences.
-One non-voting committee member who is allowed only to m;k questions.
Beginning of the Dream
The story line is this:
I nm [15[eep, when there is a banging on my front door, I get up and answer the
door, and it is my doctoral colleague, who grabs me by the hand and drags me into his
car. He tells me that there is a demanded repeat of the proposal stage of my doctorate
and we must be at the examination iec\Ulll thealro in fitleen minutes, e\'en though it is
some 40 kilorr.elrcs/24 miles away. If I nm not present on time, my Doctorate is an
automatic rejection. I ruk how we to get there on time; I am not even dressed! I am
naked! My colleague says not to worry; he knows a short cut and his cnr can go very
fast indeed!
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We nrrive and I am ushered, naked, into

a very large room with a well·lit and

sma!l dreulnr stage and I directed by a sniggering attendant to get on the stage and wait.
Nervously I wish I had some clothes on as I am not all that good looking naked, or in
this situation, at all comfortable.
While I am con,idering my current situation, the room seems to shrink. I also
notice thnt Danse Maeabro by St. Saens being played through the public address
system. I then realise that there are five moving black room partitions moving towards
me in the darkened stage, ns an appnrent cadre of five dance!li nre moving in time to the
music. I now notice that ench dancing partition is equipped with a set of lights on each
top comer, and each partition is nashing in turn like a ~et of Christmas lights - red,
yellow, and green. As these partitions close upon me and begin to form a pentagon
shape, these lights stop flashing as they form !he final shape tl1at surrounds me and the
podium on which I um standing almost shivering from the appar,,nt cold nnrl nerves of
what I am about to undergo.

T/111 Jloicc and tl,e Ligl,~
One of the partition's red lights comes on, and an amplified voice speaks CIS ifit
is coming from this partition. It seems to say-"! am sorry to get you up and here on
such short notice, but if you want your Doctorate to proceed, you must be passed by the
majority here present. YoL1 will notice that there arc five partitions. Only four can vote,
and the fifth is to ask questions as we\! as the other four. Four of us arc experienced
researchers, the fifth is not, and we will all Mk questions which may seem facile or even
stupid, but you must answer all the questions put to you.
Tl,e Rulu ofl/111 Proposal Exaniinatitm

"The rules and they are S in number are: !fa question is to be asked, a red light
will appear over a partition. If the answer is satisfactory, a green light will then glow
canccl!ing the red, and tl1en the next red light attended to by you in right-lwnded
sequence, that is the next question is the one to the right of the prcvioU5 partition. If
further clarification is required from you, a yellow light wiil glow and will remnin so
until a green light cancels the yellow, and then you will answer the next question in
sequence. !fa red light goes out because it is the same question posed by nnother one of
us, you are to continue in the swne manner to the next red light. Is that unde!lltood by
you?"
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I answer "yes", and repeat lhat I will proceed to !he right to a red light, and keep
on going in lliat clock-wise circulnr direction.
"At the end of !his cxnmination a vote will be wken, if a majority support your
work, you will proceed with your rcsew:ch, wi!h !he full support of the university, from
all facilities and faculties to ensure your success. If you fail here, you fail and you will
leave the university as a past student who did not meet the requirements of the
Doctorate Program. This process known ru the "Perisher" means there is no second
chance. Is that understood by you?"
I again answer ''yes."
A single red light glows and it is on the partition of where the initial voice seems
to radiate.
"You may wonder why you are naked, on a stage, with bright lights
concentraterl upon you. This idea is not new. It believe that the potential Emperot1i of
the Roman Empire, when it was a Republic had to stand naked in the Forum, to show
the wounds to their body gained from seivice to Rome. The Shakespew:ian play entitled
Coriolanus uses this fact as part of the play, and when Coriolanus refuses to show his
wer wounds,-and well that was a play WdSn't it?
"However, to achieve the status of Doctor at this UnivP~Sity is no easy task, we
too ha.Ve a responsibility, not only to I.he university, but to the world where you will
work, teach, or speak authoritatively upon your chosen field. We must know more
about you and how you have changed in almost every area and what you will, in our
judgement, potentially become. Perhaps the Born Again or Anew term is apt, rnd we
apologise if you find this phr115e religiously offensive.

No Care,' No Rupo11sibility
"We offer you nothing but our prejudices, our experiences and our judgements
over which !here is no appeal. We care not if you fail; we also cw:e very little if you
pass, as the world is the final judge about your work. If you pass, you will be welcome
eveiywhere where men nnd women of intelligence nnd learning congregate lo listen and
learn from their colleagues, all in the passion for making the world a better place
through examining, questioning and reflecting.
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''1lle awarding of degree of Doctor is not an end; it is just the beginning of a
new beginning, possibly started by your research.
"My question is ... " and the red lisJits went on all around me as he began.

Q11estior,s Posed/or Drea171 Sequence.
Why .did )'011 begi11 this level ofstudy'/
The main reason is the same reason why men climb moWJlllins - because it is
there. There is no logical reason why a person ofmy age should want to del\'e into the
highecst realms of academic study other than perhnps the egocentric reason because I am
able to do so. I am an avid reader and have become more so since I began this project.
On its own, this is just not a good enough reason however, to spend so much time and
effor1, just to satisfy one's ego with the earned title of Doctor Ed rather them a plain
Mister Ed. It goes much deeper than that. The living of the good life us described I
believe by Socrutes, is pcu1 of that reason. You have to live with yourself whatever the
situation otherwise madness may follow. This is no idle statement, as I have known or
known about intelligent people who litenJlly go mad because of the boredom of the
typical banal life style called Western Civilisation, here in Australia.
Look at our lifestyles and an intelli!Jent person will see that there is much
Jacking, not materially or even spiritually, but in the lack of true mental stimulation that
allows you to consider what the value of your life, not to others but to you us an
individual. This is not selfishness; it is humanity, r,ot as a vast population, but as a
population of one. If! as a human being improve, by education, my outlook on life and
humanity, then all humanity must gnin by some small amount. This is the Slllile action
that arises from a thesis, an addition to available knowledge.
Heuristics, the act of lmowledge discovery, to me is a pleC15urable exercise, to
some others it is drudgery. I find that if you wish to describe me

a.s a person in two or

three words it would be by using the terms Heuristic Enquirer.
That mises the question of where do Heuristic Enquirers go when the desire for
more lmow!edge confronts them?
Perhaps, on further contemplation, a better question is "What do Heuristic
Enquirers do with the new and important learning and knowledge they now possess?"
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If they do not publish then it is like whistling in tn.e wind; only the whistler knows the
tune.

Wliat is Ille title ofyo11r tl,esis 1md wliy did yo11 cl,oose tJ,is title?
That is a very difficult ask, but the first part is the easiest. The title ofmy thesis
is "Emancipating a Professional's Anthill: Using Professional and Participative Action
Reflective Practitioner Analysis with infonnation systems professionals as the Crux.
Gnothi se auton; Non,je ne regrette ricn; Die Lichtung; All the World's a stage."

ill the last 20 yearn, there has been a monumental shift of intelligent and Lalented
people into information systems and today there is a shift away from this area of
employment. The major reason for this, it seems is that there is no clear career path for
information systems professionals as there are for other professionals who join medium
to large enterprises. Currently, there aru no chief executives ofnon·infonnatit.n systems
enterprises who started their career:; cutting code, even after almost 60 yearn of
Information Systems. Contrast this with the Accounting Professional who becomes
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) after some thirty years of loyal and productive service.
Whole generations of highly int illigent people have already left or are about to leave
information systems becnuse of the management proctices that have isolated
information systems professionals from their colleagues in other Professional
endeavourli. l believe I have a possible solution thnt ;.. a win-win for everyone. In
nddition, I have recently discovered that there are many other professions that are also
in the same position of being hack professionals. That is, lhey are professionals who are
perhaps too valuable to promote into mllllagement or there is no pince for them to
ndvnnce within the scope of the or~anisation. This means that while the organisation
has sufficient quality work for these profos;ionals to perform, the professionals may
stay in their employ. However, by denying professionals the opportunity of dreaming
of the possibilities of promoting themselves into new positions, the organisation hi!S
destroyed ambition, and I would suggest that this is not a positive act.

My title

describes this as escaping the Anthill. This process hns four stages, Gnolhe se Auton Know thyself, Non, Jc ne regrelle rlen - No, I regret nothing, Die Lichlung - lhe
Heideggerian Clearins found when everything not considered imponant is bracketed out
of contention, and All the World's a Stage - the enabling the humm being md their
spirit to become whole and self actualised.

Exp/uin to 11s t/ie reseurcl, method u1,ed and tl1e reason you cl,ase iJ?
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The method i~ action research ll.'ling rich modelling to secure the necessnry
rigour :and validity to make this work an acceptable addition to knowledge. The rerumn
why I chose to use it is a matter of simple deduction. It is apparent to me that one is
able to reduce to an absurdity the use of any other mcthodo!ogy. I state this is because
of the necessity to use heuristic or discovery methods to support the resc!lfch questions.
The main questions support the actual rese!lfch work using this method. If I were to
use, 511y positivism, then what of the real world thel may not display any positivist
relationship c7en after a period of detailed examination uf what appears to be the
research question? If the positivist process is c11ITied lhrougli and the resull.s though
academically 'correct' are ignored by the g~ncml population because it d,,es not f:l in
with the model or models of the real day to day world that management and er.iployees
must contend, does this research have any utility at all? t"ositMsm has given humanity
enormous benefits, bl!! it has ignored the non·quantitntive world, the world of love,
hate, fear, satisfaction and so on, things that cannot be valued but arc beyond price in
their ability to help describe the phenomenal world to an individual and 1hcn to another
individual as a member of a larger group. This is the major problem of positivism, no1
that its usefulness is waning in some areas, but that other models are attemptin~ to
evaluate the immeasurable and then showing that the resull.s can po11sibly be universal.
The research universe is expanding for positivism, but is exploding for other paradigms
and that is one of the main reasons why I hr··~ chosen qualitntive research.
The othJr reason is that posi!!vism cannot work in my research. I am asking for
opinions of a model that I !lave created, to modify it when necessary but to use it as an
explanation of the real world as people actually see themselves, their employer, anci
their chosen profession. I have been where most of the people I will interview are
today, a;;ct i: is my estimation from what I have heard from others I know within the
info:mation systems industry, that toc!iy Httk has changed from the days of the early SO·
calicd second-generation mainframes, IBM 1401, Burroughs 500, Md so on.

The

opinion that I have formed from thc:.-;e ex-research conversations is that organisationally
and professionally information systems professionals are still in the early 1960's. I say
this without fear of major contradiction as th~ only thing that rut5 changed is the
technology that is used. This is my reason for this research, and po~itivi~m cammt
explain using quantillltive metl,ods, the resolution my research questions.

What Is the history of this proj<!cl?

The history of this project is a series of eureka-type discoveries more probably
attributable to a history project rather than one concerning Information WE11fare. What
begnn as a possible project, and grew into this current project is a time line of
disco•·eries, mostly serendipitous, that caused me to meander towards the final tn.rgeL
Previously, one of the target projects I had proposed either wes a moving target or was
the result of ever changing technology, which made such a project an indirect moving
target. That is the project could not estnblish a single root to slllbilise the investigation,
as it seemed that a butterfly in MeKico caused a new technical method to evolve in some
information systems process. For example, one of the original pre-proposal projecl.s
wa., to discover and prove thal the cw-rent dominant supplier of personal computer
operating systems sourced its design upon its original IBM conlrnct to provide an
opemting system to IBM's own Personal Computer products. IBM wanted, it seemed,
an operating system based upon il.s then mainframe operating systems, and Microsoft
supplied an operating system to this requirement. However, there was a breakdo1m
between IBM and its Penmrwl Computer operating systems supplier, and each went
thelr own way, with IBM eventually withdrawing from providing operating systems to
the Personal Computer market.

This apparently, at that time, gave Microsoft the

opportunity to consolidate and greatly expan<l i!.'I mEIIket. However, it slill had ll1e IBM
menta!ity of how ~n operating system ought to operate. That is, the machine comes first
then the user work-related-processes the machine performs in order to justify its
purchase, installation, and ongoing costs.

This is analogous to the driver of an

automobile ordered by his vehicle as to what the intended destination will be
irrespective of where the driver wishes to arrive. This IBM-ish auitude did not take into
account other operating systems philosophy that I was aware of, particularly the old
Burrough's operating system that put the work-to-be-performed processes first and the
machine last. This philosophy made the operating system much simpler and more
efficient to perform its primwy objective - to complete the ordered work. The speed of
change wit'~n the Microsoft operating system wru such that it seemed possibie that my
intended work would have been obsolete before my.project 1'1115 completed, a risk I wns
not willing to take. [ have proved to myself that the risk could have been worth it, ns

the Microsoft operating systems still mainlllin their !BM heritage to this dny in 2005.
How,:ver, today Microsoft may be at the situation of IBM in the 70's, SO's and 90's,
where Microsoft has been too successfn! and has too much invested in its product range
to mdkally change, but that is now for others to investigate.
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I had to find a constant, such as the base methodology of writing operating
systems that

WllS

remaining constant irrespective of the state of technology. This

Wall

to

n!low this work to have a long utility period, a long period when it could be the
benchmork for the industry to consider. I reflected upon my own information systems
career, and the initial and continuing information systems career of my eldest son and
his wife as n starting point

I decided that there was no constnnt point and that I

abandoned this project because of the moving rorgel this project would try to resolve.
By a serendipi:uus event of my searching for training options for Disaster Recovery
Programs, my next at1empted project, I hapPened upon a series of article authored by
Hubert. Dreyfus (Dreyfus, 2C02[) concerning among other things, skills acquisition, and
the eureka occurred. Dreyfus had mapped a geneml model that also explained skill
acquisition in a way that described the current model, that is, up to his skills level of
Competent, of information syi;tems !mining as it sti\l is today.
Investigating this topic further, I found skill levels above competent level arc, it
seemed, unavailable to current nnd past information systems professionals. This was
the beginning of this project as it now stands.

Wiiy llre yo11 uri11g pl,e11onieno/ogy as part ofyour pl1ilosop/1/co/Joundot/011s?
Phenomenology is not part of11.Je foundations; it is the foundation of this project.
This project is within the description of Dreyfus' swnmp at the bottom of the ivory
lower, and therefore deals with reality as I and my inter1iewces wish to describe it. As I
stated and implied before, positivism is not the sole acceptable parndigm today, but as
you roise lhe point of phenomenology, phenomenology, as I understand it, does not
necessarily requite quantitative analysis, as a matter of consideration an, sculpture,
painting, and poetry, have had a great effect upon phenomenology. T11is on the basis
that art can deswibe pheno:'lenology better than any language.

Looking at

phenomenology from Hegel onwnrds, we find every major thinker relies upon Hegelian
Philosophy, using it eith~r us a foundation of discussion or as providing by-products
that allow the basis of new intcrpretntiofli of humanity. If my memory ser1es me
correctly Spencer and Krnuzc (Spencer & Krnuze, 1996) state 'For the Inst 150 ye~rs,
almost every major development in philosophy from Marx to Dcrridl>. and
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Postmodcmism can be seen as confronting I.he challenge of Hegel's system.' I consider
that statement alone sufficient to consider phenomenology as applicable IO my resem:h.

Wllat are tl,e inajor source ofyour research data?
The major sources used in this work are my own experiences, my intcrpremtions
of the experiences of others cmd lhe nctunl experiences of others as described by my
interviewees. Outside of my own experiences, I will interview various people and if
they allow me to do so, their personal experiences, to report on the effect lhat these
actions and their reactions to these purposeful and random elements in their lives.
Tbese semi-structured interviews will provide further insights into the relevance of the
research questions, and if these questions are wanting, then l will alter these questions
and new interviews initiated.

WI/at are the major sources ofyollr ruearcli metlwda/agy?
The major sources arc Guba, Guba and Lincoln, Argyris (in several books), the
University of Bnth Centre for Action Research Professional Practice program with
works by Whitehead; Reason; and Renson and Bradbury.

In addition, Chcckland,

Williams, and the other various and continuously growing list of respecl.llble academics
in the action research area. It has been n hard mnd for these researchers to pursue and
action research is difficult to present well but I have no other real choice thnn to pursue
this evolving paradigm.

Wllal are tl,e ,najor sources ofyour researcl, pl1ilosapl1ica/ foundat/011?
S!nrt from Kant, then Hegel and add Man:, add Husserl, ndd Schopenhauer and
Heidegger, add lhe modems and undcrsl.nnd the evolutions pn::sented by Derrida,
Horkheimer, Adorno, Foucault, Sartre, de Beauvoir, and Rorty. These nuthol'li cxplnin
history from new perspectives, explain powi:r, explain emancipation, explain slavery,
explain exploillltion, not in terms of the 18th, ,9th, and 2r
today, the here and now.

:enturies, but in terms of

1 discovered meP.lling from modem and post-modem

approaches to these topics in today's terms, discussed topics for the IE1St 300 yeurs, and
yet topics for current serious study! ! would suggest that one should read Adorno and
Horkheimer (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1993) to determine if information systems is part
of the enl..ertainmcnt industry; I am unsure that it is not! That should answer your
question.
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Fro,n wlwt ya11 /Jave told us, tile co11clusions you will reaclt were opporei1t a/ tlte
ear/JI stages or perhaps eve11 before you hego11 your ruearc/1. ls tills 110/ a se{ff11/filling result? A simple conjir11111tio11 ofyou ideas?
My experience in information systems was mostly

a hard slog and unpleasanL

spent many a long week working 80 hours or more for little reward. Iflhe project was
late, a successful end met with scorn, irrespective of the reasons. If the project was on
time and met nil specifications, late changes would make the project !ate nnd again
scorn was the result. If a client was having problems, it wes usuo.lly lhe code-cutter's
fault, never the design of the system. Today? Nothing hs chnnged according to the
people I have contacted initially, only the technology used and its high speed has
changed. If you were a good programmer and spent most of your time not billing the
lrue costs of your projects, you were a hero, if you were more honest you were on the
poor performer list. What hns changed? Nothing in a very Jong time. My question is
why hasn't management science woken up to the facts that the people who are in this
indusuy for even a short time realised that they have made a mistake in career choice. II
is apparent to me that infonnation systems professionals are by their employing
organisation, resourcefully dominated and exploited by the demands of the clock and
expense chwl. This while ignoring of the ability of the information systems people to
perfonn nlmosl daily acts of high intelligence talks without asking themselves is all of
this worth my time and when and how can I get out of lhis messy biisincss. Some jusl
quit 311d strut a small business; others try to promote themselves into other areas of an
organisation. The sum of this entire personal quagr,.'.;e menns that a person has v,asted
years of their life in the pursuit of the failed ideal of being a worthy technocrol, lhat is
worthy in lhe eyes of firstly themselves, then their flllllily, and lastly their employer.
This lhree-pill1 hieran:hy motivates, not the banality oflheir employment, but a desire to
build or rebuild a form of self and group respect for the infonnation systems
Professional whatever they decide to do.

You l,oven't rmswered 1/1e previous que!itlon w/111 ll.JleS or 110.
The answer is the Sllme as lhe one for smoking causing Cancer. Do smoking
tobacco products cause cancer? Yes, it does. Is this a proven positivist statement? Yes.
Is my previous statement a positivist statement? Yes. The answer lo your previous
question is yes. I knew what the conclusion ought to be, and what it would be before I
began this work. The only variable I can use is time, because if things have not changed
in 40 years, my question to this situation is why?
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!feel 11,at you are uncomfortable. Did you expect us to rubber-stamp our approval?
Rubber stomps are not in my lexicon, nor any of their synonyms.

!f jll5tice

comes from the ban-el ofa gun, as Chainnan Mao Tse Dong once stated, !hen we are all
in for a very rough naissiUlce period ahead ofus. We are splitting the world into those
who are technologically adept, skill laden, and those who are not so skilled. This birth
or naissancc of technology into a positive aspect of all life fonns on this p!anet is still in
labour and its birth is exceptionally short in historical tenns. However, the pain is not
yet over, as wc have the human life cycle as a metaphor to contend wilh in the
development of a technological world. What if large communities reject technology
and ei,:pect to live as their fathers and ancestolll have done for a thousand years? Do we
ignore them, which is my conclusion, or do wc try to convert them into technocrats?
lbe rubber stamp is nol applicable to me, but to others who in some form or missionary
zeal wish to reform large groups into a technologically friendly group who worship one
God and hate the other. The greatest problem does not !ic outside our own community,
but within it; the career pnth of infonnation systems professionals is limited,
deliberntely so. Until this situation is resolved,

we have no right to demand, ask, or beg

!he world to supply us with infonnation systems Professional services. Perhaps what
society needs is a nc\" Marxian approach to create the necessnry enemy to countervail
the current situation.

lf this is EL'lking for a rubber sLamp, then you can see the

seriousness of the problem lo Western Technology and why such questions arise.

Wiiy ilirl11 't JIOII use a positivist approacfl?
As mentioned before, positivism is not applicable here; Action Science as
described by Argyris {Argyris, Putnam, & Smith, 1985) is applicable. Even though I
have asked for infonnation supporting my conclusion, I am amenable to being wrong. I
would wish that I was, frankly, hut so far, the preliminary investigation hns proved me
correct in my lhinking. If that is positivist, I am a positivist, a qualitative, Participative
Professional action resean:h and Action Science oriented positivist.

However, wllere Is Ille rlgo11r Irr your researclt? Just because you /lave described a
problem, Its costs to llumanity, a11d Ille community as a wllole,)IOU .flili 11eed rigour,
vollrllty, a/Id ge11eraf/sablflty!
Dicks hcst describe the rigour ns you put it on his AREOL website (Dick, 2003)
in c'~aling with this very question. Firstly, he reviews the purpose of action resean:h:
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.to allow simultaneous nchievement of change and understanding'
and then he describes the cyclic nature of action reserm:h as the foundation of its rigour.
Let me explain this using my research qucstioll3 and as was mentioned before, my
revisable, but intended and self-fulfilling conclusions. I have a describable problem and
therefore it can be resolved. The problem is fundamentally one of human actual and
percei"lled relationships, particularly in organisations large enough to support an
independent information systems group or section.
installation where there

lll1l

This eliminates lhe small

fow information systems professionoJs and Ilic managerinl

career path is limited to the owner's relations or children. This \eaves us with a starting
point of a problem that needs resolution in the opinion of the research.er, me, in this
case. At this slllge, the methodology I can use, at this point, is not yet determined; I
could easily go down the Positivist path or almost any other research path. I then reflect
upon the problem, th.at is, [ challenge my A Priori (cause to effect) and my A l'osteriari
data (effect back to cause), opinions and interpretations oo try to resolve tlic problem
using quantitative and qualitative methods or both to at least to try to describe the
problem. Note that I am not looking for a problem in this instance; this seems to be the
fillit stage in using action research., as l already have n problem which seems W be able
to be resolved reflectively. I want to be able to describe that problem and then use my
data collection to support, or not, my interpretations leading to a conclusion. I would
probably call this method Positivist action Iesearch. I then reflect upon my reflections:
If the problem is probably resolvable as a research project, then [ must search for data
that wi!I provide a model of the problem and its potential resolution thal is nccepLable as
a wo,thy doctornl work. Eventually ! come to the point th.at I have a solid research
question, I have a possible approach to fanning a serious set of conclnsioru, and now I
must choose an acceptable meth.Dd ofestab!ishing the necessary rigour for this research.
This method is action research because it is a corulant refining of the data looking for
disconfinning evidence as well as confinning evidence ofmy, as you say, self-fulfilling
conclusions.

I found a model Iha\ sc~med to fit the basic learning of just about

nnyiliing, and that is what I cnll the Dreyfus Model of Skil! Acquisition (Dreyfus,
2002f). This began tf,e design and refinement of the model that I will present later.
However, this model gave me a swrting point that allowed me to develop a three-slagc
model based upon the three stages of Dreyfus, but with the development of the position
in the information systems Profession. By conslantly refining and reflecting upon what
the model was to achieve in both describing the situation and the possible resolution of
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the research questions, I have fulfilled lhe fundamemnl requirements of action research.
I now have to involve my interviewees to act in the snme manner within their own
environment. One problem I have found however, is that by constantly challenging the
data that I posses from my own experience and interpreting it aml then rending more
widely, I am conslll.ntl} finding that what started out as a bounded doctornl work, is
open ended and that I must stop somewhere, hut just not nnywhere. The rich model lhat
has developed from the simple Dreyfus r,-,odel, bas become quite complex nnd yet
explains the problems and the research questions simply nnd directly.
Validity docs not (l<!Cm to be a problem if we cnn mutually ngree on the
definition of what is validity. Pandit of Manchester Business School (Pandit, 1996)
explains in clear terms the three validities and the term relinbility.
Conslruct Validity

!IS

He explains

the establishment of cl~arly specified operationnl procedures.

lnterrwl Validity he describes as the addressing of the credibility of the findings of a
study.

External Validity he describes as where the findings arc npplicnble or

generalisation to an analytic, or separation into different parts, and to a broader theol)'.
Reliability is the repeat.ability of the study to yield the scune results. This is what I
believe are the use of the term validity. In this study, construct validity is based upon
the action research methodology.

Here I source Internal Validity upon my own

experiences nnd the experiences of others in Information Systems. I take E,demal
Validity as the generalisability of the model to all information systems professionals,
and incidenwlly many others locked in professional services as well. l was given the
example of hack :'"'fp~:;;vnal engineers, engineers who are necessnry not for new
engineering processes or procedures, but to verify current production methods of new
products. This approach seems applicable to any other professional type in similar
mundane positions, and this seems to answer the reliability question.

/find rich 111odell/11g a conundr11n1. Soft Systems inlloduced tile rid picture, a11d
yo11 are J11troduc/11g tile Rlclt Model, a modijicotion, a good one, but a modification
na11e/11eless. In yo11r case, it seems to express the abvlo11s, so where do you go from
/,ere?

The intention is oo improve the model or to prove it incorrect or wrong. The rich
model allows others LJ see it for what it is without using the inherent inadequacies of
language to describe the problem. The problem with nny picture is what I call the
temporal dilemma.

A balance sheet, picture, piece of sculpture or other three
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dimensional art, even litemture of all types suffer form the time problem; all of these
items are as at an ins!!lnt, they do not and cannot show development over time, even
thougl1 it took time to create the item. My model is in the same vein, it is at an instant
of time, but it ha:. one important difference. It show:; what is possible over time. From
the highest levels of competency, a metamorphosis through training can take this person
to a point where they are an Expert or Condor; then another metllmorphosis through
training can occur where they can become Cultural Maslct11 or Gurus in this indusl.fy.
The dangers of not letting this happen is shown by the aircmft dropping a bomb,
extreme

infonnation

systems

Professional

disil!usionmcnt

can

lead

to

Hackcrs!Phreakel"!i of exceptional quality and skill, the very thing the world docs not
need. The other stage is where the information systems professional changes direction
to become n leader within the organisation il'lclf, away from and beyond Information
Systems, where they can roost in the tree and control all that they can see from sucl:
heights. It is up to researchers such as me to show the problem, explain a result, and pul
that result into e!Tect, otherwise we ill have the same problem for the next 40 or so years
as we have had for the last 40 years.
This is the actual note I wrote to myself conceming this post-structuralist
metaphor for a defence of the methodolog:· used.

I. The questioning session is to provide a wide-ranging series of arguments for and
against the reasons for choosing a particulnr research paradigm. This is the source of
the reasoning for using action research of Professionals in Practice.
2. I have to present all th·, main streams of research methodology, and refer them to
the resear-h question(•.). It mwt be a reductio ab a::..-urdum process for most of the
paradigms, but they must all be discussed, at leMt the major topics. Then: must be
logical argwnents for and arguments against. Wins and losses on both sides must be
noted clearly and unambiguously.
3. The result must be that action research mwt be seen as the best, but not the only
paradigm for these resenn:h questions, but it must be SUPPORTED and argumenu;
closed conceming most other methodologies.
4. I sugge~t using van Maanen's outline of philosophy (it is found on the Net and show
the relationships-brieny--of Philosophy.)

5. At the end of perhaps \f) of the Thesis the interview comes to an end, a vote is
taken, and the vote is evenly split, two for, and two against. The chair and his
associate vote no, while the others vote yes, even ifunensily. What do we do now?
The Chairman speds:
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"We .,ave a tied vote, and the rults stipulate that a majority carries. It also says,
and I admit l deliberately did nol tell you this, that you, the subject of this commillce,
can have the deciding vole. This does not mean that you have, io a word won. !tis not
that simple.
"You are now in conlfo! of your destiny, more so now thnn at any other time.
This is the time of laking responsibility for the world in your area of research. You may
change the world for the better or for the worse; you may be misunderstood, misquoted,
or hailed as the saviour of your speciality through your research. It is not a time for
rejoicing but for contemplation about your own abilities, not only in your research area,
but also in becoming a citizen of the world in lhe fullest sense of the word. You wi!l
suffer pressure from all sides, friend, nnd foe alike.

Some cannot deal with this

pressure, some revel in this pressure cooker of knowledge generation, nnd other.i
become passive, nnd teach about dead authors while dying a lillle each time they do so.
You must honestly deal with you, the real you, the solipsist you, the myriad other "you"
and answer truthfully, --is this you truly want?
"You must now vote, and decide the outcome of this examination."
I woke up.

A Jui,g/arr Mamfa/a?
!s this a Jungian Mandala? These religious and quasi-religious creations are
usually four sided, but this one is five. Is this lhe penlllgrem ofwitchcrnl\? Is this what
I think of Doctoral studies? !f we delete the non-voting side, lhen it reverts In four
sides, and becomes the typical Mandala, with me the man-God in lhe centre. However
in this case the walls do not protect me but imprison and enslave me into a situation that

J cannot escape without cost, and in this case, the cost is rejection of my thesis. What
then is the puipose of this dream?
Must I consider myself, in the Jungian lexicon, as suITering from inflation that is
a "state of mind characterised by an exaggerated sense of self-imponance, often
compensated by feelings of inferiority?" ls that why I am 11.11ked? ls that why I have
planned a particular strategy thn1 dev11Statcs any opposition by mnking their arguments
absurd?
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Jung sillies:
"An inflated coruciouimess is always egocentric and conscious of nothing but its
own existence. It is incapable of !earning from the pE1St, incapable of
undersl(lnding contcmpornry events, and incapable of drawing right conclusions
about the future. It is hypnotised by itself and therefore cannot be argued with.
It inevitably dooms itself to ca!nmitie~ that must strike it dead. Pnradoxically
enough, inflation is a regression of consciousness into unconsciousness. This
always happens when coruciowness wkes too many unconscious contents upcn
itself and loses the faculty of discrimination, the sine qua non of all
consciousne5s." ["Epilogue" Collected Works of Carl Jung vol 12, 'Psychology
1111d Alchemy' par.563- Pp 43 ofLexieon by Sharp] {Sh111p, 1991)
[!nfiation] should not be inleq,ieted as ... conscious self-aggrandisement.
Such is far from being the role. In Genera!, we are not directly conscious of this
condition at all, but can at best infer its existence indirectly from the symptJms.
These include the reactions of our immediate environment. Inflation magr,ilies
the blind spot in the eye." ['The Self,' Collected Works of Carl Jung 9ii, par
44, Pp 43 of Lexicon by Sh11Tp,"](Sharp, 1991)
Initially, I find this to be both educational and frightening.

Looking at the

'symptJms' however, l find that whatev~r the definition describes, I really do not fit
into this definition, I cannot sulfcr from inflation because I have learned from history, I
didn't liken good deal ofmy past experiences, but I did !earn from them.
As for the future, I have shown myself to be very good at predicting events,
events over which I am not at a!l involved, much to the wmoyn;ice of my peers. I have
found that keeping quiet nnd not saying 'I told you sol' is by for the most powerful
response when the previous event spoken or; comes tnie.
I do however, take on much, jusl to prove to myself nlone, that it is possible to
accomplish Uwt which others say is improbable, and when I finish the task, again I
remnin silent as I look for another task that others also see ll5 improbable. Perhaps, as I
cannot climb mountains because they are there, I can attempt, and sometimes fail at
completing n task to my satisfaction and expectations, but at lca5t when it 'comes
together' l find no greater personal saiisfnction.
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